
EXTENDING Placements 

For 

Student Teachers 

(Early Years QTS and Primary QTS Programmes) 

Extending Placements: 

For all student teachers on all ITE Programmes. 

• Build on the experience gained on Beginning and Developing Placements.

• Provide the final school/setting-based experience of the Student’s Programme.

• Lead to the award of Qualified Teacher Status for students who are able to meet all elements of the Professional 

Teacher Standards and have successfully completed the associated academic study.

• Students show competence in the plan, teach, assess, reflect cycle; teaching up to 70% of curriculum time.

• Teaching whole class, focus groups or individuals where necessary.

• These placements are individual places.

• Have common expectations and requirements for all Programmes

Academic Year 2020/21 

2020/21 update
• COVID-19: Student teachers are classed as 'Critical Workers' and should be deployed in schools as that of other staff.
(This can be flexible across a school/setting)
As can be seen in the common framework and statements below, we are looking for our student teachers to be, at least, Meeting 
Expected Teacher standards exemplification by the end of their programme.
This Journey allows for flexibility of a student to map their experience and progress at each placement phase regardless of context or role. 
A student could be supporting online home learning alongside a class/bubble teacher or co-teaching (teacher directed catch up) a subject / 
specialist area face to face with a class/bubble. There could of course be scope for a blend of the above. A student will also be identifying 
phase specific areas of CPD. Early on this may be specific school H&S and safeguarding policies/ procedures in which they are placed.
ALL our ITE students complete online safeguarding training before commencement of assessed placement experiences.
National ITT compliance criteria surrounding total numbers of days a student is physically on placement, numbers of schools to attend and 
KeyStage / age phase interactions have continued to be relaxed moving into 2020/21 if the situation demands this. Giving providers and 
their partnerships flexibility in enabling student teachers to gain appropriate and necessary input and opportunities to address the teacher 
standards.
• Flexibility based on Common Framework updates
• The standards need to be applied as appropriate to the role, phase of training and context within which the trainee is practising 
(placement).
• Student teachers should demonstrate a continued progression towards the recommendation of award of QTS; mapping evidences 
against the Teacher Standards in the common framework.
• A professional assessment of the ability to stay ‘on trajectory’ toward QTS will be made during each placement phase.
• SMART targets will continue to help a student teacher work towards meeting a best fit outcome of the teacher standards.
• They should be assessed against the standards in a way that is consistent with what could reasonably be expected of a trainee teacher 
prior to the award of QTS. (Best Fit)
• Mentor “support” is critical to sustained student teacher progress. Mentors will continue to support activity in all bands of this 
framework.

• Student teachers at extending phase must 'MEET Teacher standards exemplification' as a best fit in all 8 standards (& Part 2). 
Many will exceed this level of practice and targets can be supportively set to transition these students into their early career.



Key Expectations (of Students) e.g.S1 = Standard 1 

Building on the required outcomes of previous placements, students will be expected to: 

• S1 Demonstrate a clear ability to motivate and engage all learners in planned and impromptu

learning opportunities (in and out of the classroom context) which are well matched to the learner’s

understanding and interests; that challenge ideas, contribute to discussion and teamwork and secure

progress.

• S4, S5 Develop and update clear and carefully differentiated plans based on on-going assessment of

the learners’ needs, interests and progress and which closely connect activities, objectives and

outcomes.

• S3 Demonstrate well developed and researched subject knowledge to inform pedagogy and

learning across the curriculum which are increasingly innovative and creative.

• S6 Draw on wide ranging assessment opportunities that are closely linked to the learning
objectives, actively engage learners in developing their awareness of learning and next steps and
which contributes to the school’s systems for tracking and recording pupil progress.

• S1, S4 Identify, introduce and manage resources and space which inspire and facilitate

learning and are closely matched to the intended learning objectives.

• S5 Recognise barriers to learning and apply both policy and good professional practice to support the

needs and progress of all learners.

• S1, S7 To model and secure good behaviour, appropriate values and an interest in learning (in

and beyond the classroom) and to ensure that all matters regarding behaviour and safety are

addressed and/or referred immediately to a member of staff with appropriate experience and

responsibility.

• S2a,b, S4d, S8d Engage in systematic self and collaborative reflection which informs professional

development, the contribution of others and the progress of learners. Promote pupil progress over

time through effective data and evidence gathering and analysis. Ensure this is underpinned by

reflection, professional development and acknowledgment of the way you facilitate the work of

others.
• S8 Demonstrate a clear ability to work collaboratively and effectively with colleagues, parents /

carers and other professionals: recognising personal responsibilities /capabilities and
opportunities to innovate and use initiative in supporting pupils’ learning and welfare.

Prior Experience 

• 3 Year Undergraduate Programmes will have completed up to 13 weeks of assessed

experience in schools/settings undertaken in forms of experiences and teaching blocks; in

different Key Stages / age phases.

• 4 Year Undergraduate Programmes will have completed up to 18 weeks of assessed
experience in school / settings undertaken in forms of experiences and teaching blocks; in
different Key Stages /age phases.

• All PgCE students will have completed up to 10 weeks of assessed experience in schools /settings

in 2 or more blocks in different key stages / age phases where possible.

• In most cases, PgCE and undergraduate cohorts include students who have worked as

unqualified teachers overseas and others who have been volunteer / salaried Teaching Assistants.

Some have had careers in other Children’s Services. They will have also had school embedded

learning as part of their course programme; and experiences in supporting school key agendas.

• Some students will have carried out CPD activity in summer term 2020 instead of an in school
placement- Detail can be found via this link.



StudentTeachers 

• Ensure pre-placement contact with the Mentor and University Partnership Tutor (UPT)/ Partner

Programme Lead (PPL).
• Maintain a professional demeanour and appearance.

• Sustain a timely cycle of: planning, preparation, evaluation & reflection. Building to teaching

70% of curriculum time; and sustaining this.
• Develop appropriate and constructive relationships with learners and other professionals.

• Seek and take into account advice and guidance from experienced colleagues.

• Engagement in reflection on professional development, tracking progress and target setting.

• To maintain a Placement File and Complete the weekly review in the School / Setting

Placement Assessment Record (SPAR), directly linked to the teacher standard grid.

• To maintain a class and individual profiling folder; within which you should gather data on your

class’s progress over time, analysis of that data and annotated evidence which demonstrates

the impact that your teaching has had on the class over the period of your placement as well as

profile 3 pupils in depth. ( see Pupil Profiling Guidance )

Schools, Mentors and Class Teachers [CT] 

• To provide an appropriate setting and context for the student to develop the necessary

experience including:

o An effective welcome / induction opportunity

o Guidance and materials to inform the student’s preparation, teaching and contribution to

children’s learning and welfare.

o Opportunity, feedback and guidance to support and engage the student in reflection, target

setting

• To ensure that at least 4 formal observations take place plus one with a focus on the teaching of 
SSP and early reading

• To undertake a weekly tutorial and review session with the student. On Extending Placements 
3 of these will focus on pupil progress analysis. Refer to TPP guidance.

• Monitor Student’s files and completion of Student Progress Assessment (SPAR)

• To complete the assessment requirements as set out in the relevant Assessment Schedule 
below. All assessment placement forms (below) can be downloaded from the Partnership Website and 
completed in electronic format.
Visit:

• To raise any formal “Cause for Concern” in keeping with the guidance.

• To identify any student who is not continuing to make progress to meet the expected exemplification of 
tecaher standards as in need of an intervention plan (CFC- Cause for Concern)

• To liaise with the assigned University Partnership Tutor / Partner Programme Lead

University Partnership Tutors [UPT] / Partner Programme Lead [PPL] for SD Alliances • 
Ensure pre-placement contact with student teacher. Provide contact details. 
UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE ALL QA VISITS WILL BE CONDUCTED 'VIRTUALLY' - Unless other 
arrangements are specifically requested by a school / setting; A risk assessment process will be needed in these cases.

• Make early contact with the Mentor to support the start of the placement as appropriate.

• Respond to placement issues as required. Support formal process for dealing with “Cause for Concern” if raised.

• Undertake a QA visit / observation & moderate placement assessment.

• Ensure Outcomes are collected in time for the module assessment boards and are presented to KAP email.

• In School Direct Alliances, being a UPT and Personal Academic Tutor is part of the role of the Partner Programme Lead (PPL).

PLACEMENT ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

http://tiny.cc/UOCPartnershipPaperwork
http://tiny.cc/UOCPartnershipPaperwork
https://www.cumbria.ac.uk/about/partnerships/placements/education/information-primary/


Lancaster and Carlisle Based Students Including School Direct

Placement Unit 
University of Cumbria 
Bowerham Road 
Lancaster 
LA1 3JD 

Tel: 01524 385697 
Email: educationplacements@cumbria.ac.uk

London Students 

Placement Unit 

University of Cumbria East 

India Dock Road 

London 

E14 6JE 

Tel: 0207 517 4804
Email: 
partnershiplondon@cumbria.ac.uk 

Lancaster Students & SD

kaplancaster@cumbria.ac.uk 

Copy to PPL or UPT 

Written enquiries to the respective campus 
c/o 
Programme Administration 

Carlisle Students

kapcarlisle@cumbria.ac.uk 

Written enquiries to the respective 
campus c/o 

Programme Administration 

London Students

kaplondon@cumbria.ac.uk 

Written enquiries to the respective 
campus 

PLACEMENT DEVELOPMENT AND DOCUMENTATION 

1. Student Progress Assessment Record [SPAR]
This standalone booklet builds and retains a record of the student’s development throughout their 
programme. It contains: 

• Observation Proforma for the Mentors observations and feedback

• Placement Weekly Review forms to stimulate and capture the student’s reflection on progress 
against the Assessment Criteria and informed by self-evaluation, feedback and tutorials. The process 
incorporates a systematic engagement in reviewing and setting targets.

• Trainee Development Targets Running Record: for students to enter agreed targets based on 
feedback, discussion, scrutiny of files and their wider reflection on their progress.

• Common Framework Assessment Descriptors for annotating, assessing and tracking progress to 
support feedback, reflection, target setting and summative assessment.

• Key Assessment Point Outcome Record: Placement Report Proforma completed by the Mentor 
for capturing summative assessment.

The student is responsible for collating and completing this record(See Below: “Completion and Return of 

Documentation”) 

2. The Placement File

From first contact (visit days) and throughout the placement each student is required to maintain a file 
which typically holds: 

• Current SPAR

• Previous SPARs (Beginning & Developing)

• Section your folder as in pre placement checklist & Generic handbook

• Placement tasks (if any)

You will also need a separate folder for your Class Profile to monitor, track, assess and record 

the progress of the children in your class. 

n.b. This collection of lesson observation feedback, weekly reviews and annotation of the

assessment descriptors will monitor and track the student’s professional

development and provide a regular assessment profile which will readily inform and build

up the required summative assessment of the placement. Mentors and University Partnership

Tutors / Partner Programme Leads are asked to keep a check on the student’s
completion of these important documents.

mailto:partnershiplondon@cumbria.ac.uk
mailto:kaplancaster@cumbria.ac.uk
mailto:kapcarlisle@cumbria.ac.uk
mailto:kaplondon@cumbria.ac.uk
mailto:educationplacements@cumbria.ac.uk
mailto:educationplacements@cumbria.ac.uk
mailto:SDkaplancaster@cumbria.ac.uk
mailto:SDkaplancaster@cumbria.ac.uk
mailto:Studentskapcarlisle@cumbria.ac.uk
mailto:Studentskapcarlisle@cumbria.ac.uk
mailto:Studentskaplondon@cumbria.ac.uk
mailto:Studentskaplondon@cumbria.ac.uk


Assessment Schedule 

Mentor Destination Due Student 

Pre-placement Checklist 1 copy to student* 

Notify UPT /PPL where necessary. 

First few days To make a complete 
record of all 
assessment, 
feedback 
and reflections in the 
SPAR 

Retain a copy for 
presentation on 
future placements 

Make a copy to be 
discussed and 
submitted to your PAT 
at your post 
placement  tutorial  / 
Base Day 

Carry out placement 
evaluation and final 
Programme Exit 
survey as specified 
on back page of SPAR 

Observation Proforma [OP] 1 copy to student* At least 4 
observations over the 
Extending phase 

Cause  for  Concern  Referral 

form (ONLY STUDENTS 
EXHIBITING CFC) 

1 copy to student* 1 

copy to UPT /PPL 

1 copy emailed to 

PAd”campus”@cumbria.ac.uk 

At any point that gives 
the student appropriate 
time to improve on 
targets set (usually 
flagged by mid-point 
of placement) 

End of Placement 
Report: Extending KAP E 
Outcome Record 

1 copy to student* 
1 copy emailed to UPT / PPL
1 copy emailed to KAP** 

*To be held in SPAR
** Email Addresses

Lancaster: Kaplancaster@cumbria.ac.uk 
Carlisle: Kapcarlisle@cumbria.ac.uk 
London: Kaplondon@cumbria.ac.uk

End of penultimate 
week 

The Standard descriptors are to be used to assess the outcome for the trainee at relevant stages using a ‘best fit’ 
approach. However, all standards (best fit) must be Meeting expected or exceeding expected by the conclusion of 
the training programme for the recommendation of the award of QTS and evidence against the descriptors commensurate 
with the outcome must be provided at each assessed stage. 

Completion and Return of Placement Documentation 

All assessment placement forms (below) can be downloaded from the Partnership Website and 
should be completed in electronic format. Visit: https://www.cumbria.ac.uk/about/partnerships/
placements/education/information-primary/. 
All students have (hardcopy) Student Placement Assessment Record.
Schools/settings should email completed Key Assessment Point Outcome Record (KAPs) to

Lancaster based student: Kaplancaster@cumbria.ac.uk

Carlisle based students: Kapcarlisle@cumbria.ac.uk

London based students: Kaplondon@cumbria.ac.uk

mailto:campus%E2%80%9D@cumbria.ac.uk
mailto:Kaplancaster@cumbria.ac.uk
mailto:Kapcarlisle@cumbria.ac.uk
mailto:Kaplondon@cumbria.ac.uk
https://www.cumbria.ac.uk/about/partnerships/
mailto:Kaplancaster@cumbria.ac.uk
mailto:Kaplondon@cumbria.ac.uk
https://www.cumbria.ac.uk/about/partnerships/
mailto:Kaplancaster@cumbria.ac.uk


All Extending Placements:
Each student should: 

• Demonstrate a professional approach to appearance, behaviour, timekeeping and attendance.

• Arrive at least 30 minutes before the start of the school/setting day. Allow time for completing

relevant responsibilities at the end of the day (not to leave before 4:30pm unless

circumstances are agreed with school)

• Follow the guidance set out in the Generic Placement Handbook for giving notice of absence.

• Be directly involved in teaching and learning support building up to and sustaining 70% of the

weekly timetable

• Allocate the remaining time to observing teaching; familiarisation with school organisation /

routines; planning and preparation and evaluation of progress.
• Observe the teaching of Systematic Synthetic Phonics and Guided Reading

• Be observed (with feedback) teaching one in a minimum sequence of 3 Phonics & Guided

Reading sessions.

• Undertake small scale Professional Development Activities (PDA) set by tutors: to be shared and

discussed with the Mentor on visits days / at the beginning of the placement.
• Develop a Class Profile evidencing pupil progress overtime.

• Ensure all lesson plans and class trackers are annotated in terms of your teaching and the

children’s learning is clearly linked to future plans.

• Maintain a reflective log throughout the placement focusing on your teaching and the children’s

learning. Use the ‘model’ in your SPAR of support all reflections.

Q3 only – two week orientation placement- October 

Time Student’s Role Mentor’s Role Class Teacher’s Role UPT/PPL Role 
Throughout 
the 2 weeks 

During this orientation phase seek 
to experience as many of the 
following aspects as possible. 

• Meet with a mentor at
least twice

• Gain some understanding
of the school/setting
ethos and classroom
exemplification at that
stage/phase

• Gain some knowledge and
understanding of key
stage/phase planning
requirements (
particularly focus on how
sequences of learning are
planned for)

• Gain some awareness of
key stage/phase specific
progress data tracking and
analysis

• Gain some awareness and
understanding of
school/setting marking
and feedback process

• Gain some knowledge of
school/setting
safeguarding processes
Check school GDPR
guidelines on pupil info
/names etc and storage of

Ensure the student 
has the necessary 
information and 
opportunities to 
support this 
placement. 

Meet twice with the 
student to reflect and 
support. 

NB There is no 
paperwork 
requirement for this 2 
week placement 

Arrange suitable 
opportunities to 
fulfil requirements 
listed under 
student’s role. 

Disseminate 
necessary 
information 

Make contact 
with the 
mentor/setting 
during the 
placement 

Assist/visit as 
necessary in 
response to 
issues that may 
arise. 

QA a sample of 
schools 

Extending Placements: Week at a Glance 



documentation – 
Cloud/Dropbox/encrypted 
USB – and adhere to 
school guidelines 

• Gain some knowledge of
key stage/phase
curriculum breadth and
depth

• Complete two weekly
reflections ( not
weekly review
proformas) using the
circular model found
in your SPAR as an
aide memoire

We recommend that you : 

• Lead a sequence of learning 

• Co-plan with class teacher
an area of strength

• Gain experience in a weaker 
subject area eg by
observing

• Focus on reading

• Phonics input
• Focus on a subject

strength linked to a later
research project

You may also wish to build on this 2 week 
introduction by extending visits throughout 
the year 

same school for your 10 weeks in
summer unless you opt for a
London/NE or NI placement )Long Block: All Students/ All Programmes

Time Student’s Role Mentor’s Role Class Teacher’s Role UPT / PPL’s 
Role 

Before 
placement 

• Audit of subject experience 

in previous placements,

including topics taught 

• Meet with Personal tutor &
set
initial targets

• Brief colleagues on 
placement. 

• Consider placement 
set-up    implications
for   student,   class,
yourself. 

• Give contact

details and 

advice/supp 

ort to all as

required. 



Visit/Prep 
week 

( Week 1) 

▪ Prepare and maintain a

placement file. 

▪ Share your previous & 

current SPAR with 

Mentor/CT

▪ Ensure you gather the 

information to support your 

placement preparation

including the school’s / 

setting’s medium term plans 

policies and resources. 

▪ Identify your placement 

teaching timetable and 

content including PPA 

entitlement {same as NQT} 

and specific non contact 

activity such as observing a 

colleague, partner teaching 

etc 

▪ Check school GDPR 

guidelines    on    pupil    info 

/names  etc  and  storage  of

documentation – 

Cloud/Dropbox/encrypted

USB – and adhere to school

guidelines 

▪ Share any school based 

assignments/research set for 
placement-negotiate time 

for these {Prof 

Devt.activities} 

▪ Observe  lessons  /  sessions

taught by the CT and discuss 

pedagogy, behaviour 

management and 

organisation.Utilise 

‘observing    a    colleague    ‘ 

proforma in a focused way. 

▪ Create a Class Profile file to

use throughout placement 

to record evidence of pupil 

progress in all subjects 

taught. Gather baseline 

data. 

▪ Choose and begin to gather 

evidence on your 3 pupil 

profile children including 1 

Pupil Premium child where 

possible 

▪ Engage with Part 2 of 

Standards eg, register whole 

class, 

• Email your UPT / PPL. Provide an 
update 

• Observe routines

• Discuss targets from 

student’s previous 

observations and 

reports. 

• Ensure student(s) have 
the information
necessary to prepare 
for the placement. 

•Arrange suitable 

opportunity to 

work with children. 

•Disseminate 

necessary

information   to    aid 

initial planning. 

•Discuss initial 

planning ideas 

•Support trainee in 

settling into a

professional role. 

•Liaise with 

Mentor as 

appropriate 

•Provide class data to

trainee 

•Induct trainee 
into progress 
tracking systems. 

• Assist / visit 

as

necessary

in 

response 

to  issues 

that 
arise. 



By end of visit 
days 

• Ensure you  have copies of

any medium term planning 

if available. Update as 

required. 

• Observe lessons / sessions

taught by the CT and discuss 

pedagogy, behaviour 

management and 

organisation. 

• Support learning in a TA role 

as directed by the CT 

• Share and agree your plans 

for your lessons / activities 

for first week. 

• Collect evidence re 

children’s ability to support 

planning, pupil progress 

and assessment. Discuss 

the ways that school 

measures pupil progress 

• Establish class records for 

assessment .(tracking) 

• Complete preparation

checklist 

• Complete weekly review to

discuss with mentor.

• Find out who is the named 
Child Protection contact in 
the school 

• Give contact 

details 

• Share previous 

placement report and 

observations. 

• Meet to review 

weekly review and 

support student in 

finalising targets for start 

of this placement 

• Share school assessment 

system. . 

• Discuss tracking of pupil

progress /format with 

student 

• Sign Pre-Placement

Checklist in the SPAR if

complete or discuss any

outstanding areas. 

• Liaise with UPT/PPL if 
there are concerns 

• Support student in 
settling into teacher 
role 

• Provide 
opportunities to 
work with children 

• Provide 
opportunities to 
carry out required as 
tasks. 

• Discuss initial 
planning ideas 

• Share medium term 
plans and ideas if
MTP not in place 

• Give contact details 
• Arrange with student 

to receive first plans 
as outlined in pre 
placement checklist 
giving time for you 
to suggest 
amendments as 
appropriate. 

• Negotiate times for 
teaching timetable 
including 
opportunities to 
observe good 
practice and PPA 

• Give informal
feedback when the 
opportunities arise 

• Liaise with mentor 

Week 2 • Work with small groups and 
whole class teaching up to
50% teaching and learning
contact time 

• Use variety of formative 
assessment strategies to 
assess the pupil learning 

• Ensure this is recorded on 
your tracking
documentation 

• Negotiate how you will 
assume whole teacher role. 

• plan, prepare and teach 
observed lesson as 
applicable. 

• Complete weekly review
and discuss in your 
tutorial/weekly review
meeting with your mentor.
Once targets are agreed add 
these to your running 
record. Review reflectively
any targets already met. 

• At least 4 observations to 
be made over the 8 weeks.
Provide copy of observation 
for Students SPAR 
In addition- 1 phonics and 1
guided reading observation
to be completed directly
onto the appropriate grid. 

Weekly review/tutorial to 
discuss pupil and student 
progress, student wellbeing 
and to agree student’s 
targets. 
Monitor student file at 
regular intervals throughout 
the placement. 
Discuss progress/concerns 
as appropriate with UPT/PPL 
and raise a CFC if necessary 
following guidance.. 

As visit week + 

• Help  student  to

reflect on practice 

• Discuss ways in which
student will assume 
class teacher role 

Make early 
contact   to 
arrange 
visit 
schedule 
and 
respond to 
any 
matters 
arising. 

Week 3 
• Ensure you are fulfilling 
placement requirements 
• Utilise non contact time 
wisely to include observing 
colleagues , discussion with 
subject leads, PPA, researching 
subject knowledge… 
• Teach your specialist 
subject where appropriate
• Maintain class records 
using your tracking system ( 
see TPP for guidance). Utilise 

• Pupil progress is 
focus of weekly review
meeting. Student should be 
able to show a range of 
evidence to support this. 

• Check student file 
• Agree targets for 
student to work on and 
check previous ones have 
been reviewed successfully
on student developmental
running record. 

• Continue to
support as outlined 
above 

Make an early 
visit especially if 
concerns/issues 
arise 

Arrange a QA visit 
to undertake a 
joint observation 
with the mentor. 



this information to support 
next steps in learning 
• Ensure all planning 
includes the non negotiables 
and most of the additional
elements ( see TPP guidance) 
• Annotate plans 
reflectively and indicate links 
to impact on pupils ( highlight)
in order to plan next steps in 
learning. 
• Follow guidance given for 
TPP with reference to
completion of  periodic Pupil
progress review for analysis 
with mentor in focused weekly
review meeting. ( this will recur
at intervals throughout the
placement and may coincide
with the end of units of work) 

• Liaise closely with 
class teacher 
• Liaise with UPT/PPL
to arrange a joint 
observation ( QA ) visit.

Y 
• Move towards 60%
teaching and learning contact 
time. 
• Continue to work on 
pupil profiles – ensure that any
work /evidence for these is 
analysed 
• Maintain records (
tracking ) based on your varied 
assessment strategies . 
• Create opportunities to
address issues arising eg where 
pupils have not met a learning 
objective ( discuss with class 
teacher how they manage this )
• Ensure planning is 
sequential and is annotated 
effectively to support pupil
progress 
• Check whether it is 
appropriate to complete a
periodic progress review. Check 
TPP guidance. 
.

• Meet with student 
for weekly review meeting,
discussing targets and 
student weekly review 
• refer tp Common
Framework ( standards ) as 
basis for discussion of
targets.( ongoing) 
• Schedule joint 
observation as appropriate
• Liaise with class 
teacher 
• Arrange for subject 
leader to complete 
appropriate observation 
• Liaise with UPT/PPL if
concerns or issues arise. 

• Continue to
support as in weeks 2 
and 3 particularly by
giving informal 
feedback, checking 
planning and 
suggesting any
amendments before 
the lesson, including 
student in wider 
opportunities 

• Ensure 
full liaison 
with cohort 
leaders and 
personal 
tutors in the 
event of a 
CFC.

Week 5 • Move towards 70%
teaching and learning contact
time 
• Check if there is a need 
for a focused pupil progress
review 
• Continue to build pupil
profiles ( do not copy lots of 
pieces of work – what you keep 
as evidence should be 
meaningful) 
• Maintain tracking as in 
previous weeks

• As in previous weeks 
• Check whether 
student has observed 
/taught phonics and 
Guided reading to date. 
• If Cause for Concern 
(CFC) is in place an 
observation is necessary 
each week. 
• Is the student having 
opportunity to observe 
other teachers and /or 
partner teach to support 
their own progress? 

• As in previous
weeks 
• Can you broker 
opportunities for 
partner teaching with 
your student? 
• Can you support 
in TA role? 

Ensure liaison 
with school and 
make QA /joint 
observation visit 
around this 
middle point. 

Confirm any cases of formal 
Causes for Concern in liaison 
with UPT/PPT ensuring you 
hold a tutorial and targets 
have been set. 

This module can be failed if a 
student fails to 'meet 
expected standards 
exemplification' in any 
Teaching Standard.

I 

Liaise with mentor and 
UPT/PPL in supporting 
student and setting targets 
for improvement 

Liaise where 
these arise and 
inform/seek 
support from 
appropriate 
colleagues eg 
personal tutor, 
cohort leader, 
programme 
leader. Ensure all 
paperwork has 
also been sent to 
the above and 
relevant 



Involve UPT/PPL. “PAd”……. To be 
logged. 

Week 6 • Continue at 70% teaching 
and learning contact
time. 

• Continue with 
assessment , tracking and 
pupil profiling. 

• Perhaps you can be 
introduced to the school
electronic tracking 
system if this has not 
already happened 

• Continue to use non- 
contact time wisely , this 
will include your PPA 
time 

• Check for any gaps in 
your curriculum coverage 
( proforma in SPAR).
Discuss any gaps with 
your mentor and class 
teacher. Ensure you have 
the opportunity to teach 
PE as a priority 

• Seek support from your 
mentor for job 
applications and 
preparation for 
interviews.. 

• Ensure you plan to meet 
remaining targets 

Support as for previous weeks 

In addition:. 

• Plan to introduce
student to electronic
tracking system

• Support purposeful
use of non contact
time
Support any job
applications as an
when they arise

Support as for previous 
weeks 
In addition: 

• Support any gaps 
the student may
have in their 
curriculum
coverage 

Schedule a QA 
moderation visit 
for some time 
towards the end 
of placement. 

Week 7 • Sustain your level of
teaching and learning 
contact time. 

• Ensure that you are in 
teacher role by
performing beginning 
and end of day routines
as well as teaching 

• Time to review, plan 
ahead, review records
and fully engage with 
Common Framework ( 
Standard’s Grid) if you 
haven’t been doing this 
as an ongoing task

Continue as above 

• Actively encourage 
verbal reflection
when meeting with 
student or giving 
feedback 

Continue as above to 
support student and to 
liaise with mentor 

Maintain 
contact if CFC in 
place 

Week 8 • Sustain your level of 

teaching & learning 

contact time. You may 

increase, with approval

of Mentor, to an 

absolute max of 

80% .(80% not necessary for 

QTS pass) 

As for previous weeks As for previous weeks 



Week 9 

• Ensure Pupil Profile 

reports are completed and 

discuss progress made 

by all children taught 

throughout your 

placement (as in 

guidance). 

• Share completed 

progress tracking records 

with CT 

• Identify areas of 

strength and development 

for CEDP with Mentor 

• Discuss your End 

of Placement Report :KAP 

E Outcome Record with 

your Mentor. 

• Check with TPP guidance 

to see if you need a 

periodic pupil progress 

review 

• Meet with external 

examiner if applicable 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Review student’s file 

and completion of 

pupil profiles reports, 

class profile records 

and SPAR 

Discuss and complete the 
End of Placement Report 
including and targets for 
development using 
Common Framework as a 
basis on which to judge 
evidence 

Student  and  Mentor to 

discuss and sign a hard 

copy for file Student to 

include report  in  file  for  

post placement tutorial 

with personal tutor. 

Mentor to email copy 

of End of Placement 

Report to 

University 

KAP”campus”, UPT / PPL 

and student 

. 

Meet external where 

applicable. 

• Continue to
support as in previous
weeks 
• Liaise with mentor 
in writing of end of
placement report and final
grades. 
• Common
Framework should be used 
as the basis for this 
discussion and assessment. 

• Cohort 

Leaders will 
inform 
schools to 
be visited 

by external 

examiners.

• UPT/PPL’ 
must 
moderate 
end of 

placement 
reports 
during 2nd 

QA visit. 

• Collate all 

pass/fails to 

submit to 

KAP/Pad 

• Ensure final 
reports are 

submitted 

on time 

Week 10 
• Enjoy your last week of

teaching! 

• Teach for external examiner if

required. 

• Complete Weekly Review
(SPAR) discuss in 
tutorial   with   Mentor 
and  agree  targets  for 
CEDP 
• Ensure that all 
progress record are 
handed over to class 
teacher and all 
resources returned 
before you leave. 

• 

• 

Tutorial review

istudent’s  file  and 

completion  of  the 

SPAR and confirm

targets 

Many    thanks    for
your continued 
support and 
commitment to the 
trainees 
programme. 

• Ensure they pass on 

copies of records

and assessments 

made on placement 

• Many   thanks   for 
your   support   and 
commitment to the 
trainees 
programme. 

• Ensure all 
requirements 
are met. 





Developing Placement guidance: 


Dear Developing placement Students of the Institute of Education,  


Following the announcement from the Prime Minister on 23rd March 2020 of a national restriction (lockdown), we would like 
to reiterate that you should not be going into schools that remain open for placement purposes. You should continue to 
follow government advice and stay at home. 


We continue to work with other national ITE providers, UCET: The Universities Council for the Education of Teachers and the 
DfE to gain further guidance about potential impact beyond academic year 2019/20. 


Here at the University of Cumbria, the Institute of Education is committed to ensuring that you receive support, activities and 
guidance to help you to continue to develop as a student teacher. To this end we have created a suite of professional 
development  activities accessed via our website Partnership Pages: 
https://www.cumbria.ac.uk/about/partnerships/placements/education/information-primary/ for you to engage in, with the 
support of your University Partnership Tutor (UPT) and Personal Tutor. 


Please use your most recent targets, set from your last school experience/placement to prioritise the focus for your 
engagement with the professional development activities. This will be monitored regularly with Partnership Tutors and you 
will bring the evidence of your engagement and learning together in a portfolio of evidence. This will provide additional 
evidence of your progress towards the Teachers’ Standards including Part 2. 


You should expect a minimum of 2 formal touch points with your University Partnership Tutor during this time. It is important 
that you utilise the activity tracker enclosed in the professional development activities pack to map your engagement. As you 
complete an activity please ensure that you add evidence of this to an ongoing portfolio (preferably electronic). We fully 
recognise that the suite of resources available vary in terms of the length/complexity of any one set activity. We expect you 
to take a pragmatic approach to selecting activities to use during this time; weekly engagement will therefore vary on a case 
by case basis. You should check with your UPT that your targets and engagement are realistic given your personal and the 
national circumstances; and that your personal professional development is achieved throughout your placement time. We 
have created an amended suggested engagement schedule for you- attached This will help you to draw out key CPD that 
reflects and builds on some of the taught input you have received so far during your programme . 


Please ignore the section relating to job applications and interviews at this time but instead make use of  the latest DfE 
published home schooling resources (07/04/2020) https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-
online-education-resources/coronavirus-covid-19-list-of-online-education-resources-for-home-education#mental-wellbeing-
primary 


Towards the end of your placement allocated time all students will have the opportunity to discuss their evidence with their 
partnership tutors where targets for the next stage of your programme will be set.  


We also recognise that many of you may be either Home educating your own children or close family. In these scenarios 
please work with your UPT to identify an adequate level of engagement with the professional development resources here 
within. Please ensure that you log any of the above teaching/learning and keep evidence of such activity. 


We recognise this is an anxious and challenging time but please be rest assured that the university will look to consider 
individual student circumstances in a positive and supportive light. Please continue to keep yourself and others safe by 
following the Public Health England guidance at all times; wash your hands for 20 seconds and use a tissue for coughing then 
wash your hands. More importantly if you feel unwell at any time, please follow the PHE guidance.  


Warmest wishes  


Ruth Harrison-Palmer  


Director Institute of Education  


 


 


 



https://eur03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cumbria.ac.uk%2Fabout%2Fpartnerships%2Fplacements%2Feducation%2Finformation-primary%2F&data=01%7C01%7Cpatrick.freeman%40cumbria.ac.uk%7Cbee7144964d64e04fa4e08d7db06a217%7Cb627db1d99584fd18ea48ac3b27cf00f%7C0&sdata=Qu%2FpHh1bc7noAOZwF%2FjQ33BJ1vTVetfb1vB%2F%2BWrxj%2B0%3D&reserved=0

https://eur03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.gov.uk%2Fgovernment%2Fpublications%2Fcoronavirus-covid-19-online-education-resources%2Fcoronavirus-covid-19-list-of-online-education-resources-for-home-education%23mental-wellbeing-primary&data=01%7C01%7Cpatrick.freeman%40cumbria.ac.uk%7C42f1075c7f47463237be08d7dae2808b%7Cb627db1d99584fd18ea48ac3b27cf00f%7C0&sdata=z4URumCMu57tb%2BsJ93VbByba1HwDgWK2gWuvxugYfBo%3D&reserved=0

https://eur03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.gov.uk%2Fgovernment%2Fpublications%2Fcoronavirus-covid-19-online-education-resources%2Fcoronavirus-covid-19-list-of-online-education-resources-for-home-education%23mental-wellbeing-primary&data=01%7C01%7Cpatrick.freeman%40cumbria.ac.uk%7C42f1075c7f47463237be08d7dae2808b%7Cb627db1d99584fd18ea48ac3b27cf00f%7C0&sdata=z4URumCMu57tb%2BsJ93VbByba1HwDgWK2gWuvxugYfBo%3D&reserved=0

https://eur03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.gov.uk%2Fgovernment%2Fpublications%2Fcoronavirus-covid-19-online-education-resources%2Fcoronavirus-covid-19-list-of-online-education-resources-for-home-education%23mental-wellbeing-primary&data=01%7C01%7Cpatrick.freeman%40cumbria.ac.uk%7C42f1075c7f47463237be08d7dae2808b%7Cb627db1d99584fd18ea48ac3b27cf00f%7C0&sdata=z4URumCMu57tb%2BsJ93VbByba1HwDgWK2gWuvxugYfBo%3D&reserved=0





CPD Suggestions for Yr2 


In the table below are suggestions for activities to engage with from the CPD resource pack. You can choose to select from the 
table or you can self-select activities from the CPD pack for each category. Please use the activity planner to record what you 
have done each week within the different sections of the CPD resource pack. It will help inform discussions during your 
touchpoints with UoC tutors. 


Activity Section Suggested activities 
1) Health & 


wellbeing 
Choose 1 per week from the following or self-selection from 
https://gtcsnew.gtcs.org.uk/News/news/health-wellbeing.aspx 
Explore the resources and support available. How will this help you personally and to support young 
people going forward - reflect (maybe keep an ongoing blog or diary of thoughts based on each resource 
you explore). 
 


• Watch video about autonomy: taking control of what we can do in our present circumstances 
when working from home. Video 1: Autonomy   Note key ideas. 


• Watch video about self-efficacy: the feeling and belief that what you are doing is making a 
difference to the learning and the lives of your learners in a positive way. Video 2: Self-Efficacy  
Note key ideas 


• Working from home slides - Note strategies for self 
http://gtcsnew.gtcs.org.uk/web/FILES/health-wellbeing/working-from-home-changing-
relationship-with-work.pdf  


• Read the article “Check in with your wellbeing” Consider your own wellbeing using the Wheel of 
Life 
https://www.sarahphilpcoaching.com/blog/check-in-with-your-own-wellbeing 


• The worry habit: Find out how this mindfulness technique can help with worry. 
http://gtcsnew.gtcs.org.uk/web/FILES/health-wellbeing/the-worry-habit-a-mindful-
approach.pdf 


• Guided relaxation: Explore resources and techniques for you to use to support you in reducing 
feelings of stress, help you sleep and soothe your soul. 
https://www.sarahphilpcoaching.com/guidedrelaxation 


• We all have mental health: An introduction for teachers 
https://www.samh.org.uk/about-mental-health/elearning-for-teachers 


• Enhancing resilience 
https://www.linkedin.com/learning/enhancing-resilience/why-resilience-matters?u=26116890 


• LinkedIn Learning: https://www.linkedin.com/learning/ 
You can access this via the link above or by going through student hub on the University Website. Just 
sign in using your university Credentials (email address); it will then prompt you to Multi Factor 
Authenticate (MFA) via standard remote access processes. 


2) Free CPD Engage with 1 -3 of the online courses below over the course of the 6 weeks depending on their length, 
or select from the CPD resource pack or you should aim to complete approx. 20 hrs of study over the 6 
weeks  
Log what you have done in your activity planner and reflect on its impact on you as a professional 
teacher.  


• How did it fit with development of the national teacher standards?  
• How will you use this information / skill as you move forward in your career?  
• How will you upskill others now that you have had this input? 


Teaching for good behaviour (10 hrs) 
https://www.open.edu/openlearn/education-development/education-careers/teaching-good-
behaviour/content-section-0?active-tab=content-tab 
 
Making best use of TAs (8hrs) 
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/tools/ta-online-course/ 
 
Planning for learning (15 hrs) 
https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/planning-for-learning 
 
Understanding language and learning (10hrs) 
https://www.open.edu/openlearn/languages/understanding-language-and-learning/content-section-
0?active-tab=description-tab 
 
Introduction to child psychology (8 hrs) 



https://gtcsnew.gtcs.org.uk/News/news/health-wellbeing.aspx

https://youtu.be/2h5dX_elkLA

https://youtu.be/_SAe7b-fevA

http://gtcsnew.gtcs.org.uk/web/FILES/health-wellbeing/working-from-home-changing-relationship-with-work.pdf

http://gtcsnew.gtcs.org.uk/web/FILES/health-wellbeing/working-from-home-changing-relationship-with-work.pdf

https://www.sarahphilpcoaching.com/blog/check-in-with-your-own-wellbeing

http://gtcsnew.gtcs.org.uk/web/FILES/health-wellbeing/the-worry-habit-a-mindful-approach.pdf

http://gtcsnew.gtcs.org.uk/web/FILES/health-wellbeing/the-worry-habit-a-mindful-approach.pdf

https://www.sarahphilpcoaching.com/guidedrelaxation

https://www.samh.org.uk/about-mental-health/elearning-for-teachers

https://www.linkedin.com/learning/enhancing-resilience/why-resilience-matters?u=26116890

https://www.linkedin.com/learning/

https://www.open.edu/openlearn/education-development/education-careers/teaching-good-behaviour/content-section-0?active-tab=content-tab

https://www.open.edu/openlearn/education-development/education-careers/teaching-good-behaviour/content-section-0?active-tab=content-tab

https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/tools/ta-online-course/

https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/planning-for-learning

https://www.open.edu/openlearn/languages/understanding-language-and-learning/content-section-0?active-tab=description-tab

https://www.open.edu/openlearn/languages/understanding-language-and-learning/content-section-0?active-tab=description-tab





https://www.open.edu/openlearn/education-development/childhood-youth/introduction-child-
psychology/content-section-0?active-tab=content-tab 
 
Teaching mathematics (24hrs) 
https://www.open.edu/openlearn/education-development/teaching-mathematics/content-section-
overview?active-tab=content-tab 
 
An introduction to speech, language and communication (4hrs) 
https://www.topsypage.com/blog/2019/8/2/communication-trust-course?rq=Communication 
 
An Introduction to Teaching Vocabulary (8hrs) 
https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/developing-vocabulary 
 
Understanding Autism (24 hrs) 
https://www.open.edu/openlearn/science-maths-technology/understanding-autism/content-section-
overview?active-tab=content-tab 
or    
Understanding Autism (12 hrs) 
)https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/autism/11?utm_campaign=course_wishlist_weekly&utm_mediu
m=email&utm_source=FL 
 
Understanding ADHD (8hrs) 
https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/understanding-
adhd/4?utm_campaign=course_wishlist_weekly&utm_medium=email&utm_source=FL 
 
ACEs: Introduction to Adverse Childhood Experiences & Early Trauma  (1hr) 
https://www.acesonlinelearning.com/ 
 
Teaching Students Who Have Suffered Complex Trauma (2hrs) 
https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/teaching-students-trauma 


3) Free online 
teaching 
resources 


See section in CPD pack. 
Suggested resources to explore might include: 
Class Dojo, Book Creator, Edmodo, Explain Everything, Boardmaker, Seesaw, Twinkl….. 
Tip: Download useful resources whilst you have free access!! 


4) Subject 
association 
materials  


See section in CPD pack. 
Focus on subjects where you have least experience of teaching this subject or observing it being taught. 


5) Knowledge 
Organisers 


See section in CPD pack 


6) SEND- 
impairments 


See section in CPD pack  
 
You may also be interested in completing the following course as an `extra` 
British Sign Language (16-20 hrs) 
https://www.british-sign.co.uk/learn-online-british-sign-language-course/ 


7) Job 
Applications 


 


Please ignore the section relating to job applications and interviews at this time, but supplement this 
with the latest DfE published home schooling resources (07/04/2020) 
 
As with free online resources section. Please take time to explore and evaluate the resources available. 
Consider how you may share ‘good’ resources with your placement school and better still write a set of 
learning plans (sequence of learning) utilising that resource. You may also link this section with our 
knowledge organisers resources- how will you plan a knowledge organiser for a topic of work for 
children in the phase you were due to teach? 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-online-education-
resources/coronavirus-covid-19-list-of-online-education-resources-for-home-education#mental-
wellbeing-primary. 


8) Reading to 
support 
development 


See section in CPD pack - Select to support your target areas. Note reading completed on your activity 
tracker  


9) A bit of fun A bit of fun activity – complete  
 



https://www.open.edu/openlearn/education-development/childhood-youth/introduction-child-psychology/content-section-0?active-tab=content-tab

https://www.open.edu/openlearn/education-development/childhood-youth/introduction-child-psychology/content-section-0?active-tab=content-tab

https://www.open.edu/openlearn/education-development/teaching-mathematics/content-section-overview?active-tab=content-tab

https://www.open.edu/openlearn/education-development/teaching-mathematics/content-section-overview?active-tab=content-tab

https://www.topsypage.com/blog/2019/8/2/communication-trust-course?rq=Communication

https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/developing-vocabulary

https://www.open.edu/openlearn/science-maths-technology/understanding-autism/content-section-overview?active-tab=content-tab

https://www.open.edu/openlearn/science-maths-technology/understanding-autism/content-section-overview?active-tab=content-tab

https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/autism/11?utm_campaign=course_wishlist_weekly&utm_medium=email&utm_source=FL

https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/autism/11?utm_campaign=course_wishlist_weekly&utm_medium=email&utm_source=FL

https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/understanding-adhd/4?utm_campaign=course_wishlist_weekly&utm_medium=email&utm_source=FL

https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/understanding-adhd/4?utm_campaign=course_wishlist_weekly&utm_medium=email&utm_source=FL

https://www.acesonlinelearning.com/

https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/teaching-students-trauma

https://www.british-sign.co.uk/learn-online-british-sign-language-course/

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-online-education-resources/coronavirus-covid-19-list-of-online-education-resources-for-home-education#mental-wellbeing-primary

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-online-education-resources/coronavirus-covid-19-list-of-online-education-resources-for-home-education#mental-wellbeing-primary

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-online-education-resources/coronavirus-covid-19-list-of-online-education-resources-for-home-education#mental-wellbeing-primary
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How to utilise this CPD Resource Pack & Contents. 


The University of Cumbria is taking a holistic approach to considering whether a student is on a trajectory to meet 
the national teacher standards by the end of your programme.  Students are still trainees until the point at which 
their programmes finish, which would have been the end of their final, assessed school based placement.  


We have developed a suite of professional CPD activities here- released on Monday 30th March 2020; for students to 
engage in with the support of their University Partnership Tutor/Primary Programme Leader and Personal 
Tutor.  You will use your most recent targets set from your last school experience /placement to prioritise the focus 
for your CPD. This will be monitored regularly with Partnership Tutors and you will bring the evidence of your 
engagement and learning together in a portfolio of evidence. This will provide additional evidence of your progress 
towards the teachers standards including Part 2.  


You should expect a minimum of 2 formal touch points with your tutor during this time. 


It is important that you utilise the activity tracker enclosed to map your engagement. 


As you complete a piece of CPD- ensure that you add to an ongoing portfolio (preferable that this is electronic). 
 We recognise that many of you may be either Home educating your own children or close family and or are 
engaging with your placement school to offer online learning. In these scenarios please work with you tutor to 
identify an adequate level of engagement with the CPD resources here within. Please ensure that you log any of the 
above teaching/learning and keep evidence of such activity. 


If you are neither home educating nor offering online teaching /learning support to schools we expect the 
recommended level of engagement outlined beneath. 


We recommend that you complete at least one activity from each section- each week throughout this time. 


At the end of your programme all students will have the opportunity to discuss their evidence with their tutors in a 
tutorial/viva where targets for the next stage of your career will be set.  


We want to reassure you all that we are consulting with other universities and providers to make sure that we are all 
working in similar ways to support your progress and make sure you are ready to start your careers in September.  


 Action Plan
 Activity tracker
 Section 1: Health & Wellbeing
 Section 2: Free CPD
 Section 3: Online Resources
 Section 4: Subject Associations
 Section 5: Knowledge Organisers
 Section 6: SEND- Impairments
 Section 7: Job applications
 Section 8: Reading to support
 Section 9: A bit of fun







Action Plan 
Please utilise this rolling action plan (weekly) to create, 
track review and develop your CPD as a teacher. All 
resources available in this pack can be related to the 
National Teacher Standards (You may use this plan in 
conjunction with your common framework/matrix). 
Please share this action plan at regular intervals with your 
Partnership Tutor (UPT / PPL) and Pastoral Tutor (PAT). This will 
allow you both to engage in a professional dialogue about your 
development areas and progress / evidence of achievements. 


We also attach our guidance on effective target setting to help 
you shape your development targets: 


Effective-Target-Set
ting-for-ITE-Trainees  


UNIVERSITY OF CUMBRIA 







QTS students (Placement- school closures) Continuing Professional Development 
TARGETS – ACTION PLAN & RUNNING RECORD  


Name: 


Teachers’ Standards 
and Related Targets 


Actions To Be Taken Expected 
Completion 
Date 


Interim Progress Reviews Target Achieved 
Student/Tutor 
Sign-Off 


Download as word doc here:







Teachers’ Standards  
and Related Targets 


Actions To Be Taken  Expected 
Completion 
Date 


Interim Progress Reviews Target Achieved 
Student/Tutor 
Sign-Off 


  
 
 
 
 
 


   


  
 
 
 
 


   


  
 
 
 
 


   


     


     


 







CPD Activity Planner / Tracker 


Please use the table below to record what you have done each week within the different sections of this CPD resource 
pack. It will help inform discussions during your touchpoints with UoC /SD tutors. 


- Download as a word document here:


Week 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Activity Section 


1) Health &
wellbeing


2) Free CPD
3) Free online


teaching
resources


4) Subject
association
materials


5) Knowledge
Organisers


6) SEND- 
impairments


7) Job Applications


8) Reading to
support
development


9) A bit of fun







 


 


Teacher Wellbeing 
Resources 
As we had started this academic year with a focus on Teacher 
Workload Reduction & Resilience. (See University of Cumbria 
TWR&R Charter).It is incredibly important that you consider 
your wellbeing and how you will support learners when 
eventually we all return to schools in some sort of ‘normality’ 
UoC Charter 


Please have a look at this GTCScotland wellbeing hub. 


Explore the resources and support available. 


How will this help you personally and to support young people going forward- 
reflect (maybe keep an ongoing blog or diary of thoughts based on each resource 
you explore) 


Freeman, Patrick 
UNIVERSITY OF CUMBRIA 



https://www.cumbria.ac.uk/about/partnerships/placements/education/information-primary/





 


Health and Wellbeing 
GTC Scotland has created and curated a variety of resources and advice to support 
teacher and lecturer health and wellbeing during the Covid-19 crisis. 


View our Teacher Tips videos for advice from colleagues; get insights from health 
and wellbeing professionals in our webinar recordings and articles; and access 
useful materials from health and wellbeing organisations under Resources.  


https://gtcsnew.gtcs.org.uk/News/news/health-wellbeing.aspx 


Over the coming weeks we will run a series of webinars from wellbeing 
experts which you may find helps you manage your wellbeing. Keep an eye on this 
page and the GTCS Twitter account for further details.  


If you would like to recommend health and wellbeing resources that you have 
found useful please contact: communications@gtcs.org.uk  


 



https://gtcsnew.gtcs.org.uk/News/news/health-wellbeing.aspx

http://twitter.com/gtcs

mailto:communications@gtcs.org.uk





 


 
  


Teacher CPD- 
Online training 
learning courses 
Please complete one of these training 
sessions each week- consider picking 
one strand each week as a focus. On 
completion log what you have done in 
your activity planner and reflect on its 
impact on you as a professional teacher. 


• How did it fit with development of 
the national teacher standards? 


• How will you use this information / 
skill as you move forward in your 
career? 


• How will you upskill others now 
that you have had this input? 


University Of Cumbria 
      







In addition to all the free content below the University of Cumbria has full access to 
LinkedIn Learning: https://www.linkedin.com/learning/ 


You can access this via the link above or by going through student hub on the 
University Website. 


Just sign in using your university Credentials (email address); it will then prompt you 
to Multi Factor Authenticate (MFA) via standard remote access processes. 


Free CPD opportunities 
 Course title Links 
Pastoral 
/wellbeing  


Teaching students who have suffered complex 
trauma 


https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/teachin
g-students-trauma 


We all have mental health: an introduction for 
teachers 


https://www.samh.org.uk/about-mental-
health/elearning-for-teachers 


Child protection for teachers https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/child-
protection-teachers 


Making sense of mental health problems https://www.open.edu/openlearn/health-
sports-psychology/making-sense-mental-
health-problems/content-section-0?active-
tab=description-tab 


Keeping them safe https://paceuk.info/training/keep-them-safe/ 
Young people and their mental health https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/young-


people-mental-health 
ACEs: Introduction to Adverse Childhood 
Experiences & Early Trauma 


https://www.acesonlinelearning.com/ 


Professional relationships with young people https://www.open.edu/openlearn/health-
sports-psychology/professional-relationships-
young-people/content-section-0?active-
tab=description-tab 


Recognising and preventing FGM https://www.virtual-
college.co.uk/resources/free-
courses/recognising-and-preventing-fgm 


Emotional intelligence at work https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/emotio
nal-intelligence-at-work 


Understanding young minds https://www.virtual-
college.co.uk/courses/safeguarding/understan
ding-young-minds 


Safeguarding – child sexual abuse and 
exploitation 


https://learning.seenandheard.org.uk/ 


Introduction to child psychology https://www.open.edu/openlearn/education-
development/childhood-youth/introduction-
child-psychology/content-section-0?active-
tab=description-tab 


Get moving, get healthy https://www.virtual-
college.co.uk/courses/health-and-safety/get-
moving-get-healthy 


Bullying in schools https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/peer-
bullying 


Understanding depression and low mood in 
young people 


https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/depressi
on-young-people 


SEN Introducing British Sign Language  https://www.british-sign.co.uk/learn-online-
british-sign-language-course/ 


Disability matters learning packages https://www.disabilitymatters.org.uk/Catalogu
e/TileView 
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Understanding dyslexia https://www.open.edu/openlearn/education-
development/education/understanding-
dyslexia/content-section-0?active-
tab=description-tab 


Understanding Autism https://www.open.edu/openlearn/science-
maths-technology/understanding-
autism/content-section-overview?active-
tab=description-tab  


Dyslexia awareness part 1 https://education.microsoft.com/en-
us/course/30a7b5e8/overview 


Dyslexia awareness part 2 https://education.microsoft.com/en-
us/course/4acb190d/overview 


Focus on SEN CPD https://nasen.org.uk/training-and-cpd/online-
learning/learning.html 


Ed Tech Education technology leadership in schools https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/educati
on-technology-leadership-in-schools 


Take your teaching online https://www.open.edu/openlearn/education-
development/education/take-your-teaching-
online/content-section-overview?active-
tab=description-tab 


Impact of technology https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/impact-
of-technology 


Accessibility of e-learning https://www.open.edu/openlearn/education-
development/education-careers/accessibility-
elearning/content-section-0?active-
tab=description-tab 


The online educator: people and pedagogy https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/the-
online-educator 


Understanding technology in evidence-based 
teaching and learning  


https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/technol
ogy-teaching-learning 


The Arts Becoming a better music teacher https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/becomi
ng-a-better-music-teacher 


Teaching secondary music https://www.open.edu/openlearn/education/t
eaching-secondary-music/content-section-
0?active-tab=description-tab 


Why teach art? https://www.open.edu/openlearn/education/
why-teach-art/content-section-0?active-
tab=description-tab 


Literacy across 
the curriculum 


Introduction to teaching vocabulary https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/develop
ing-vocabulary 


Introduction to speech, language and 
communication 


https://www.topsypage.com/blog/2019/8/2/co
mmunication-trust-course?rq=Communication 


English grammar in context https://www.open.edu/openlearn/education-
development/education/english-grammar-
context/content-section-0?active-
tab=description-tab 


Building literacy with PowerPoint https://education.microsoft.com/en-
us/course/bc04fe50/overview 


Understanding language: learning and teaching  https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/underst
anding-language 


Understanding language and learning https://www.open.edu/openlearn/languages/u
nderstanding-language-and-learning/content-
section-0?active-tab=description-tab 


Involving the family in supporting pupils’ 
literacy 


https://www.open.edu/openlearn/education-
development/education/involving-the-family-
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supporting-pupils-literacy-learning/content-
section-0?active-tab=description-tab 


Understanding English dictionaries  https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/underst
anding-dictionaries 


Language development for teachers https://app.senecalearning.com/classroom/cou
rse/2a5d304c-e8fd-47f6-abaa-16690c90f4d2 


Literacy in science https://app.senecalearning.com/classroom/cou
rse/28e73a94-15be-44ba-b967-d3fb671c12fc 


MFL Teaching secondary MFL https://www.open.edu/openlearn/education/t
eaching-secondary-modern-foreign-
languages/content-section-0?active-
tab=description-tab 


Assessment in secondary MFL https://www.open.edu/openlearn/education/a
ssessment-secondary-modern-foreign-
languages/content-section-0?active-
tab=description-tab 


STEM Managing the practical classroom in secondary 
science 


https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/managi
ng-the-practical-classroom-secondary-science 


Girls in STEM: closing the STEM gap https://education.microsoft.com/en-
us/course/c3c376f8/overview 


Teaching Biology: inspiring students with plant 
science 


https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/teachin
g-biology-inspiring-students-with-plants-in-
science 


Curriculum design for secondary science https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/introdu
ction-to-curriculum-design-secondary-science 


Linking curriculum learning to STEM careers https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/linking-
stem-curriculum-learning-to-careers 


Teaching practical science - Chemistry https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/teachin
g-practical-science-chemistry 


Inspiring young people in STEM https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/stem-
volunteering-feedback 


Teaching mathematics https://www.open.edu/openlearn/education-
development/teaching-mathematics/content-
section-overview?active-tab=description-tab 


Using visualisation in maths teaching https://www.open.edu/openlearn/education-
development/using-visualisation-maths-
teaching/content-section-0?active-
tab=description-tab 


Maths subject knowledge: understanding 
numbers 


https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/maths-
subject-knowledge-number 


Maths subject knowledge: fractions, decimals 
and percentages 


https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/maths-
subject-knowledge-fractions-decimals-and-
percentages 


Maths subject knowledge: proportion, ratio and 
scaling 


https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/maths-
subject-knowledge-proportion-ratio-scaling 


RE Muslims and Islam https://mailchi.mp/pewresearch.org/muslims-
and-islam-course 


Politics and society https://www.futurelearn.com/subjects/politic
s-and-society-courses/religion 


Research Engaging with educational research https://www.open.edu/openlearn/education-
development/education/engaging-educational-
research/content-section-0?active-
tab=description-tab 


Education research that matters https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/ways-
of-researching 
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Cognitive science for teachers level 1 https://app.senecalearning.com/classroom/cou
rse/9f6bf15c-23fe-401c-810a-3bc66d761885 


Cognitive science for teachers level 2 https://app.senecalearning.com/classroom/cou
rse/aebdbb79-c863-4eca-ab3f-31e5120f5fb0 


Metacognition for teachers https://app.senecalearning.com/classroom/cou
rse/d1277cd6-7205-4511-8d95-1f1ed341ae69 


Dual coding for teachers https://app.senecalearning.com/classroom/cou
rse/9375f141-2704-49d8-a754-
e142c7aad967/section/3ed336fc-89f0-4dba-
b853-4c9f61a0d3ed/section-overview 


Rosenshine masterclass with Tom Sherrington https://teacherhead.com/2020/03/16/rosenshi
ne-masterclass-captured-free-cpd/ 


Chartered College of Teaching and free access 
to EBSCO 


https://chartered.college/ - free membership 
through United Learning 


Resource library full of free research materials  https://evidence-based-
education.thinkific.com/courses/resource-
library 
 


Teaching and 
learning 


Teaching for good behaviour https://www.open.edu/openlearn/education-
development/education-careers/teaching-
good-behaviour/content-section-0?active-
tab=description-tab 


Planning for learning: formative assessment https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/plannin
g-for-learning 


Inclusive education https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/inclusiv
e-education 


Mentoring student teachers https://www.open.edu/openlearn/education-
development/learning-teach-mentoring-and-
tutoring-student-teachers/content-section-
0?active-tab=description-tab 


Introduction to GDPR https://www.virtual-
college.co.uk/courses/compliance/introduction
-to-gdpr 


Facilitating learning in practice https://www.open.edu/openlearn/health-
sports-psychology/facilitating-learning-
practice/content-section-overview?active-
tab=description-tab 


Teaching sustainable development goals https://education.microsoft.com/en-
us/course/72e17f8d/overview 


Supporting successful learning in secondary 
school 


https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/supporti
ng-learning-secondary 


Evaluating school classroom discussion https://www.open.edu/openlearn/education/e
ducational-technology-and-
practice/educational-practice/evaluating-
school-classroom-discussion/content-section-
0?active-tab=description-tab 


Making Best Use of Teaching Assistants https://www.tes.com/mycourses/courses/maki
ng-best-use-of-teaching-assistants-copy-872  


Embedding employability skills in the 
curriculum 


https://www.tes.com/institute/embedding-
employability-skills-CPD  


Transforming education in challenging 
environments 


https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/transfor
ming-education 


Teaching and learning tricky topics https://www.open.edu/openlearn/education-
development/learning/teaching-and-learning-
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tricky-topics/content-section-overview?active-
tab=description-tab 


Education for all: disability, diversity and 
inclusion 


https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/educati
on-for-all 


Differentiation for learning https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/differen
tiating-for-learning-stem 


The science of learning https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/science-
of-learning 


Meeting the needs of diverse learners https://education.microsoft.com/en-
us/course/a41ac17d/overview 


Assessment for teachers https://app.senecalearning.com/classroom/cou
rse/04e36b88-c9c6-47ac-8a4b-54b9ceeea532 


Leading blended professional learning https://education.microsoft.com/en-
us/course/38ba2124/overview 


Looking globally: the future of education https://www.open.edu/openlearn/education-
development/looking-globally-the-future-
education/content-section-overview?active-
tab=description-tab 


Climate Change teacher free courses https://unccelearn.org/educcate/ 
Leadership  The what and why of educational leadership 


and management 
https://www.open.edu/openlearn/education-
development/education-careers/the-why-and-
what-educational-leadership-and-
management/content-section-0?active-
tab=description-tab 


Leadership and context https://www.open.edu/openlearn/education-
development/leadership-and-context/content-
section-0?active-tab=description-tab 


Introduction to Cloud for leaders https://education.microsoft.com/en-
us/course/46b3faaa/overview 


Exploring educational leadership https://www.open.edu/openlearn/education-
development/exploring-educational-
leadership/content-section-0?active-
tab=description-tab 


Inspiring social change leaders https://education.microsoft.com/en-
us/course/d96ad722/overview 


Free trial membership to Leadership Matters https://access.leadershipmatters.org.uk/ 
Virtual leadership workshops  Email office@enhancinglearning.co.uk to join 


Early career 
teachers 


Becoming a reflective practitioner https://www.open.edu/openlearn/education-
development/learning-teach-becoming-
reflective-practitioner/content-section-
0?active-tab=description-tab 


Learning to teach: an introduction to classroom 
research 


https://www.open.edu/openlearn/education-
development/learning-teach-introduction-
classroom-research/content-section-0?active-
tab=description-tab 


Learning to teach: making sense of learning to 
teach 


https://www.open.edu/openlearn/education-
development/learning-teach-making-sense-
learning-teach/content-section-0?active-
tab=description-tab 


Professional development for early career 
teachers 


https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/early-
career-teachers 
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Online Teaching Resources 
Please utilise this compendium of Free (whilst in COVID 
Lockdown) online teacher resources. We would like you to 
explore the resources linked to the age phase you were due to 
teach on your placement. You may select a particular subject 
each week. 


Once you have chosen a resource or set of resources: 


1) Evaluate the impact that resource could have for 
Children’s learning; How easy is it for them to use? Is it 
something that a teacher would have to facilitate? Is 
there a blended approach to the use of such a 
resource/s? 


2) Utilise the following model to evaluate how you would 
use as a teacher either in the classroom or remotely; 
 Adopt- what elements of this resource / set would 


you just adopt as it is? How would you use it with 
children? 


 Adapt- are there parts of this resource/set that 
you would adapt? Which? Why? 


 Enhance- Did the resource give you an idea of 
how to innovate a new way of working / plan for 
different purpose? What was this?  


 Innovate- How could you create your own 
resource like this? What would you vary? Why? 


3) Have a go at planning a sequence of learning for children 
using the resource/ resources you have found. You can 
use the university sequence of learning planning 
proformas- 
https://www.cumbria.ac.uk/about/partnerships/placeme
nts/education/information-primary/ 
Would this look different for use in the classroom setting 
to that of fully online facilitated learning- consider both. 


4) You may be able to share really good (located) resources 
and/or your planning with your placement school. They 
would be particularly grateful of extra hands to sift the 
range of learning materials out there….especially if 
backed up with ways of using that resource to guide 
learners remotely! 


5) We have tailed this section with a set of video resources 
from Apple; related to effective online teaching using 
apple products- well worth a look. 


Freeman, Patrick 
UNIVERSITY OF CUMBRIA 



https://www.cumbria.ac.uk/about/partnerships/placements/education/information-primary/
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With schools closing across the nation, parents and educators are in bit of a panic as they try to 
figure out how kids can learn and obtain their education from home. If this sounds like you, stop 
stressing. This is going to be super helpful! 


We have the Entire List of Education Companies Offering Free Subscriptions Due 
to School Closings. 


Each of these websites will allow you to sign-up for FREE and help your child 
along with their education. It is perfect for homeschooling which is something 
we are all needing to do right now. 


H E R E ’ S  T H E  L I S T  O F  
E D U C A T I O N  C O M P A N I E S  
O F F E R I N G  F R E E  


S U B S C R I P T I O N S  D U E  T O  S C H O O L  C L O S I N G S  


Below we have the entire list of education companies offering 
free subscriptions due to school closings. We’ve provided 
direct links for you below. All you need to do is click the link 
and follow the instructions on that website to sign-up. 


AdmitHub 


ABCMouse/Adventure 
Academy 


ALBERT 


Alchemie 


American Chemistry Society 


Backpack Sciences 


Boardmaker 


BookCreator App 


BrainPop 


Breakout Edu 


Buncee 


Century 
CheckMath 
CircleTime Fun 
CiscoWebex 
CK-12 Foundation 
ClassDojo 
Classroom Secrets 
ClassHook 
Classtime 
CMU CS Academy 
CommonLit 
Conjugemos 
Coursera for Campus 
Curriki 


Deck. Toys 


DeltaMath 


Discovery Ed 


Dyslexia Academy  


 


Ecoballot 
EdConnect 
Edmodo 
EdPuzzle 
Education Perfect 
Eduflow 
Edulastic 
Edu-Together 
Elementari 
Emile 
Epraise 
Epic! 
EverFi 
Explain Everything 


Fiveable 


Flipgrid 


Fluency Matters 


Freckle 


Free Math 
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https://www.backpacksciences.com/science-simplified
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Apple Supporting At-Home 
Education With New Series of 
Remote Learning Videos 
Tuesday March 24, 2020 11:00 am PDT by Joe Rossignol 


With schools closed in many countries due to the current pandemic, teachers and parents alike are navigating the new 
reality of educating students from home. To help with this, Apple has launched a new series of videos designed to help 
schools and educators use built-in features of their Apple devices like the iPad to enable remote learning. 


 
There are currently two videos available, with more to follow: 


PREPARE RESOURCES FOR REMOTE LEARNING 
This video will help educators learn how to get up and running for remote learning with iPad. We'll explore ways to 
access school resources and find apps that support remote learning. Tips will include using iPad built-in features to 
scan documents and stay organized, using Markup to annotate teacher materials and student work, getting set up with 
Voice Memos, and more. 


CREATE AND SHARE PRESENTATIONS AND DEMOS 
Presenting information in compelling ways is even more important when you're not able to be face-to-face with your 
students. In this video we'll show you how to use iPad built-in features to create demos and instructional videos and 
share them with your colleagues and students. Using Keynote, or any presentation tool, you'll learn how to record 
content and create demos on iPad for use with your students. 


As a follow-up to the videos, Apple says educators can also participate in 30-minute virtual conferences led by its 
professional learning specialists. 


Today we’re launching Apple Education Learning Series, a growing collection of videos designed to help schools and 
educators make the most of #RemoteLearning on their Apple devices. 


— Apple Education (@AppleEDU) March 24, 2020 


Tag: education 


 



https://www.macrumors.com/author/joe-rossignol/

https://video.ibm.com/apple-edu-learning-series

https://events.apple.com/content/events/us_education/us/en/apple-education-learning-series---land.html?token=0UtF0AdXqgvl4FmthJ7p1sUkAHebWIf67Dr3X189iBJFUSwSelkwoHEozf3QYZN6_X6ZyvP2O39S3GJMOOAKnVfXmNRNgIU00VKfXno9R0QgKwMxRW-rRYSD-f4pqTBj&a=1&l=e

https://twitter.com/hashtag/RemoteLearning?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw

https://twitter.com/AppleEDU/status/1242495404345675781?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw

https://www.macrumors.com/guide/education/





 


 


  


Subject 
Association 
Resources 
Please find in this section a series of 
subject associations that have 
opened up their resources, 
webinars & CPD for teachers and 
students. 
As with free online resources section. Please take time 
to explore and evaluate the resources available. 
Consider how you may share ‘good’ resources with 
your placement school and better still write a set of 
learning plans (sequence of learning) utilising that 
resource 


You may also link this section with our knowledge 
organisers resources- how will you plan a knowledge 
organiser for a topic of work for children in the phase 
you were due to teach? 


Freeman, Patrick 
UNIVERSITY OF CUMBRIA 







 
 


Subject association resources 
 


 
The leading subject association 
for all teachers of geography  
 


• About us  
o About the GA 
o Announcements and 


updates 
o GA advocacy for 


geography 
o Advertise 
o Jobs Board 
o Contact us 


• My GA  
o Member home 
o My account 
o My invoices 
o My resources 
o Journals 
o Log out 


 


• Join  
o Reasons to join 
o Pricing and 


membership 
o Join online 
o Join offline 
o Registered users 


 
MENU 


• Home 
• Teaching Resources 


• Journals 
• Training and Events 
• Support and Guidance 


• Get Involved 
• Shop 


Teaching Resources 
This section contains a wide range of teaching and learning resources to cover all curriculum 
phases. It includes subject information, activities, case studies, videos, and much more.  


Early Years and primary 
A range of specialist resources to provide information and support for teaching and learning. 


 


Secondary and post-16 
Resources to provide up-to-date content, activities and support for teaching and learning. 
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Journal archive 


A searchable archive of Geography from 1901 and Teaching Geography from 1975 hosted by JSTOR 


FREE ACCESS FOR SUBSCRIBERS. 


Login 


Become a member 


Join 1000s of geography teachers and join the GA to 
receive specialist support and expert advice. 


Find out more  


Quick links 


• Journals 
• Teaching resources 
• Join the GA 
• Training and events 
• Jobs board 
• Podcast 


Contact us 


The Geographical Association 
160 Solly Street 
Sheffield 
S1 4BF  


Tel: 0114 296 0088 
Fax: 0114 296 7176 
Email: info@geography.org.uk  


Sign up for e-news  


Support the GA 


Donate  


Powered by  
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Home / Primary / Primary History Teaching Resources / Primary resources to support you during 
Covid-19  


Primary resources to support you during Covid-19 


Open access materials for students and teachers 


Published: 19th March 2020 


 


We know that teachers and pupils have been working incredibly hard in difficult circumstances, and 
that this work needs to continue during the forthcoming period of school closure. To support 
primary teachers, parents and pupils through school closure, we have put together a selection of 
open access resources to help you through this period, and we will be making further resources 
open access in 2 weeks’ time. 


Our primary committee are also working hard at putting together a selection of practical and 
engaging activities that can be completed at home, and we'll be publishing these collated ideas soon. 


If you're looking for an effective at-home activity for your pupils or children in Years 5 and 6, take a 
look at our Write Your Own Historical Fiction competition. We have adjusted the rules of this year's 
competition to allow for entries to be made by individual pupils working at home. 


Schemes of Work 


HA schemes of work cover all curriculum units and include key learning objectives, content, lesson 
ideas, resource suggestions and more. Some of the schemes are also fully-resourced. They are 
written by primary history education experts and provide the perfect balance of developing 
knowledge and key skills as they apply to history. 


Firstly, we are publishing the following schemes of work which you can download and follow with 
pupils or your children at home: 


Shang Dynasty  
Children can be introduced to evidence of the Shang Dynasty in China from the tomb of Fu Hao, 
dated around 1250BC and discovered in 1976. They can use the evidence to find out about the 
Shang, but also to find out what we can’t tell about the Shang from one grave, thereby opening up 
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other areas of enquiry. This topic is a great way to enrich childrens' learning with more diverse 
histories. 


Anglo-Saxons, Vikings and Scots Settlement in Britain  
In this unit children can be introduced to the idea that people from other societies have been 
coming to Britain for a long time. They can learn about some of the tensions involved in the 
settlement as well as ways of life and matters that impact on us still. Links can be made with other 
societies that contributed to the formation of the United Kingdom and how Saxons, Vikings and 
Scots contributed to the development of institutions, culture and ways of life in the country. 


Great Fire of London  
The Great Fire of London is a favourite curriculum teaching topic. This paper draws on essential 
knowledge for approaching the subject, practical resources, websites, activities such as teaching the 
topic through dance, and more. 


Primary History magazine 


You can also access our open access editions of Primary History: 


• Primary History 78 
• Primary History 66 


History podcasts 


Plus we have made a selection of our subject knowledge podcasts open access to help you to 
develop your knowledge as it applies to topics taught at primary level including: 


• Anglo-Saxons: England from 871–1000 
• Ancient Greek Myths and Legends 


 
• The Kingdom of Benin 1550-1750 
• The Vikings 
• Film: Elizabeth's Women 
• George I and George II 
• Roman Britain 


 


Our usual programme of Primary webinars is also continuing. 


Let us know what you need 


Whether you're a teacher, parent, member or just enjoy using our website, we'd love to hear if there 
are any specific resources or support that might help you further during this challenging period. 
Please add your ideas to our online survey. 


Given the current situation we wanted to let you know that like many others HA staff are now working 
remotely but we also wanted to take this opportunity to reassure all our members and followers that we are 
still here for you and can be contacted by email. Understandably in these uncertain times you are no doubt 
facing a variety of challenges and we want you to know that we are happy to help you with anything that we 
can 
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https://www.stem.org.uk/home-learning 


Free resources for home learning and continuing in-school delivery 


The widespread school closures have created new challenges for everyone supporting young 
people. STEM Learning is working hard to develop and roll out a range of materials, which 
we hope will help you. 


Our subject experts have put together a selection of resources - all of which are completely 
free for everyone to access. Our subject experts are also available from 8.30am to 4.30pm on 
weekdays via our webchat, which you can find in the bottom right hand corner of all our web 
pages.  


We will be adding new content and ideas every week. 


  


Resources for home learning 


•  


•  


•  


Families: activities to do at home 
A range of fun, hands-on activities that can be used to engage young people of all ages with 
science, technology, engineering and maths. 


Activities to support continuing in-school delivery 
A selection of cross-curricular activities that can be used in school to engage young people of 
all ages. All of these resources can be adapted for use with individual students, small groups 
or mixed-age classes. 


Page last updated: 25 March 2020 



https://www.stem.org.uk/home-learning

https://www.stem.org.uk/home-learning/primary

https://www.stem.org.uk/home-learning/secondary-biology

https://www.stem.org.uk/home-learning/secondary-chemistry

https://www.stem.org.uk/home-learning/secondary-physics

https://www.stem.org.uk/home-learning/secondary-computing

https://www.stem.org.uk/home-learning/secondary-design-technology

https://www.stem.org.uk/home-learning/secondary-maths

https://www.stem.org.uk/home-learning/post-16





MUSICAL ASSOCIATION 


https://www.ism.org/professional-development 


Professional development 


We provide specialist professional development for all musicians including performers, 
composers, music educators and musicians with portfolio careers.  


Everyone is welcome - you don't have to be an ISM member to come to our award-winning 
seminars, courses, workshops, webinars and special events but ISM members receive a 
generous booking discount. Join the ISM. 


Events and webinars 


 


Webinars 


 


 


Seminars 


Resources 


 


The Empowered Musician 



https://www.ism.org/professional-development

https://www.ism.org/membership/join

https://www.ism.org/professional-development/webinars

https://www.ism.org/professional-development/webinars

https://www.ism.org/professional-development/seminars

https://www.ism.org/professional-development/seminars

https://www.ism.org/professional-development/the-empowered-musician

https://www.ism.org/professional-development/the-empowered-musician

https://www.ism.org/professional-development/webinars

https://www.ism.org/professional-development/seminars

https://www.ism.org/professional-development/the-empowered-musician





Informative podcasts, videos, blogs and photographs from our first Empowered Musician 
event. 


 


Play: A psychological toolkit for optimal music performance 


Play is an essential hands-on guide to help you manage performance anxiety and reach your 
full potential. 


 


Opportunities and resources for composers 


 


 


Opportunities and resources for performers 


 


 


Resources for music educators 



https://www.ism.org/play

https://www.ism.org/play

https://www.ism.org/professional-development/composer-opportunities

https://www.ism.org/professional-development/composer-opportunities

https://www.ism.org/opportunities-and-resources-for-performers

https://www.ism.org/opportunities-and-resources-for-performers

https://www.ism.org/professional-development/resources

https://www.ism.org/professional-development/resources

https://www.ism.org/play

https://www.ism.org/professional-development/composer-opportunities

https://www.ism.org/opportunities-and-resources-for-performers

https://www.ism.org/professional-development/resources





 


 
  


Knowledge 
Organisers 
Please utilise the briefing and reading elements of the 
section below to understand where and how the 
knowledge based curriculum approach has develop 
from; coupled with school processes to develop 
children’s learning linked to knowledge organisation 


• Then see the 2 embedded Knowledge 
organisers- or use the two links to locate 
further examples. 


• Now can you take a topic area / sequence of 
learning you would expect children (at the age 
phase of your placement) to learn knowledge 
within; then produce your own knowledge 
organiser. 


• If you liaise with your placement school they 
may well be very grateful for these to 
distribute with work to children whilst home 
learning occurs. 


Thanks to UoC staff for examples 
UNIVERSITY OF CUMBRIA 







Knowledge curriculum – The books below offers a good insight into 
how the knowledge based curriculum approach has been adopted 
into the English schooling system: 


Book 


The Curriculum of the Future From the 'New Sociology of Education' to a Critical 
Theory of Learning 


Young, Michael F. D.; 2002 


Knowledge and the Future School: Curriculum and Social Justice 


Michael Young, David Lambert, Carolyn Roberts, Martin Roberts 


Bloomsbury Publishing, 10 Oct 2014 - Education - 160 pages 


Written at a time of uncertainty about the implications of the English government's curriculum 
policies, Knowledge and the Future School engages with the debate between the government and 
large sections of the educational community. It provides a forward-looking framework for head 
teachers, their staff and those involved in training teachers to use when developing the curriculum 
of individual schools in the context of a national curriculum.  


While explaining recent ideas in the sociology of educational knowledge, the authors draw on 
Michael Young's earlier research with Johan Muller to distinguish three models of the curriculum in 
terms of their assumptions about knowledge, referred to in this book as Future 1, Future 2 and 
Future 3. They link Future 3 to the idea of 'powerful knowledge' for all pupils as a curriculum 
principle for any school, arguing that the question of knowledge is intimately linked to the issue of 
social justice and that access to 'powerful knowledge' is a necessary component of the education of 
all pupils.  


Where did this all stem from- in terms of child pedagogy and 
psychology? 
The following paper looks at learning styles linked with knowledge and concept mapping. 


Knowledge maps in 
maths.pdf



https://cumbria.primo.exlibrisgroup.com/discovery/fulldisplay?docid=alma99111313302701&context=L&vid=44UOC_INST:44UOC_VU1&lang=en&search_scope=MyInstitution&adaptor=Local%20Search%20Engine&tab=LibraryCatalog&query=any,contains,michael%20young,%20knowledge&offset=0

https://cumbria.primo.exlibrisgroup.com/discovery/fulldisplay?docid=alma99111313302701&context=L&vid=44UOC_INST:44UOC_VU1&lang=en&search_scope=MyInstitution&adaptor=Local%20Search%20Engine&tab=LibraryCatalog&query=any,contains,michael%20young,%20knowledge&offset=0

https://cumbria.primo.exlibrisgroup.com/discovery/fulldisplay?docid=alma99111313302701&context=L&vid=44UOC_INST:44UOC_VU1&lang=en&search_scope=MyInstitution&adaptor=Local%20Search%20Engine&tab=LibraryCatalog&query=any,contains,michael%20young,%20knowledge&offset=0

https://cumbria.primo.exlibrisgroup.com/discovery/fulldisplay?docid=alma99111313302701&context=L&vid=44UOC_INST:44UOC_VU1&lang=en&search_scope=MyInstitution&adaptor=Local%20Search%20Engine&tab=LibraryCatalog&query=any,contains,michael%20young,%20knowledge&offset=0

https://www.google.co.uk/search?tbo=p&tbm=bks&q=inauthor:%22Michael+Young%22

https://www.google.co.uk/search?tbo=p&tbm=bks&q=inauthor:%22David+Lambert%22

https://www.google.co.uk/search?tbo=p&tbm=bks&q=inauthor:%22Carolyn+Roberts%22

https://www.google.co.uk/search?tbo=p&tbm=bks&q=inauthor:%22Martin+Roberts%22

https://www.google.co.uk/search?tbo=p&tbm=bks&q=subject:%22Education%22&source=gbs_ge_summary_r&cad=0

https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=qmWOBAAAQBAJ&printsec=frontcover&source=gbs_ge_summary_r&cad=0

https://cumbria.primo.exlibrisgroup.com/discovery/fulldisplay?docid=alma99111313302701&context=L&vid=44UOC_INST:44UOC_VU1&lang=en&search_scope=MyInstitution&adaptor=Local%20Search%20Engine&tab=LibraryCatalog&query=any,contains,michael%20young,%20knowledge&offset=0





 


Knowledge organisers / maps 


What is a knowledge organiser, and what should it include? 


A knowledge organiser is a document, usually no more than two sides of A4, that contains 
key facts and information that children need to have a basic knowledge and understanding of 
a topic. 


Most knowledge organisers will include: 


• the essential facts about the topic, usually laid out in easily digestible chunks 
• key vocabulary or technical terms and their meanings 
• images such as maps or diagrams 
• famous quotations, if relevant. 


What a knowledge organiser includes will depend on the subject. For example, a ‘Second 
World War’ knowledge organiser and a ‘Rivers’ knowledge organiser would both include 
maps, but the former would also include a timeline, and the latter would need diagrams. 


Many schools are now utilising these organisers / maps to help inform prior learning, current key 
vocabulary and Parental engagement with curriculum structure for their children. 


https://impact.chartered.college/article/organising-knowledge-purpose-pedagogy-knowledge-
organisers/ 


https://cornerstoneseducation.co.uk/news/what-are-knowledge-organisers-and-how-can-we-use-
them-in-the-primary-classroom/ 


Now look at the 2 examples provided below; 


Yr2 The Best Salad 
in the World DT Kno   


Yr 4 Science Teeth, 
eating and digestion   



https://impact.chartered.college/article/organising-knowledge-purpose-pedagogy-knowledge-organisers/

https://impact.chartered.college/article/organising-knowledge-purpose-pedagogy-knowledge-organisers/

https://cornerstoneseducation.co.uk/news/what-are-knowledge-organisers-and-how-can-we-use-them-in-the-primary-classroom/

https://cornerstoneseducation.co.uk/news/what-are-knowledge-organisers-and-how-can-we-use-them-in-the-primary-classroom/





 


 
  


SEND Focus 
Use these resources and the 
embedded PowerPoint presentation 
to understand barriers to learning 
link to hearing and sight 
impairments. 


• Have a look at information resources and 
reflect on the training / development they 
provide for you as mapped to the national 
teacher standards. 


• Next look at the embedded PowerPoint- 
Then find a lesson plan (either one of your 
own or from TES or Twinkle 


• Where might you need to make 
adjustments for a child with a hearing loss 


• What will the teacher have to be aware of 
while teaching the lesson. 


CHV 
UNIVERSITY OF CUMBRIA 







 


 


Focus on SEND – 6 modules.  You have to register with NASEN but it is free. 


https://nasen.org.uk/training-and-cpd/online-learning.html 


 


Early Years SEND Webcasts from NASEN 


https://nasen.org.uk/training-and-cpd/early-years/ey-webcasts.html 


 


Early Years Miniguides (UoC: C.Vuckovic) 


https://nasen.org.uk/training-and-cpd/early-years/early-years-miniguides.html 


 


British Dyslexia Association – Teaching for Neurodiversity 


https://www.bdadyslexia.org.uk/advice/educators/teaching-for-neurodiversity/webinar-training-
teaching-for-neurodiversity 


 


Impairments PowerPoint and planning activity: 


Sensory 
Impairments 20 v2.pp 
 


 


 


 


 


 



https://nasen.org.uk/training-and-cpd/online-learning.html

https://nasen.org.uk/training-and-cpd/early-years/ey-webcasts.html

https://nasen.org.uk/training-and-cpd/early-years/early-years-miniguides.html

https://www.bdadyslexia.org.uk/advice/educators/teaching-for-neurodiversity/webinar-training-teaching-for-neurodiversity

https://www.bdadyslexia.org.uk/advice/educators/teaching-for-neurodiversity/webinar-training-teaching-for-neurodiversity





 


https://www.audacityteam.org/ 
Use audacity for podcasts.  


Job Applications 
Please find within this section advice about 
applying for your first teaching role; also how to 
prepare for interview. 


We would like you to: 


1) Write your own letter of application and share with your Pastoral and 
Partnership tutor. 
UoC IoE are not ‘fans’ of formulaic letters of application- so please 
use the enclosed advice carefully and vary sections appropriately. You 
do not want to apply for a job where you may be up against another 
UoC student and both have a letter that follow the same formula! 
However you will quickly find that the advice enclosed steers you to 
consider writing about your personal experiences and ideas you have 
completed when teaching. Always back up a point with an action you 
personally have completed or seen another great teacher do (that you 
will then take into your own practice- show effective reflection). 


2) Find advice on how to prepare for interview and look at the list of 
regular FAQ’s from teacher interviews. Consider what your responses 
would be to these. 


3) We recognise that this current pandemic will/could drastically alter 
how schools/settings will have to approach recruitment.  
We suggest that you create yourself an electronic/virtual personal 
marketing resource! i.e. Make yourself a short podcast or video that 
summarises things from your letter of application, answers 3-4 
questions from the list provided and highlights your key strengths 
(what you will bring to that school). 


University of Cumbria 
THANKS TO UPT TEAM FOR SUGGESTIONS INCLUDED HERE. 



https://www.audacityteam.org/





How to write a great covering letter 
Thanks to : https://www.tes.com/jobs/careers-advice/latest-advice/how-write-a-great-covering-letter 
Accessed 26/03/2020 
12th January 2017 at 10:30 


 
A strong covering letter will hugely increase your chances of getting through to interview. A bad one will get your application off to the worst 
possible start. We’ve asked some experts to help you clear that first hurdle with ease 


Writing a good covering letter could make all the difference to your job application. With so many candidates to choose from, first impressions 
are really important, so it’s crucial to get the covering letter right.  


Education careers expert John Howson recommends beginning the letter with a powerful statement: “Job applicants need to provoke the reader’s 
interest,” he says. “However, what you leave out is just as important as what you put in, in order to keep the letter succinct and punchy.” 


“The competitive nature of the teaching profession means first impressions are imperative,” says James Innes, managing director of The CV 
Centre. “Many applications may be judged solely on the strength of the covering letter.” 


The length of the covering letter is normally specified in the job advertisement. However, if there is no limit set, your letter shouldn’t be longer 
than two sides of A4 and should be easy to read. Use a standard font and break the main body into chunks so it can be skim-read. 


Related  


• How to choose the right school for you 
• Why you should embrace the surprise job offer 
• How to write the perfect personal statement 



https://www.tes.com/jobs/careers-advice/latest-advice/how-write-a-great-covering-letter

https://www.tes.com/jobs/careers-advice/moving-schools/choosing-the-right-school

https://www.tes.com/jobs/careers-advice/moving-schools/why-you-should-embrace-surprise-job-offer

https://www.tes.com/jobs/careers-advice/latest-advice/perfect-teaching-personal-statement





Get the formalities right 


If your covering letter needs to be written and attached, rather than included in an online form, you need to get the formal stuff right. Include 
your name and address on the right-hand side. On the left, put the date, name of recipient (if you’re unsure, telephone the school and check the 
spelling) and the address of the school. It’s better to be accused of being too formal rather than not formal enough, so begin with “Dear 
Mr/Ms…”. 


Start with a strong statement 


Your covering letter should begin with a strong statement outlining why you want to apply for the job and why at this particular school. For 
example, if the school has won a number of awards in certain areas, you could mention this. Or, if you have the skills and experience to address 
some of the problems the school faces, then highlight them here. It’s important to open with something that will grab the reader’s attention. 
Employers probably won’t have time to read every word, so it’s important you start strong. 


Show you know the school 


Having touched on some school specifics in your opening statement, now is your chance to really go to town. Show that you’ve done your 
research and you genuinely think you’re a good fit for the role. How does the school’s vision align with your own? Look at the language the 
school uses in the job description and try to include a few buzzwords. 


Pick out some CV highlights 


Don’t assume that your CV will automatically get read. Pull out some key achievements and link them to specific requirements in the job 
description. As well as the career aspects, don’t forget to highlight any volunteer work or personal interests that have relevance. This is your 
chance to show your well-rounded credentials and elevate yourself above the other applicants. 


Go out on a high 


If your potential employer has got to the bottom of your covering letter, you’re in with a chance. Finish with something positive and upbeat. Let 
them know when you’ll be available for interview (and for work), and that you look forward to hearing from them. 







Before you hit ‘send’ 


Make sure that you have carefully checked for spelling mistakes and grammatical errors. This is a common complaint from school HR 
departments, yet is easy to fix. It might be useful to have the opinion of someone who is already in the job role that you are applying for, so don’t 
be afraid to ask a friend or colleague to read over your letter. 


Top tips for letter structure- things to include 


1st paragraph- IMPACT IS CRUCIAL- Your philosophy on teaching. What type of teacher are you? What will your classroom look and feel like for 
learners? 


Base the next few paragraphs on the experiences you have gained to date- qualify each with a short example of what you did / learnt and the 
impact it had. 


2nd paragraph- Planning- how do you approach planning? How do you use it to inform your teaching? How do you show progression for 
learning? 


3rd paragraph- Behaviour mgmt. 


4th paragraph- assessment for learning 


5th paragraph- subject specialism or interest 


6th paragraph- Clubs you may be interested in running- what other skills do you bring? 


7th paragraph- Your wellbeing and activities. 


Sign off with a statement that shows your keenness to work for that school and your flexibility to meet / interview etc. 


 







Top tips for a successful interview 
• Think through answers to mock questions or mock scenarios 
• Prepare answers to dealing with behaviour management issues, planning creatively, assessment and impact on pupils learning, 


classroom organisation and extra-curricular activities. 
• What do you understand by the word inclusion? How does this challenge you as a teacher? 
• Dress appropriately 
• Plan journey so arriving in a timely and calm manner  
• Direct your answer to the person who has asked you. Have questions prepared to ask the school 


Make the job yours - school interview questions 


Thanks to: https://www.eteach.com/blog/make-the-job-yours-school-interview-questions 


CV and Interview Tips , NQT and graduate advice  
   


 


Written by Robin Hughes 


Interview questions for teachers tend to seek evidence that you can demonstrate the skills in high demand from schools at the time. As a result, 
the trends change every few years. For example, one year there may be heavy emphasis on British values, then the next year, it switches to 
safeguarding.  


Interviews for teaching jobs often follow the same format: 



https://www.eteach.com/blog/make-the-job-yours-school-interview-questions

https://www.eteach.com/blog/categories/CV-and-Interview-Tips

https://www.eteach.com/blog/categories/NQT-and-graduate-advice





1. you are asked to teach a lesson and show your ability to reflect upon it afterwards, 
2. meet a group of students who ask questions, 
3. panel interview 


Tasks are designed to test your skills and abilities for the role. 


You may meet students before you give your lesson or afterwards – that’s dictated by the logistics of the day.  The panel interview will always 
be the last formal part of the day. 


The panel will usually contain a senior school leader and a School Governor.  It should be an odd number of 3 or 5 in total. 


Preparation 
It’s important that you research the school and find out as much as you can about it before the interview.  Inspectorate reports are useful but 
check when the report was published – schools will review their development plans and key objectives at least annually but the inspection report 
could be a few years’ old.  On the day, you also have the chance to listen and question, so use it to add to your understanding of the role and the 
school. 


The school’s context should affect the interview questions you can expect.  For instance, if more able students are not performing well then you 
can expect questions on that.  The performance of more disadvantaged pupils may be an issue.  What strategies might improve the performance 
of boys relative to girls is a question you can expect in many cases. 


School Inspection reports 
In Wales, the curriculum is changing and you should know about this.  Similarly, the teacher professional standards in Wales are different from 
England.  Assessment in both countries is also different.  There are no levels at key stage 3 in England, and schools work on their own 
assessment schedules.  You will look at Estyn reports in Wales but Ofsted reports in England.   


Schools in England may be a LA school, a stand-alone academy or part of a multi academy trust and you should know which type of school you 
are applying for.  







Still looking? Search the latest live teaching roles in England and Wales now 


Panel interview 
You are likely to be asked between 5-8 questions in the panel interview.  If you have taught a lesson, one of the questions is likely to be about 
how you thought it went, what went well and what not so well, and what you might do differently next time. 


Other questions are meant to give you a chance to show how well you will fit into the school and the department, your practice, knowledge of 
effective teaching and learning, pastoral issues and your own professional development.  Try to answer them as fully as you can and use 
examples where possible. You should be asked a question on safeguarding, and this may be a straight forward question about child protection 
process or it could be about wider safeguarding issues. 


You may be are asked to illustrate your answer with an example from your own practice.  If you are not asked, you should use examples of what 
you have done anyway.  A handy way to frame your answer would be to remember CODE: 


Context – what was the situation you were working in? 


Objective – what were you trying to achieve? 


Do -what did you do? 


Evaluation – what impact did you have? 


Try to think of 3 or 4 good examples of your teaching; you will be able to use these for more than one type of question. 


The questions below are the types of questions you can expect to be asked.  You will not be asked them all! But it will be useful to prepare 
answers for them ahead of the interview and think of the examples you can use to illustrate your answers. 


Getting the call you want 



http://www.eteach.com/jobs





The day itself is also an opportunity for you to get to know more and understand the school as best you can.  Interviews should be a two-way 
process and it is important that you are happy to take the job when offered it.  The offer will usually be made on the day of the interview – 
probably by a phone call (keep your mobile charged!). 


Good Luck!  


Typical teacher interview questions 


  Question Professional skills and 
attributes What interviewers are looking for 


1 Why teaching? Why this job? Personal and career 


Passion for teaching. 


Your values as a teacher. 


Understanding of the values and vision of the school you are applying for. 
evidence of your research about the school. 


2 


Tell me about a series of lessons 
that you designed and 
taught.  What went well and what 
would you change? 


Teaching and learning. 


Effective planning 


Enthusiasm for subject. 


Understanding pedagogical reasons for planning lessons in way you have, 
which may include reference to schemes of learning, curriculum, 
specifications, content of class, planning based on assessment of knowledge, 
understanding and subject specific skills, context of class. 


Evidence of reflection on practice, and a realistic appraisal of own 
performance and planning. 


3 
How do you make sure that all 
learners are engaged and learning 
in your lessons? 


Teaching and learning. 


  


Your approach to pedagogy, use of assessment to inform your teaching, 
strategies you use to ensure that effective teaching and learning takes place. 
Can also include use of effective questioning, use of group work, use of 
differentiation 


4 What strategies do you use to 
make sure that vulnerable learners 


Teaching and learning. Be able to identify and reflect on strategies that you have used to support 
named vulnerable groups of learners, such as students eligible for PP/ PDG, 







  Question Professional skills and 
attributes What interviewers are looking for 


make progress and achieve well in 
your classes 


Pastoral. 


Safeguarding. 


LAC, SEND, more able / HAP. Reference to research that you have applied 
(or conducted within your classroom) also welcomed. 


5 
Tell us about a time that you had to 
work hard to manage behaviour of 
a student.  What did you do? 


Teaching and learning. 


Pastoral. 


Safeguarding. 


This question gives an indication of your approach to behaviour management 
in the classroom, with reference to using school behaviour policies. Can 
outline strategies you use, and their impact.  It also covers wider safeguarding 
issues: is there a reason for the child to behave in this way, and how did you 
refer / work with colleagues if appropriate. 


6 


What would you do if a child made 
a disclosure to you? 


  


[Can you tell us about a time a 
child made a disclosure to you] 


Safeguarding. 


Straight forward Child Protection question. 


  


[still a straight forward CP question but be careful not to refer to the child by 
name]. 


7 


In your opinion, what is the most 
important aspect of your subject 
and how do you make sure that 
you teach this well? 


Teaching and learning. 


Curriculum. 


Evidence of good subject knowledge, including why you think key concepts 
or knowledge are important. You can include understanding of common 
misconceptions and how you teach to overcome these. 


8 
What is good teaching and 
learning and how do you promote 
this in your classroom practice? 


Teaching and learning. 


  


Understanding of the characteristics of effective teaching and how you use 
this in your teaching. similar questions could be use of effective assessment. 


9 What is the importance of working 
in departmental teams? 


Working with colleagues. 


Curriculum 


Evidence that you are effective when collaborating. can refer to examples and 
understanding the characteristics of effective joint planning for example. In 
Wales, cross curricular teams working together on the Areas of Learning and 
Experience (AOLEs) may be another question, and also worth referencing in a 
question such as this. 


10 What is the role of a form tutor? Pastoral, safeguarding 
Academic monitoring, pastoral support and monitoring, preparation for school 
day / school work, Spiritual, Moral, Social and Cultural development (SMSC), 
(in England British Values). 







  Question Professional skills and 
attributes What interviewers are looking for 


11 
What will students, parents and 
colleagues say are your strengths 
and areas for development? 


Personal development 


Reflection 
Ability to reflect, ability to be objective about practice and development. 


12 What are your career aspirations? Personal development Evidence of your ambitions and aspirations. 
 







 


 
  


Reading to 
support your 
learning 
Section 1) ITT core content- Reading linked directly to 
each teacher standard Section 2) Reading promoted 
by UoC staff for teacher development. 


Please take 2 pieces of related (to your action plan) 
reading each week. Digest and reflect on how this will 
impact on: 


a) The children you (would) teach & their 
progress in learning. 


b) Your Professional development as a teacher. 
After 3 weeks decide on which had the greatest impact 
for you. 
Draw together a reading review/summary that can be 
shared with either your peers or school staff. 
 
Please track which reading you have completed on 
your activity tracker and by highlighting the following 
lists. 


Thanks to National and UoC ITE staff for these 
readings 
UNIVERSITY OF CUMBRIA 







Reading to support your learning. 


Section 1) ITT core content- Reading linked directly to each teacher standard 


Initial_teacher_train
ing_core_content_fr    


Section 2) Reading promoted by UoC staff for teacher development. 


 Adams, K. (2018) ‘Managing behaviour for learning’, in Hansen, A. Primary    Professional 


Studies. 4th edn. London: SAGE Publications, pp. 334-350. 


 Belvis, E., Pineda, P., Armengol, C. and Moreno, V. (2013) ‘Evaluation of reflective practice in 


teacher education’, European Journal of Teacher Education, 36 (3), pp. 279-292. 


 Biggs, J. and Tang, C. (2007) Teaching for Quality Learning at University. 3rd edn. Berkshire: Open 


University Press, pp. 31-49. 


 Bleach, J., 2014. Developing professionalism through reflective practice and ongoing 


professional development, European Early Childhood Education Research 


 Carr, J. and Harris, D. (2001) Succeeding with Standards: Linking Curriculum, Assessment, and Action 
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A bit of fun…..and 
development of 
resources! 
See the picture included in this section. It contains over 1200 items beginning 
with the letter ‘S’! 


• How many can you find? (The bit of fun!) 
• How would you utilise this activity in the classroom? 
• Write a short learning plan to indicate how it could fit into a 


developed resource for learning… 
 What would children do? 
 How would you manage the release of the resource? 
 What would you get them to do with the words they find? 
 What sequence of learning would you relate it to? 
 What other curriculum areas could it help develop? 
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A Bit of fun….. but also learning? 
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		How to use

		How to utilise this CPD Resource Pack & Contents.
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		 Activity tracker

		 Section 1: Health & Wellbeing

		 Section 2: Free CPD

		 Section 3: Online Resources

		 Section 4: Subject Associations

		 Section 5: Knowledge Organisers

		 Section 6: SEND- Impairments

		 Section 7: Job applications

		 Section 8: Reading to support

		 Section 9: A bit of fun





		Action Plan Pro-Forma-1

		Activity Tracker

		Health & Wellbeing

		Health and Wellbeing



		Free CPD opportunities_online courses

		All online resources- free during COVID

		Here’s The Entire List of Education Companies Offering Free Subscriptions Due to School Closings: March 13, 2020 by Brittanie 23 Comments

		Thanks to: https://kidsactivitiesblog.com/135609/list-of-education-companies-offering-free-subscriptions/#comments accessed march 14th 2020

		Apple Supporting At-Home Education With New Series of Remote Learning Videos



		Geographical association

		Teaching Resources

		Early Years and primary

		Secondary and post-16

		Journal archive

		Contact us

		Support the GA

		Strategic partners



		Primary resources to support you during Covid-19

		Schemes of Work

		Primary History magazine

		History podcasts

		Let us know what you need



		Free resources for home learning and continuing in-school delivery

		Resources for home learning

		Families: activities to do at home

		Activities to support continuing in-school delivery



		Professional development

		Events and webinars

		Webinars

		Seminars

		The Empowered Musician

		Play: A psychological toolkit for optimal music performance

		Opportunities and resources for composers

		Opportunities and resources for performers

		Resources for music educators





		Knowledge organisers

		Knowledge curriculum – The books below offers a good insight into how the knowledge based curriculum approach has been adopted into the English schooling system:

		The Curriculum of the Future From the 'New Sociology of Education' to a Critical Theory of Learning



		Knowledge and the Future School: Curriculum and Social Justice

		Where did this all stem from- in terms of child pedagogy and psychology?

		What is a knowledge organiser, and what should it include?





		SEND Resources

		Job Applications

		How to write a great covering letter

		Get the formalities right

		Start with a strong statement

		Show you know the school

		Pick out some CV highlights

		Go out on a high

		Before you hit ‘send’



		Make the job yours - school interview questions

		Thanks to: https://www.eteach.com/blog/make-the-job-yours-school-interview-questions

		Preparation

		School Inspection reports

		Panel interview

		Getting the call you want

		Typical teacher interview questions





		Possible reading to support your critical reflection on Action Planning-1

		S- A Bit of Fun!





CPD Activity Planner / Tracker


Please use the table below to record what you have done each week within the different sections of this CPD resource pack. It will help inform discussions during your touchpoints with UoC /SD tutors.


- Download as a word document here:


			


			Week
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			2) Free CPD


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			3) Free online teaching resources


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			4) Subject association materials 


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			5) Knowledge Organisers


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			6) SEND- impairments


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			7) Job Applications


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			8) Reading to support development


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			9) A bit of fun


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			
















Prior Knowledge  



Year 1: Animals– Other Animals 



Year 2: Health– How we grow and stay healthy 



Year 3: Health– Health / Nutri on 



saliva  faeces 



gums  function 



molar  root 



Key Vocabulary 



incisor  dental care 



hygienist  breakdown 



canine  diet 



oesophagus  decay 
stomach  dentist 



intestine  healthy / unhealthy 



Places and People of interest 



Local den st / dental hygienist 



Eureka! The Na onal Children’s Museum 



Books /Online Resources 



h ps://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zcyycdm 



h ps://interac vehuman.blogspot.com/2008/10/diges on‐



game‐for‐kids.html 



Disgus ng Diges on by Nick Arnold 



S cky Knowledge 



 The diges ve system is a series of organs that 



breaks food down in a useful way for the body. 



 Humans have three main types of teeth: incisors 



(for bi ng), canines (for tearing) and molars (for 



grinding). 



 Toothpaste can help keep teeth and gums 



healthy and has many different quali es. 



Visits and Visitors 



Interview a den st / dental hygienist professional about 



their role in helping teeth and gums stay healthy.  



 



Science     Teeth, Ea ng and Diges on       Year 4          



Key Learning 



 



 Describe the simple func ons of the 



basic parts of the diges ve system in 



humans.  



 



 Iden fy the different types of teeth in 



humans and their simple func ons. 



 



 Describe how teeth and gums have to 



be cared for in order to keep them 



healthy. 



 
Diagrams 



 













Prior Knowledge  



Year 1— Growth and Green Fingers ‐ Preparing food 



Key Vocabulary 



Salad leaves Varie es of le uce that are used in salads 



Salad  



ingredients 



Le uce, tomatoes, celery, avocados, olives, 



spring onions, cucumber, grated carrot,  



pepper 



blade The part of a knife that cuts 



Claw cut A technique for cu ng/slicing in which the 



non‐cu ng hand holds the object being cut  as 



a claw. 



Bridge cut A technique for cu ng/slicing in which the 



non‐cu ng hand holds the object being cut  as  



the knife is drawn between the fingers to cut 



Evalua on The process where the final product is  



discussed regarding what has worked well and 



what could be improved 



Places and People of interest



Books /Online Resources 



 h ps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wVJUD8SSQRA 



 h ps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qN0GCLXfHWY 



 h ps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HY_ygiwVlCM 



 



S cky Knowledge 



 I can design a salad  



 I know of and choose ingredients for a salad  



 I can work safely and hygienically 



 I can use a knife safely 



 I can demonstrate a claw cut and bridge cut 



 I can prepare a salad for others 



 I can say what I like and don’t like about my  



       finished product 



Visits and Visitors 



Mrs.  xxxx‐ School Cook



D.T.   The Best Salad in the World 



Key Learning 



 Describe the importance for humans of ea ng 
the right amounts of different types of food. 



 Explore exis ng products and inves gate how 
they have been made. 



 Develop a food vocabulary using taste, smell, 
texture and feel . 



 Cut, peel, grate, chop a range of ingredients. 



 Use pictures and words to convey what they 
want to design/make . 



 Use drawings to record ideas as they are devel‐
oped. 



 Add notes to drawings to help explana ons. 



 Discuss their work as it progresses. 



 Select ingredients (materials) from a limited 
range that will meet the design criteria. 



 Explain which ingredients (materials) they are 
using and why. 



 Name the tools they are using. 



 Discuss how closely their finished product meets 



their design criteria and how well it meets the 



needs of the user. 



 



 
Diagrams 



The school  



allotment 



Working with 



Barlick in Bloom 
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ITT Core Content Framework 
 



 



 



 



 



 



The ITT Core Content Framework and its underpinning evidence has been independently assessed and endorsed by 
the Education Endowment Foundation. 
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The experience of mathematical structure may be supported by representing 
mathematical knowledge graphically in the form of networks. In this paper, two 
special graphical representations of mathematical networks, mind maps and concept 
maps, are presented. Both knowledge maps are means to show ideas and concepts 
connected with a topic, in a well-structured form. Their special fitting as a 
pedagogical tool for mathematics education is pointed out, especially with regard to 
build structure. Possible uses of the presented knowledge maps together with their 
advantages and limits are discussed and classroom experiences collected from 9 
teachers of different schools are presented. It turns out that knowledge maps, like 
mind maps and concept maps, may be efficient tools for building structure in 
mathematics. 



1.  Introduction 



Mathematical knowledge has the character of a network, as mathematical objects, i.e. 
for example concepts, definitions, theorems, proofs, algorithms, rules, theories, are 
manifold interrelated but also connected with components of the external world. 
Accordingly, there is a widespread consensus in the actual didactical discussion that 
mathematics should be experienced by students in its interrelatedness rather than a 
collection of isolated rules and facts (see e.g. NCTM Yearbook 1995, Preface, or 
NCTM Principles and Standards for School Mathematics 2000, p.64). The 
importance of this notion also becomes apparent in the recent PISA–Study, where 
interconnections and common ideas are central elements (OECD, 1999, p.48). 



The network character of mathematics may be experienced but also learned by 
visualizing graphically structure in mathematics. Two especially suited means for this 
purpose are mind mapping and concept mapping, both representing a mathematical 
network around a topic in a well-structured graphical display. These two techniques 
are presented below. Their special fitting as a pedagogical tool for mathematics 
education, especially with regard to build structure, is pointed out and possible uses 
of mind maps and concept maps together with their advantages and limits are 
discussed, and where possible supported with classroom experiences collected from 9 
teachers of different schools. 



2  Theoretical Background 



2.1 Mind mapping 



Mind mapping was firstly developed by Tony Buzan, a mathematician, psychologist 
and brain researcher, as a special technique for taking notes as briefly as possible and 











also as interesting to the eye as possible. Since then, it turned out to be usable in 
many different ways other than just simple note taking. Mind maps have, among 
other things, been used in education, but rarely yet in mathematics. 



The method of mind mapping basically takes into account that the two halves of the 
human brain are performing different tasks. While the left side is mainly responsible 
for logic, words, arithmetic, linearity, sequences, analysis, lists, the right side of the 
brain mainly performs tasks like multidimensionality, imagination, emotion, color, 
rhythm, shapes, geometry, synthesis. Mind mapping uses both sides of the brain 
(Buzan, 1976), lets them work together and thus increases productivity and memory 
retention. This is accomplished by representing logical structures using an artistic 
spatial image that the individual creates. Thus mind mapping connects imagination 
with structure and pictures with logic (Svantesson, 1992, p. 44). 



2.2 Concept mapping 



Concept maps were first introduced by Novak as a research tool, showing in a special 
graphical way the concepts related to a given topic together with their interrelations. 
The method of concept mapping “has been developed specifically to tap into a 
learner’s cognitive structure and to externalise … what the learner already knows” 
(Novak and Govin, 1984, p. 40), according to Ausubel’s statement: “The most 
important single factor influencing learning is what the learner already knows. 
Ascertain this and teach him accordingly” (Ausubel et al., 1980). 



Although the primer intention was to use concept mapping in research, it was found 
this to be also a useful tool in helping students to “learn how to learn” (Novak and 
Govin, 1984; Novak, 1990, 1996). Consequently, concept mapping has been used 
also as an educational tool, above all in science, whereas experiences in mathematics 
education are rather seldom and not well-documented (Malone and Dekkers, 1984, p. 
225; Hasemann and Mansfield, 1995, p. 47). 



3  Rules for making knowledge maps 



Both, mind maps and concept maps, are hierarchically structured. They are produced 
following the rules given below (for more details see e.g. Buzan and Buzan, 1993; 
Svantesson, 1992, pp. 55-56; Novak and Govin, 1984; Brinkmann, 2003a, 2003b). 



3.1 Mind maps 



Use a large sheet of paper. Place the topic of the mind map in the center. From the 
topic draw a main branch for each of the main ideas linked to the topic. Write 
keywords denoting the main ideas directly on the lines. Starting from the main 
branches you may draw further lines (sub branches) for secondary ideas (subtopics) 
and so on. The order follows the principle: from the abstract to the concrete, from the 
general to the special. Use colors when drawing a mind map; add images, sketches, 
symbols, such as little arrows, geometric figures, exclamation marks or question 
marks, as well as self-defined symbols. 



 











Figure 1: Mind maps 



   
3.2 Concept maps 



Use a large sheet of paper. Position the topic at the head of the map. Arrange the 
other concepts beneath it on several levels, the more inclusive, general, abstract 
concepts higher, the more specific, concrete concepts lower. If possible, arrange the 
concepts so that ideas go directly under ideas that they are related to. Note beneath 
the last row some examples to the concepts situated here. Draw lines from upper 
concepts to lower concepts that they’re related to; do the same for any related 
concepts that are on the same level.  



Figure 2: A concept map 
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On the connecting lines, write words or phrases that explain the relationship of the 
concepts. Beneath the last row, put examples to the concepts situated here and 
connect the examples with the concepts they belong with (as linking words write a 
phrase like “for example”). Draw circles around the concepts, do not draw circles 
around the examples. 



4  The adequacy of knowledge maps as tools to build structure in mathematics 



The hierarchical structure of mind maps and concert maps conforms to the general 
assumption that the cognitive representation of knowledge is hierarchically structured 
(Tergan, 1986). Mathematical knowledge may thus be organized in a mind map or a 
concept map according to this knowledge’s mental representation. 



As for mathematics, this “is often depicted as a mighty tree with its roots, trunk, 
branches, and twigs labelled according to certain sub disciplines. It is a tree that 
grows in time" (Davis and Hersh, 1981, p. 18). Similarly, the structure of a mind map 
resembles a tree seen from the top: from the trunk in the middle, representing the 
topic of the mind map, the lines for the ideas linked to the topic branch off like tree 
branches. Also concept maps resemble on the whole a tree, only seen from another 
perspective. In addition, concept maps show also links between concepts of different 
branches, their structure is thus even more in accordance with the character of 
interrelatedness of mathematics. Relations between mathematical objects around a 
topic may thus be visualised by mind maps and concept maps in a structured way that 
corresponds to the structure in mathematics (Brinkmann 2001a, 2002, 2003a, 2003b). 



5  Uses of knowledge maps in mathematics education and classroom experiences 



Below there are listed and explained some of the most important uses of mind maps 
respectively concept maps, that might be profitable also in mathematics education 
especially for building structure in mathematics. Where possible, they are supported 
with reports about classroom experiences (written in italics), mainly collected from 9 
teachers of different German schools (including the authors own experiences), but 
also from literature. 7 out of the 9 teachers introduced only mind mapping in their 
classes, 2 (the author included) introduced both mind mapping and concept mapping. 



5.1  Mind maps 



• Mind maps help to organize information. 
The special structure of a mind map allows to organize hierarchically structured 
mathematical knowledge. A clear and concise overview of the connectedness of 
mathematical objects around a topic is enabled. Moreover, this is supported by the 
use of colors and pictures. 
In addition, mind mapping supports the natural thinking process, which goes on 
randomly and in a nonlinear way. As mind maps have an open structure, one may just 
let one's thoughts flow; every produced idea may be integrated in the mind map by 
relating it to already recorded ideas, and this with virtually no mental effort. 











Teachers reported that especially students who were not good in mathematics 
benefited from mind mapping as a help to organize their knowledge. These students 
often first realized connections between mathematical concepts while producing a 
mind map. Further on, they told their teachers that only after having drawn a mind 
map they could “see” the structure of the respective mathematical knowledge. 



• Mind maps let cognitive structures of students become visible. 
Mind maps drawn by students provide information about the students' knowledge. In 
broad outline, a learner’s knowledge structure around a given topic gets visible by 
means of mind maps for both the teacher and the learner. 
o The student develops an awareness of his or her own knowledge organization. 
This process might be enhanced by having the students, in small groups, construct 
mind maps, as by it students have to discuss about the concepts to be used and the 
connections to be drawn. 
I could observe that students not only developed an awareness of the knowledge 
organization they had, but also an awareness of missing links between isolated 
concepts they knew were belonging to the map topic. For example, a student had 
difficulties to integrate the equation f(x)=x2 in a map on quadratic parabolas. 
o Wrong connections in a students' knowledge become visible and can be 
corrected by the teacher. It is recommendable to first ask the student why the 
(wrong) connection was drawn; the explanation given by the student might bring 
more insight into the underlying cognitive structure than the simple and reduced 
representation in the map. 
One of my students connected the concept “congruent transformation” with the 
sub concept “Thales’ theorem”. When asked to explain this connection that 
seemed strange to me, he showed me that in the textbook “Thales’ theorem” 
occurs as a sub heading under the heading “congruent transformation”, so 
obviously these concepts had to be linked in some way. 
o The students' growth in the understanding of a topic can be checked when 
asking them to create both a pre- and a post-unit mind map (Hemmerich et al., 
1994). The teacher might see e.g. if supplementary concepts are linked to the topic, 
in a meaningful way. 



• Mind maps can be used as a memory aid. 
Each mind map has a unique appearance and a strong visual appeal. Thus information 
may be memorized and recalled faster, the learning process is speeded up and 
structured information becomes long living. 



• Mind maps can be of help to repetition and summary. 
At the end of a teaching unit the subject matter of the treated topic can be repeated 
and structured by composing a mind map; this mind map then serves as a good 
memorizable summary. 
Several teachers who introduced mind mapping in their mathematics lessons could 
observe that some of their students began on their own initiative to construct mind 











maps at home, especially when preparing for an examination, in order to get a 
structured overview on the subject matter. 
One teacher told about a ten year-old girl that showed her proudly a mind map she 
had drawn as decoration for her exercise-book: The map represented the contents of 
this exercise-book in a structured way. 



• A mind map may summarize the ideas of several students. 
A mind map may grow as the common task of an entire class: The teacher might 
write the topic in the middle of the chalkboard and ask the students what main ideas 
they connect with it. For each idea the teacher draws a main branch of the mind map. 
Further on, students are asked to tell all other ideas they link to these main ones. Due 
to the open structure of a mind map, each single contribution can be integrated. The 
complete mind map should be redrawn by each student, in his or her personal style. 
Classroom experiences show that this is a very fruitful way of action. Students 
discuss about the proposed ways of integration of the single concepts. Sometimes they 
make the valuable experience that a concept may be sub ordered under different 
super concepts, as a mathematical concept may be related in more than one way to 
others. 



• Mind maps help meaningfully connect new information with given knowledge. 
New information can be integrated into an existing mind map and related to 
previously learned concepts. Such an activity of the students has to be initialized by 
the teacher, who has the overview of already created mind maps and of how new 
concepts fit to old topics. Of course this can be done only for few new information 
because of space limitations. 



• New concepts may be introduced by mind maps. 
Entrekin (1992) reports that she used mind maps to introduce new concepts in 
mathematics classes. The new concept "is written on the chalkboard or transparency. 
As the concept evolves in later lessons, the teacher may add additional components 
and form an extended mind map. This visual representation serves to help students 
relate unknown concepts to known concepts." 



• Mind maps may show connections between mathematics and the rest of the world. 
As a mind map is open for any idea someone associates with the main topic, non-
mathematical concepts may also be connected with a mathematical object (see figure 
1, mind map on Pythagoras’ theorem). Thus it becomes obvious that mathematics is 
not an isolated subject but is related to the most different areas of the "rest of the 
world" (Brinkmann, 2001b). 
This option of mind maps is generally not obtained automatically, as students are 
used that they are expected to think and argue only within mathematics. Thus it is of 
need for teachers to give a respective hint when introducing mind mapping in a class. 
Students often express their surprise, that they are allowed to insert non-
mathematical terms in their maps, but also their good feelings when doing so. 











5.2 Concept maps 



Concept maps have been found to be useful in a variety of applications, in the 
teaching of the different sciences but also of mathematics at all levels ranging from 
primary school to senior high school. Concept maps can be used for example in the 
following situations (Novak and Govin, 1984; Novak, 1990, 1996; Malone and 
Dekkers, 1984): 



• Concept maps help to organize information on a topic. 
In order to be useful, knowledge must be organized so as to facilitate understanding 
and problem-solving ability. A concept map organizes knowledge into categories and 
sub-categories so that it can be easily remembered and retrieved. 
From classes where concept mapping has been used, I received the feedback that 
there is a widespread consensus among students that concept maps can help to 
organize information, especially if these concept maps are drawn by the students 
themselves. For the usefulness of concept maps in this point, the degree of complexity 
of a concept map (defined by the represented number of hierarchy levels, of concepts 
and of links) seems to play a crucial role: maps with a great degree of complexity 
seem to be rather confusing than helpful. As a problem it must be seen that a 
productive degree of complexity is dependent on the individual, or at least on the 
achievement level of a learning group. 
The statement that concept maps may facilitate problem-solving abilities is not well-
founded. For this purpose, I have carried out a study (Brinkmann, in press) in 4 high 
school mathematics courses. The students had to work on several mathematical 
problems, that were unusual for them and that afforded a well-organized conceptual 
knowledge on the concerned topic. All students could use their textbooks, half of the 
students could additionally use a concept map representing the needed knowledge in 
a structured form and constructed by the author. The students had been distributed 
equally according to their achievement levels into the 2 groups. It turned out, that 
those students using the concept map were more successful in solving the given 
problems. Moreover the study showed, that the given concept map was more helpful 
for normally higher-achievers than lower-achievers. The lower-achievers expressed, 
that the given concept map was too complex for them, they would have preferred a 
map showing only an excerpt of it, or the division of the concept map into two maps. 
Perhaps it is of importance, that the students that participated at this study were not 
accustomed to the use of concept maps, this representation form was new for them. 
Thus, there remain a lot of open questions: what degree of complexity is optimal for 
students with a certain achievement level, which differences can be observed between 
students that are accustomed to concept mapping and novices, is it more helpful for 
problem-solving to use a (comprehensive) map constructed by the teacher or the 
whole class or to use a self-constructed map, … 



• Concept maps facilitate meaningful learning, they aid in organizing and 
understanding new subject matter. 











• Concept maps are a powerful tool for identifying students’ knowledge structures, 
especially also misconceptions or alternative conceptions. 
This helps the teacher to plan effective lessons by taking into account what a learner 
already knows. A student himself gets awareness of his own knowledge organisation. 
Possibly wrong connections in a student’s knowledge become visible to the teacher 
and can be corrected by him. (See also the remarks in 5.1 to this point.) 
Concept maps are more likely to show students’ knowledge structures than mind 
maps, as there are intended more linking lines and the description of the represented 
relations by linking words. But experience based it is very hard for students to find 
suitable linking words, also if they can describe correctly, in longer terms, the 
represented relation. Thus some additional discussions of the teacher with the single 
students might be helpful. 



• Concept maps may serve as a memory aid. 
As a concept map is a graph, a pictorial representation, it may be grasped at once, and 
due to its unique appearance committed well to one’s memory and recalled faster. 



• Concept maps may be used for revision of a topic. 
At the end of a topic a concept map can be constructed, as repetition and in order to 
get a lasting and well organized overview of this topic. 
In classes where concept mapping has been introduced, it could be observed, that 
some of the students constructed by their own initiative concept maps in order to 
prepare for written tests at the end of a topic. Higher achievers generally constructed 
more detailed and comprehensive maps than lower-achievers. 



• Concept maps can be used as design of instructional materials. 
Teachers found that concept maps were useful tools for organizing a lecture or an 
entire curriculum. Moreover, they were not only aided in planning instruction, but 
also their own understanding of the subject matter was increased (Novak, 1996). 



6  Limitations 



It has to be considered that the methods of mind mapping and of concept mapping 
can be used only if one has got familiar with them. Moreover, when using concept 
mapping it has to be calculated that it takes some time to construct a concept map 
(more than to construct a mind map). 



In spite of their well-structured and ordered contents concept maps as well as mind 
maps may sometimes have a confusing effect. 



Mind maps are very individual graphic representations. As different people have 
different associations with the same topic they also draw different mind maps. The 
right grasp of the relations represented in a mind map affords the right associations to 
the used key words. Hence, mind maps that someone wants to use should be self-
done or done with one's own involvement. 



In a mind map, each main branch builds up a complex whole with its sub branches. 
Connections between the single complexes are as a rule not drawn in order to 











increase the clarity of the map. Thus, the existing relations to the map topic are 
probably represented incomplete. In contrast to mind maps, the concepts of a concept 
map are linked by lines whenever they are related in some way, moreover, every 
single relationship is described by linking words written on the linking lines. Thus, a 
concept map provides much more information on a topic than a mind map, but it has 
not got that open structure allowing to add easily every new idea one might associate 
to the topic. 



7  Final remarks 



The methods of mind mapping and concept mapping were not invented as 
educational tools, but it turns out that these methods may be useful in a variety of 
applications in teaching and learning processes, especially also for building structure 
in mathematics. Yet, up to now, mind mapping and concept mapping have been 
rarely used in mathematics education. However, the feedback of teachers that took 
part in further education events which I offered on the topic of mind mapping and 
concept mapping in mathematics is full of enthusiasm throughout. 



Of course, depending on the pursued goals, teachers respectively students have to 
decide which of the two methods they particularly want to use. When my students 
had the free choice between mind mapping and concept mapping in order to 
summarize and structure their knowledge on a topic, they usually constructed a 
mixture of both: they typically centered the topic (this is advantageous with regard to 
space problems), drew 3 to 5 main branches in the style of mind mapping, 
constructed the complex to each main branch rather in the style of concept maps and 
described the represented relations only partly by linking words. Advantageously, 
they used the possibility to give examples also in giving example problem solutions. 
Regarding these facts it might be of benefit to optimize the rules for making 
knowledge maps, especially with regard to build structure in mathematics. 



As knowledge mappings can be expected to be efficient tools for building structure, 
an enhanced usage of these methods in mathematics education should result. 
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Effective Target Setting for ITE Trainees 




Central to our trainees’ progress and success is their achievement of developmental targets. 




It is important that targets specifically address improving the quality of the trainees’ 




teaching and pupils’ learning over time. 




Targets should: 




 include a clear statement of what the trainee needs to focus on to improve and 




make progress (related and referenced to the teachers’ standards – or sub-headings 




thereof);  




 use language which aligns with the common assessment framework (primary) or the 




assessment matrix (secondary) for the grade at which the trainee is working; 




 be subject specific where appropriate; 




 state what actions the trainee needs to take to improve and make progress; 




 state what support/resources* are required to help them achieve the target; 




 state where that support/resources* can be found; 




 include clear success criteria explicitly stating what achieving the target will mean in 




terms of pupils’ learning, well-being, behaviour etc. and the quality of the trainees’ 




teaching - what will be demonstrated and how when the target is achieved; 




 set out a realistic and workable time-frame in which the target can be achieved 




 state how and when the target will be reviewed (usually next weekly review 




meeting). 




*Resources required to support the trainee may be time allocated for development 




opportunities, teacher modelling, focused observations, targeted support from lead 




practitioners, paper or web-based training materials etc 




 




Targets must be SMART 




SPECIFIC – be clear about what you want the trainee to achieve and why eg. 




Impact on pupil progress and learning over time, subject knowledge 




development etc (linked to the relevant teachers’ standards). 
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MEASUREABLE - Clear criteria for success. What is the end product, impact? i.e. How will the 




performance be judged against the target? Consider what evidence there could be that 




would indicate success – modelled so that the trainee can understand how to achieve the 




target and provide evidence of the fact.  




ACHIEVABLE -  Can the target really be achieved in the time/resources available? i.e. What 




opportunities are available? Appropriate levels of challenge set. 




REALISTIC - In number, complexity, stage of development and purpose. i.e. Does the target 




link to the phase of training and the standards that are currently being working towards? 




Have the targets been discussed with school tutors? Good targets should challenge and 




stretch.  




TIME -  How long will it take, short, medium and long term/date specific. i.e. in the next 




lesson with group …or by the end of the unit …. week? 




REVIEWED - What impact has the target had on performance, pupils, practice, policy? i.e. 




will the evidence be found in lesson plans, evaluations, pupil’s books? Discuss targets at 




weekly meetings and record on the proformas. Is there a need to have a follow up or new 




targets set? i.e. ensure that targets are reflected upon and feedback into practice. If a target 




is not met ask why that might be. Review at weekly meetings, interim or end of placement, 




target setting tutorials. 




Long, medium and short term targets 




It is recognised that some targets are more difficult to achieve and require a longer time-




scale, even over a whole placement. Longer term targets should be broken down into 




smaller steps and reviewed regularly to set the next steps. The example below sets out the 




first couple of steps in ensuring that the trainee makes progress in making accurate and 




productive use of assessment (TS6). The text in red provides a focus for discussion at the 




review meeting. 




Targets Links to 
standards 




Actions to be taken Target date 
for 
Achievement 




Review of 
Target and 
Comment 
on 
progress 




Long Term 
Make accurate and 
productive use of 
assessment 
 
Short term 
Extend range of 
assessment 




TS6  
 
 
 
 
TS6 (b) 
 
 




 
 
 
 
 




 Read Chapter X of Clarke and 
discuss implications with mentor. 




By end of 
placement 
 
 
 
By Wed 
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strategies which 
encourage children 
to evaluate and 
improve their work 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Short Term 
Review how 
written feedback 
should look to 
encourage pupils 
to respond and 
improve their work 




 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
TS6 (d) 




 Observe Mrs Y teaching and 
answer the following questions– 
what does she ask pupils to do to 
evaluate their work? How do the 
pupils respond? Do the pupils 
know now how to improve their 
work? Did this strategy help to 
improve pupil progress? How 
could I adapt this strategy for my 
class? 




 Include this ‘new’ assessment 
strategy in your next lesson 
(mentor carries out a focused 
observation and feedback) 




 
 




 Review a sample of pupils’ books 
from Mr Z’s class – identify good 
practice in terms of written 
feedback – what strategies does 
he use to encourage pupils to 
respond and improve their work? 
What impact did this have on 
pupils’ progress? 




 Try to model this good practice 
when marking class JY’s books – 
how did the pupils respond? What 
impact did it have on their 
progress? Bring a sample of their 
marked books to the review 
meeting and be ready to discuss 
the impact you have had on their 
progress. 




Thursday 
(next mentor 
meeting) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Monday 
 
 
 
 
 
Tuesday 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Thursday 




 




As the trainees’ targets are so central to their success it is important that 




university tutors quality assure these targets during end of placement 




tutorials and refer any issues to the relevant PPTs (primary only). 




For secondary trainees, the quality assurance of their targets is carried out by 




the university tutors. 




 




There follows some examples of different approaches to target setting which 




adhere to the guidance. 
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DEVELOPMENT TARGETS RUNNING RECORD (Standards 3 and 4) 
 




                                      




 




Targets 




 




Links to 




Standards 




 




Actions to be taken 




Target Date For 




Achievement 
 




Review Of Target & Comment On Progress 




Signature of 




Trainee, PT, 




AT or PPL 




and Date S3: 
Demonstrate good 
subject and curriculum 
knowledge 
 




TS3  By end of 
placement 
 




  




 




e) If teaching early 
mathematics, 
demonstrate a clear 
understanding of 
appropriate teaching 
strategies. 




TS3e Observe 2 calculation lessons in maths -using the observation of a 
teacher pro forma. 
How are the children developing fluency and reasoning in 
mathematics? 
What questions does the teacher ask the children? 
How does the teacher involve children to reinforce messages? 
What differentiated tasks were available? 
 




 Identify and analyse a mathematical misconception- Draw from 
your module information on Blackboard. Find 2 ways in which you 
could re teach this misconception to a group? What resources 
would you use? 
 
Show these two methods in your weekly plans. 
Focus on careful use of key vocabulary & assessment questions. 
 
Once taught think about which worked best / promoted quickest 
progress for children’s understanding- use the reflective log guide in 
TPP documentation 
 
You may also consider: 




 Talking to the mathematics coordinator about their role as a 
specialist in school. 
Ask them how they select resources to match activities. 
How do they utilise ICT to enhance a session for children? 
 
 
 




Week 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Week 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Week 3 
 
 
 
 
 




It was clear in your weekly review sheet that you had looked at the maths sessions that 
I taught this week- Your commented on Jamie’s progress and clearly drew out the three 
assessment questions that I checked with him each lesson. 
 
 
 




I looked at the example of Parallel and perpendicular lines. I 
realise that one of the best ways to get this concept across for 
children was to get out the 2D shapes so they could actually feel 
and test rather than just looking at them on the worksheet. 
 
 
 
Not done yet=- take into next week. 
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S4:Plan and Teach 
well-structured 
Lessons 




TS4  End of 
Placement 
phase 




  




 




b) Promote a love of 
learning and 
children’s 
intellectual 
curiosity. 




TS4b Have a look at http://www.ttrb3.org.uk/key-stage-2-science-
engaging-girls-with-practical-science/ 
 
And read the reviewers concerns… What does this raise for 
you? How might you alter your teaching a s a result? 
 
Talk to your 3 profile children: Ask them what helps them 
learn best… 
Use knowledge of profile children to plan a task that links to 
personal knowledge of child 
 
At the end of the week ask all children to evaluate their week 
(with a focus on your teaching) using De Bono’s thinking 
hats... 
Use Just 3 hats: Yellow (positive), Black (challenges) and 
Green (creativity). Ask them what was the best bit about your 
teaching that week. Which bits of your teaching did the 
children find hardest to concentrate on. How might the 
children teach the XXX lesson that you covered this week? 




Week 2  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
You used part of your non-contact time this week to meet your group of profile 
children. We had preplanned several questions together to ask them. What did 
they tell you? 
It was clear that you have started to adapt your planning to focus on key 
children and ask them questions or adapt questions to grab their attention based 
on their personal interest! 




 




 TS4b Plan in questions when introducing as session this week: 
What do you already know?; What would you like to find 
out?;  Where can we learn about ...? 
 
Embed the use of talk partners within lessons: Plan and 
deliver time for the use of talk partners. 
 
Encourage the use of powerful or critical questions from 
children- Stop to help children make their questions more 
powerful- use http://tpri.wikispaces.com/file/view/05-
2Bloom-16-17+Stems+for+Instruction.pdf 
As a basis for thinking about powerful questions. 
Reward children who power up their questions! 




Week 3 You clearly used a range of elicitation questions this week- I have noted this in 
your lesson observation form. How will you now feed this into planning for the 
next few lessons? 
 




I used talk partners a lot this week in literacy sessions. I 
found it most useful as part of mini plenaries- It helped 
to focus the children on the best bits of each other’s work 
and inspired them to try something new. 
 
I’m still reading the critical questions piece- I have 
arranged to meet with the other y4 teacher who is a lead 
on critical questioning in the school. I want to see how 
they encourage children to use these sorts of questions 




 







http://www.ttrb3.org.uk/key-stage-2-science-engaging-girls-with-practical-science/



http://www.ttrb3.org.uk/key-stage-2-science-engaging-girls-with-practical-science/



http://tpri.wikispaces.com/file/view/05-2Bloom-16-17+Stems+for+Instruction.pdf



http://tpri.wikispaces.com/file/view/05-2Bloom-16-17+Stems+for+Instruction.pdf
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 TS4b Provide children with a range of resources to choose from to 
support  
their learning e.g ipads, information books, factsheets or in 
maths perhaps counters, number squares, number lines. Give 
them ownership. 
pitch activities at different levels and provide the children 
with opportunities to choose their own activity and level at 
which they learn. 
Provide some flexibility in how pupils present their learning 
e.g. A poster, a poem, a diagram guided by succinct success 
criteria- encourage the children to take responsibility for 
their learning.  
 
Ask them to set themselves a mini goal for the week/topic 
and then judge whether they have achieved it. 




Week 4   
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DEVELOPMENT TARGETS RUNNING RECORD (Standards 2 and 7) 
 




 




Name of Trainee:                                                                                                                     Placement: B/D/E:   




 




 




                                      




 
Targets 




 




Links to Standards 
 




Actions to be taken 




Target 
Date For 




Achieveme
nt 




 
Review Of Target & 




Commen
t On 
Progress 




Signature of 
Trainee, PT, AT or 




PPL 
and Date 




Week 1 
Establish a 
framework for 
discipline, 
deploying 
strategies, 
including the use 
of praise, 
sanctions and 
rewards. 




 




S7b) Have high expectations of 
behaviour and establish a framework 
for discipline, consistently and fairly, 
with a range of strategies, using praise, 
sanctions and rewards consistently and 
fairly  
 




Observe class teacher throughout one day for range of 
behaviour management techniques (make field notes) 
Refer back to RAC Behaviour seminar notes 
Discuss (with CT/AT) strategies observed or that might work 
for me now with the whole class – make a list of 8 
Identify from list 4 approaches to use in the management of 
behaviour as the focus for peer observation – evaluate plan 
and observation 
Identify any children who may not respond positively to 
strategies or need adjusted/additional support - record 
initials on planning 




 




Nov 5th Surprised at the number of different 




approaches the teacher used – gave me 




lots of ideas.  Of the 4 strategies 




‘countdown’ and ‘describing desirable 




learning behaviours’ had most effect.  




I think this is because they provide 




positive reminders.  They didn’t 




respond positively to the ‘clap and 




respond’ but I think this may have 




been because they have used it a lot 




before.  Need to work on clarifying my 




expectations so they know what to do 




when I have their attention! 




Student 




Mentor 
 




Week 1 
Identify and 
communicate 
the progress 
made by pupils  




 




S2c) Guide pupils to reflect on the 
progress they have made and their 
emerging needs.  




 




Read and annotate Tracking Pupil Progress and Pupil Profile 
sections of SPAR 
Select and copy samples of work that demonstrate 
progression in maths for two children from the group – 
annotate copies to identify how they show progression 




Nov 5th Helped to clarify what we are doing for 




recording progress. A lot of 




information to take in in one go – 




need to re-read and make a to-do list 




from TPP.  Work samples were 




interesting – Child A had lots of 




evidence of progress but Child B didn’t 




have as much evidence in their written 




work although they seemed to have 




made as much progress. 




Student 




Mentor 
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Week 2 
Demonstrate 
high 
expectations of 
behaviour 




S7b) Have high expectations of 
behaviour and establish a framework 
for discipline, consistently and fairly, 
with a range of strategies, using praise, 
sanctions and rewards consistently and 
fairly  




At the outset of each lesson remind children of the positive 
behaviours that I have seen from them previously and 
behaviours that I expect. 
 
Clarify expectations by describing positive behaviours 
observed and expected as the lesson progresses (don’t wait 
for problems – pre-empt).  Use this as a focus for a 
peer/teacher observation. 
 
Write a group contract with my group that identifies 8 key 
expectations for behaviour (use positive language) 
Review contract and assess/evaluate with children in 
plenary – annotate with what they did that was positive. 




Nov 14th The children responded really well 




and it made my expectations much 




clearer.  It is really easy to slip back 




into telling children what I don’t 




want them to do.  It became easier to 




remember as the lesson progressed.  I 




think practice will continue to improve 




this! 




 




Group contract was great – used it in 




two lessons and added to the 




annotations.  Very clear way of 




sharing/establishing expectations. It 




gave a reminder that they could keep 




in front of them - a resource like a 




working wall. 




Student 




Mentor 




Week 2 
Identify and 
communicate 
the progress 
made by pupils  




 




S2c) Guide pupils to reflect on the 
progress they have made and their 
emerging needs 




Re-read TTP and make a to-do list for clarity. 
 
Complete Pupil Progress Review for children in my focus 
maths group 
 
Provide a tickled pink feedback comment (be very specific 
and try to link to learning outcome) for each child on a post 
it reflecting on their progress during one week. 




Nov 14th The pupil progress review helped me to 




consider all of the different types of 




evidence that I have for progress.   




 




The children loved the pink post-its – 




and the teacher thought the use of 




pink and green post-its could be 




developed further for feedback. 




Student 




Mentor 
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An Example from Early Years 
 
                                      




 
Targets 




 




Links to 
Standards 




 
Actions to be taken 




Target 
date for 
Achieve 
ment 




 
Review Of Target &  




Comment On Progress 




Signature 




of 




Trainee, 




PT, AT or 




PPL 




and Date Week 1 




Demonstrate a 
developing 
knowledge and 
understanding 
of the setting’s 
policies and 
practices 
through 
planning and 
teaching 
 




 




7.2 Establish and sustain a 
safe environment and 
employ practices that 
promote children’s safety 
 
Links to other Standards 
3.1 – child devel 
4.1 & 4.2 planning 
4.5 – reflect on 
effectiveness 
8.3 cooperative working 




 Complete the daily review/risk assessment for continuous 
provision, indoors and out; complete the setting’s record 
keeping of this and take a copy for your SPAR 




 All adult-led activity planning identifies relevant hazards 
and how risks will be avoided. Annotations to plans 
evaluate outcomes - plans added to SPAR. 




 All retrospective planning captures ongoing support for 
children through risk assessment and appropriate actions 
(in line with the setting’s policies) – plans added to SPAR 




 Audit an area of continuous provision (e.g. provision for 
‘rolling’ self-service snack) for food hygiene and personal 
hygiene. Share findings with mentor/room leader. Make a 
plan to adjust practice to comply with policy. 




 




Nov 5th  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Start Nov 
5th  




Copies of the proforma for daily reviews are in the SPAR. Made room 




leader aware of the missing bolt from sand tray frame – ducktape makes it 




secure for now; lid for outdoor sand tray – now have a reminder on door 




to outdoor space and new sand ordered.  




3 adult-led activities and two retrospective plans are in SPAR. This week’s 




focus plan for review covers baking activity. Need to consider how the 




addition of resources such as extra bowls, spoons, oven gloves etc enables 




children to take part and avoid queuing (and spilling!). Completed RA for 




use of oven, countersigned by colleague. Copy for setting’s records and in 




SPAR. Really nice example of encouraging personal hygiene and reducing 




cross infection with nose-blowing strategy – a good timely and effective 




intervention for health promotion. Good. 




Share audit of rolling snack in room meeting. Already have ideas for plan, 




but need to share with team 




Student 




Mentor 




Week 2 




Demonstrate a 
developing/ 
thorough 
knowledge and 
understanding 
of the setting’s 
policies and 
practices 
through 
planning and 
teaching 
 
with timely 
interventions 
to maintain a 
safe 
environment 
 




7.2 Establish and sustain a 
safe environment and 
employ practices that 
promote children’s safety 
 
 
Links to other Standards 
2.6 group learning 
3.1 – child devel 
4.1 & 4.2 planning 
4.5 – reflect on 
effectiveness 
8.3 cooperative working 




 Audit an area of continuous provision (e.g. provision for 
‘rolling’ self-service snack) for food hygiene and personal 
hygiene. Share findings with mentor/room leader. Make a 
plan to adjust practice to comply with policy. 




 Use petty cash and ensure tissues & wipes to hand whilst 
colds and runny noses are so prevalent; use Sizzle puppet – 
children teach Sizzle how to blow nose, where to put 
tissues etc (add to planning section of SPAR, obs to child 
profile as appropriate) 




 Confirm new sand is in place, notice on door. Share 
outdoor sand problem with children and ask how this can 
be resolved. Collate responses and any wider issues with 
outdoor space in floor book. Share with other key groups 
add to planning section of SPAR, obs to child profile as 
appropriate) 




 Maintain attention to H&S throughout planning as per last 
week – annotations paying attention to timely 
interventions over the sessions indoor/out 




 




 Take turn daily reviews with colleagues – at least two per 
week stored in SPAR 




12th Nov 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
On-going 
 
 
On-going  
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DEVELOPMENT TARGETS RUNNING RECORD (Standards 1 and 8) 




 
Targets 




 




Links to 
Standards 




 
Actions to be taken 




Target Date For 
Achievement 




 
Review Of Target & Comment On 
Progress 




Week 1 
Set goals that 
stretch and 
challenge the 
most able pupils  




S1b) Is able to set goals that 
stretch and challenge pupils 
of all backgrounds, abilities 
and dispositions.  (Link to 
standard 5) 




 For every taught activity, identify goals to stretch the more able on your planning and 
share the Learning Objectives and Success Criteria with them. 
 




 Make a list of differentiation strategies used to engage the more able in lessons you have 
observed. 
 




 Choose two strategies used in an activity you teach and evaluate them. Where they 
successful? Did they enable the more able children to make progress? 




 




Nov 5th Remembered to share the LO and SC in all but one 




activity. Put at top of children’s worksheets & on IWB. 




Amazed by number of ways to differentiate my teacher 




uses! Tried using different resources and a range of 




questions.to stretch the more able It made the session 




run more smoothly. 




 




Taught activities were much clearer to children.  Good 




variety of resourcing enabled G and T. Child A to make 




better than expected progress. 




Week 1 
Brief support 
staff effectively 
so that they can 
facilitate pupil 
learning and 
have a positive 
impact on pupil 
learning. 
 




S8c) Deploy support staff 
effectively 




 




 Observe and note the range of activities support staff carry out during lesson time. 
 




 Discuss your observations with your teacher and how they communicate their 
requirements to support staff to ensure they carry out their role effectively. 
 




 Find time to talk about the role with your support staff and make notes about what they 
need to know for reference at a later date 




Nov 5th Really useful to concentrate on TA role in a lesson.  




They are very busy people! I managed to meet our TA at 




playtime to chat about her role.  This was really helpful 




and I think we can work together well. 




 




This task will certainly help you to work with our TA 




effectively. Remember to plan her in for next week.   




 Week 2 
Set goals that 
stretch and 
challenge the 
most able pupils  




S1b) Is able to set goals that 
stretch and challenge pupils 
of all backgrounds, abilities 
and dispositions.  (Link to 
standard 5) 




 Liaise with class teacher and SENDCo to collect relevant data on the class. 
 




 Plan and teach an activity taking this data into account, annotate the lesson plan with a 
specific focus on challenges set 
 




 Complete a tracking sheet for a group and use it to evaluate differentiation strategies used 
for G and T learners. 




 




Nov 14th Met with SENDCo then shared what I learnt with my 




teacher. Annotations on my plans show activities were 




more relevant to individual needs. Went better as I 




knew more about the children’s abilities. 




 




Your tracking sheet shows the difference it has made to 




progress knowing more about children’s starting points.  




Week 2 
Brief support 
staff effectively 
so that they can 
facilitate pupil 
learning and 
have a positive 
impact on pupil 
learning. 
 




S8c) Deploy support staff 
effectively 




 




 In one of your lessons, plan for the effective use of a TA. 
 




 Share the plan with your TA in advance of the lesson, provide a copy highlighting the 
relevant tasks. 




 




 Ask the TA to record one progress statement for each child they work with on a provided 
record sheet. 




Nov 14th .Maths lesson – planned TA in. Spoke to her last night. 




Gave her a copy of the plan but had forgotten to 




highlight her tasks.  Using a record sheet was very 




helpful to note achievements. 




 




Positive feedback from TA.  Now use the statements 




made to update you tracking sheet. Discuss at our 




tutorial. 
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Targets 




 




Links to 
Standards 




 
Actions to be taken 




Target Date For 
Achievement 




 
Review Of Target & Comment 
On Progress 
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Employ some 




differentiation 




strategies to 




attempt to address 




the learning needs 




of pupils and thus  




remove some 




barriers to learning 




S5a)  Know how to 
differentiate 
appropriately using 
approaches which 
enable pupils to be 
taught   effectively 




Week 1  




Research differentiation strategies.   




This could include differentiation by:  task, outcome, time,    




resource, support, grouping, pace,  collaborative learning, small 




mixed ability groups eg HA/LA ,peer modelling. 




Discuss with mentor/CT appropriateness and effectiveness of 




strategies. Refer to and use appropriate data (from school 




tracking system for example).  Refer to and use assessment 




information.  Refer to and use other relevant information eg 




IEP’s. 




Demonstrate at the planning stage the differentiation 




strategies to be used.  




Which strategies will be used? Why these strategies have been 




selected (including barriers to learning)?   How these will have 




an impact on pupil progress – groups and individuals? How you 




will evaluate the effectiveness of the strategies used? 




 




Wednesday  




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




X has researched all the 




strategies suggested and 




decided to try to produce 




worksheets for the three 




different groups of students 




identified using the data. 




Good lesson plan detailing 




the use of these resources – 




particularly like the help 




sheet for the less able 




learners. I advised him that 




he should allow more time in 




his plan to give feedback on 




the worksheets to the pupils. 




X will trial his worksheets 




with class 6 and evaluate 




their impact on pupil 




progress. Will feedback at the 




next meeting. 
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Use group and 




whole class 




assessment sheets 




to secure pupil 




progress including 




those with special 




educational 




needs/and or 




disabilities. 




6b)  Make use of 
formative 
assessment to 
secure pupil 
progess 




Week 1 




Before observing class 4 




Discuss with class 4 teacher how group and whole class 




assessment sheets are used to support pupil progress 




Discuss use of the schools monitoring (tracking), assessment 




and recording policy. 




Observe class 4 lesson 




During the lesson: 




Give examples of how pupils were formatively assessed. Give 




examples of how you know progression has been secured for 




individual/ groups of children taught 




Observe the ways in which pupils were made aware of 




assessment outcomes (e.g. marking) 




Observe the way(s) in which pupils were involved in discussing 




their own progress and future targets 




Observe how assessment outcomes are shared with pupils so 




that they can reflect on their own learning and set appropriate 




targets. 




After the lesson 




 




 




Thursday 




 




 




 




Friday 
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 Discuss with the class 4 teacher how assessment data, when 




collected, will explicitly inform ‘next steps’ and planning 




 




 




Example targets for students set prior to placement for Standard 2 




S2c) Guide pupils to reflect on the progress they have made and their emerging needs.  




Able to identify and communicate the progress made by pupils.  




 Observe class teacher throughout one day for range of behaviour management techniques (make field notes) 




 Refer back to RAC Behaviour seminar notes 




 Discuss (with CT/AT) strategies observed or that might work for me now with the whole class – make a list of 8 




 Identify from list 4 approaches to use in the management of behaviour as the focus for peer observation – evaluate plan and observation 




 Identify any children who may not respond positively to strategies or need adjusted/additional support - record initials on planning 




 




Example targets for students meeting the expectations for QTS at a High level (1) in Standard 2 (Week 3 of E placement). 




 Identify the personal progress and learning needs of each pupil.  




 Complete Pupil Progress Review and analysis – discuss with class teacher and identify strategies to support individuals and groups of pupils in 




making progress (Red and Amber).   




 Observe children from ‘Green’ group – focus on how I support them in sustaining this rate of progression 




 Make sure that pupils are consistently offered high quality intervention and feedback which enables them to identify the progress they have 




made and understand what they need to do to improve.  




 Review slides from differentiation and assessment seminar – plan differentiated informational feedback linked to success criteria for children’s 




writing next week.   
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 Make a list of open questions to ask children during lessons that focus on progression (focus for peer observation) 




 Use talk partners to focus children using success criteria -  each write their own pink and green comments linked to success criteria. 




 Refer back to the LO and SC and children to identify their progress as a focus for plenary (dice 6 questions activity from maths observation) 




 Read and annotate Tracking Pupil Progress and Pupil Profile sections of SPAR 




 Select and copy samples of work that demonstrate progression in maths for two children from the group – annotate copies to identify how 




they show progression. 
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Effective Target Setting for ITE Trainees 




Central to our trainees’ progress and success is their achievement of developmental targets. 




It is important that targets specifically address improving the quality of the trainees’ 




teaching and pupils’ learning over time. 




Targets should: 




 include a clear statement of what the trainee needs to focus on to improve and 




make progress (related and referenced to the teachers’ standards – or sub-headings 




thereof);  




 use language which aligns with the common assessment framework (primary) or the 




assessment matrix (secondary) for the grade at which the trainee is working; 




 be subject specific where appropriate; 




 state what actions the trainee needs to take to improve and make progress; 




 state what support/resources* are required to help them achieve the target; 




 state where that support/resources* can be found; 




 include clear success criteria explicitly stating what achieving the target will mean in 




terms of pupils’ learning, well-being, behaviour etc. and the quality of the trainees’ 




teaching - what will be demonstrated and how when the target is achieved; 




 set out a realistic and workable time-frame in which the target can be achieved 




 state how and when the target will be reviewed (usually next weekly review 




meeting). 




*Resources required to support the trainee may be time allocated for development 




opportunities, teacher modelling, focused observations, targeted support from lead 




practitioners, paper or web-based training materials etc 




 




Targets must be SMART 




SPECIFIC – be clear about what you want the trainee to achieve and why eg. 




Impact on pupil progress and learning over time, subject knowledge 




development etc (linked to the relevant teachers’ standards). 
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MEASUREABLE - Clear criteria for success. What is the end product, impact? i.e. How will the 




performance be judged against the target? Consider what evidence there could be that 




would indicate success – modelled so that the trainee can understand how to achieve the 




target and provide evidence of the fact.  




ACHIEVABLE -  Can the target really be achieved in the time/resources available? i.e. What 




opportunities are available? Appropriate levels of challenge set. 




REALISTIC - In number, complexity, stage of development and purpose. i.e. Does the target 




link to the phase of training and the standards that are currently being working towards? 




Have the targets been discussed with school tutors? Good targets should challenge and 




stretch.  




TIME -  How long will it take, short, medium and long term/date specific. i.e. in the next 




lesson with group …or by the end of the unit …. week? 




REVIEWED - What impact has the target had on performance, pupils, practice, policy? i.e. 




will the evidence be found in lesson plans, evaluations, pupil’s books? Discuss targets at 




weekly meetings and record on the proformas. Is there a need to have a follow up or new 




targets set? i.e. ensure that targets are reflected upon and feedback into practice. If a target 




is not met ask why that might be. Review at weekly meetings, interim or end of placement, 




target setting tutorials. 




Long, medium and short term targets 




It is recognised that some targets are more difficult to achieve and require a longer time-




scale, even over a whole placement. Longer term targets should be broken down into 




smaller steps and reviewed regularly to set the next steps. The example below sets out the 




first couple of steps in ensuring that the trainee makes progress in making accurate and 




productive use of assessment (TS6). The text in red provides a focus for discussion at the 




review meeting. 




Targets Links to 
standards 




Actions to be taken Target date 
for 
Achievement 




Review of 
Target and 
Comment 
on 
progress 




Long Term 
Make accurate and 
productive use of 
assessment 
 
Short term 
Extend range of 
assessment 




TS6  
 
 
 
 
TS6 (b) 
 
 




 
 
 
 
 




 Read Chapter X of Clarke and 
discuss implications with mentor. 




By end of 
placement 
 
 
 
By Wed 
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strategies which 
encourage children 
to evaluate and 
improve their work 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Short Term 
Review how 
written feedback 
should look to 
encourage pupils 
to respond and 
improve their work 




 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
TS6 (d) 




 Observe Mrs Y teaching and 
answer the following questions– 
what does she ask pupils to do to 
evaluate their work? How do the 
pupils respond? Do the pupils 
know now how to improve their 
work? Did this strategy help to 
improve pupil progress? How 
could I adapt this strategy for my 
class? 




 Include this ‘new’ assessment 
strategy in your next lesson 
(mentor carries out a focused 
observation and feedback) 




 
 




 Review a sample of pupils’ books 
from Mr Z’s class – identify good 
practice in terms of written 
feedback – what strategies does 
he use to encourage pupils to 
respond and improve their work? 
What impact did this have on 
pupils’ progress? 




 Try to model this good practice 
when marking class JY’s books – 
how did the pupils respond? What 
impact did it have on their 
progress? Bring a sample of their 
marked books to the review 
meeting and be ready to discuss 
the impact you have had on their 
progress. 




Thursday 
(next mentor 
meeting) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Monday 
 
 
 
 
 
Tuesday 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Thursday 




 




As the trainees’ targets are so central to their success it is important that 




university tutors quality assure these targets during end of placement 




tutorials and refer any issues to the relevant PPTs (primary only). 




For secondary trainees, the quality assurance of their targets is carried out by 




the university tutors. 




 




There follows some examples of different approaches to target setting which 




adhere to the guidance. 
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DEVELOPMENT TARGETS RUNNING RECORD (Standards 3 and 4) 
 




                                      




 




Targets 




 




Links to 




Standards 




 




Actions to be taken 




Target Date For 




Achievement 
 




Review Of Target & Comment On Progress 




Signature of 




Trainee, PT, 




AT or PPL 




and Date S3: 
Demonstrate good 
subject and curriculum 
knowledge 
 




TS3  By end of 
placement 
 




  




 




e) If teaching early 
mathematics, 
demonstrate a clear 
understanding of 
appropriate teaching 
strategies. 




TS3e Observe 2 calculation lessons in maths -using the observation of a 
teacher pro forma. 
How are the children developing fluency and reasoning in 
mathematics? 
What questions does the teacher ask the children? 
How does the teacher involve children to reinforce messages? 
What differentiated tasks were available? 
 




 Identify and analyse a mathematical misconception- Draw from 
your module information on Blackboard. Find 2 ways in which you 
could re teach this misconception to a group? What resources 
would you use? 
 
Show these two methods in your weekly plans. 
Focus on careful use of key vocabulary & assessment questions. 
 
Once taught think about which worked best / promoted quickest 
progress for children’s understanding- use the reflective log guide in 
TPP documentation 
 
You may also consider: 




 Talking to the mathematics coordinator about their role as a 
specialist in school. 
Ask them how they select resources to match activities. 
How do they utilise ICT to enhance a session for children? 
 
 
 




Week 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Week 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Week 3 
 
 
 
 
 




It was clear in your weekly review sheet that you had looked at the maths sessions that 
I taught this week- Your commented on Jamie’s progress and clearly drew out the three 
assessment questions that I checked with him each lesson. 
 
 
 




I looked at the example of Parallel and perpendicular lines. I 
realise that one of the best ways to get this concept across for 
children was to get out the 2D shapes so they could actually feel 
and test rather than just looking at them on the worksheet. 
 
 
 
Not done yet=- take into next week. 
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S4:Plan and Teach 
well-structured 
Lessons 




TS4  End of 
Placement 
phase 




  




 




b) Promote a love of 
learning and 
children’s 
intellectual 
curiosity. 




TS4b Have a look at http://www.ttrb3.org.uk/key-stage-2-science-
engaging-girls-with-practical-science/ 
 
And read the reviewers concerns… What does this raise for 
you? How might you alter your teaching a s a result? 
 
Talk to your 3 profile children: Ask them what helps them 
learn best… 
Use knowledge of profile children to plan a task that links to 
personal knowledge of child 
 
At the end of the week ask all children to evaluate their week 
(with a focus on your teaching) using De Bono’s thinking 
hats... 
Use Just 3 hats: Yellow (positive), Black (challenges) and 
Green (creativity). Ask them what was the best bit about your 
teaching that week. Which bits of your teaching did the 
children find hardest to concentrate on. How might the 
children teach the XXX lesson that you covered this week? 




Week 2  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
You used part of your non-contact time this week to meet your group of profile 
children. We had preplanned several questions together to ask them. What did 
they tell you? 
It was clear that you have started to adapt your planning to focus on key 
children and ask them questions or adapt questions to grab their attention based 
on their personal interest! 




 




 TS4b Plan in questions when introducing as session this week: 
What do you already know?; What would you like to find 
out?;  Where can we learn about ...? 
 
Embed the use of talk partners within lessons: Plan and 
deliver time for the use of talk partners. 
 
Encourage the use of powerful or critical questions from 
children- Stop to help children make their questions more 
powerful- use http://tpri.wikispaces.com/file/view/05-
2Bloom-16-17+Stems+for+Instruction.pdf 
As a basis for thinking about powerful questions. 
Reward children who power up their questions! 




Week 3 You clearly used a range of elicitation questions this week- I have noted this in 
your lesson observation form. How will you now feed this into planning for the 
next few lessons? 
 




I used talk partners a lot this week in literacy sessions. I 
found it most useful as part of mini plenaries- It helped 
to focus the children on the best bits of each other’s work 
and inspired them to try something new. 
 
I’m still reading the critical questions piece- I have 
arranged to meet with the other y4 teacher who is a lead 
on critical questioning in the school. I want to see how 
they encourage children to use these sorts of questions 




 







http://www.ttrb3.org.uk/key-stage-2-science-engaging-girls-with-practical-science/



http://www.ttrb3.org.uk/key-stage-2-science-engaging-girls-with-practical-science/



http://tpri.wikispaces.com/file/view/05-2Bloom-16-17+Stems+for+Instruction.pdf



http://tpri.wikispaces.com/file/view/05-2Bloom-16-17+Stems+for+Instruction.pdf
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 TS4b Provide children with a range of resources to choose from to 
support  
their learning e.g ipads, information books, factsheets or in 
maths perhaps counters, number squares, number lines. Give 
them ownership. 
pitch activities at different levels and provide the children 
with opportunities to choose their own activity and level at 
which they learn. 
Provide some flexibility in how pupils present their learning 
e.g. A poster, a poem, a diagram guided by succinct success 
criteria- encourage the children to take responsibility for 
their learning.  
 
Ask them to set themselves a mini goal for the week/topic 
and then judge whether they have achieved it. 




Week 4   
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DEVELOPMENT TARGETS RUNNING RECORD (Standards 2 and 7) 
 




 




Name of Trainee:                                                                                                                     Placement: B/D/E:   




 




 




                                      




 
Targets 




 




Links to Standards 
 




Actions to be taken 




Target 
Date For 




Achieveme
nt 




 
Review Of Target & 




Commen
t On 
Progress 




Signature of 
Trainee, PT, AT or 




PPL 
and Date 




Week 1 
Establish a 
framework for 
discipline, 
deploying 
strategies, 
including the use 
of praise, 
sanctions and 
rewards. 




 




S7b) Have high expectations of 
behaviour and establish a framework 
for discipline, consistently and fairly, 
with a range of strategies, using praise, 
sanctions and rewards consistently and 
fairly  
 




Observe class teacher throughout one day for range of 
behaviour management techniques (make field notes) 
Refer back to RAC Behaviour seminar notes 
Discuss (with CT/AT) strategies observed or that might work 
for me now with the whole class – make a list of 8 
Identify from list 4 approaches to use in the management of 
behaviour as the focus for peer observation – evaluate plan 
and observation 
Identify any children who may not respond positively to 
strategies or need adjusted/additional support - record 
initials on planning 




 




Nov 5th Surprised at the number of different 




approaches the teacher used – gave me 




lots of ideas.  Of the 4 strategies 




‘countdown’ and ‘describing desirable 




learning behaviours’ had most effect.  




I think this is because they provide 




positive reminders.  They didn’t 




respond positively to the ‘clap and 




respond’ but I think this may have 




been because they have used it a lot 




before.  Need to work on clarifying my 




expectations so they know what to do 




when I have their attention! 




Student 




Mentor 
 




Week 1 
Identify and 
communicate 
the progress 
made by pupils  




 




S2c) Guide pupils to reflect on the 
progress they have made and their 
emerging needs.  




 




Read and annotate Tracking Pupil Progress and Pupil Profile 
sections of SPAR 
Select and copy samples of work that demonstrate 
progression in maths for two children from the group – 
annotate copies to identify how they show progression 




Nov 5th Helped to clarify what we are doing for 




recording progress. A lot of 




information to take in in one go – 




need to re-read and make a to-do list 




from TPP.  Work samples were 




interesting – Child A had lots of 




evidence of progress but Child B didn’t 




have as much evidence in their written 




work although they seemed to have 




made as much progress. 




Student 




Mentor 
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Week 2 
Demonstrate 
high 
expectations of 
behaviour 




S7b) Have high expectations of 
behaviour and establish a framework 
for discipline, consistently and fairly, 
with a range of strategies, using praise, 
sanctions and rewards consistently and 
fairly  




At the outset of each lesson remind children of the positive 
behaviours that I have seen from them previously and 
behaviours that I expect. 
 
Clarify expectations by describing positive behaviours 
observed and expected as the lesson progresses (don’t wait 
for problems – pre-empt).  Use this as a focus for a 
peer/teacher observation. 
 
Write a group contract with my group that identifies 8 key 
expectations for behaviour (use positive language) 
Review contract and assess/evaluate with children in 
plenary – annotate with what they did that was positive. 




Nov 14th The children responded really well 




and it made my expectations much 




clearer.  It is really easy to slip back 




into telling children what I don’t 




want them to do.  It became easier to 




remember as the lesson progressed.  I 




think practice will continue to improve 




this! 




 




Group contract was great – used it in 




two lessons and added to the 




annotations.  Very clear way of 




sharing/establishing expectations. It 




gave a reminder that they could keep 




in front of them - a resource like a 




working wall. 




Student 




Mentor 




Week 2 
Identify and 
communicate 
the progress 
made by pupils  




 




S2c) Guide pupils to reflect on the 
progress they have made and their 
emerging needs 




Re-read TTP and make a to-do list for clarity. 
 
Complete Pupil Progress Review for children in my focus 
maths group 
 
Provide a tickled pink feedback comment (be very specific 
and try to link to learning outcome) for each child on a post 
it reflecting on their progress during one week. 




Nov 14th The pupil progress review helped me to 




consider all of the different types of 




evidence that I have for progress.   




 




The children loved the pink post-its – 




and the teacher thought the use of 




pink and green post-its could be 




developed further for feedback. 




Student 




Mentor 
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An Example from Early Years 
 
                                      




 
Targets 




 




Links to 
Standards 




 
Actions to be taken 




Target 
date for 
Achieve 
ment 




 
Review Of Target &  




Comment On Progress 




Signature 




of 




Trainee, 




PT, AT or 




PPL 




and Date Week 1 




Demonstrate a 
developing 
knowledge and 
understanding 
of the setting’s 
policies and 
practices 
through 
planning and 
teaching 
 




 




7.2 Establish and sustain a 
safe environment and 
employ practices that 
promote children’s safety 
 
Links to other Standards 
3.1 – child devel 
4.1 & 4.2 planning 
4.5 – reflect on 
effectiveness 
8.3 cooperative working 




 Complete the daily review/risk assessment for continuous 
provision, indoors and out; complete the setting’s record 
keeping of this and take a copy for your SPAR 




 All adult-led activity planning identifies relevant hazards 
and how risks will be avoided. Annotations to plans 
evaluate outcomes - plans added to SPAR. 




 All retrospective planning captures ongoing support for 
children through risk assessment and appropriate actions 
(in line with the setting’s policies) – plans added to SPAR 




 Audit an area of continuous provision (e.g. provision for 
‘rolling’ self-service snack) for food hygiene and personal 
hygiene. Share findings with mentor/room leader. Make a 
plan to adjust practice to comply with policy. 




 




Nov 5th  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Start Nov 
5th  




Copies of the proforma for daily reviews are in the SPAR. Made room 




leader aware of the missing bolt from sand tray frame – ducktape makes it 




secure for now; lid for outdoor sand tray – now have a reminder on door 




to outdoor space and new sand ordered.  




3 adult-led activities and two retrospective plans are in SPAR. This week’s 




focus plan for review covers baking activity. Need to consider how the 




addition of resources such as extra bowls, spoons, oven gloves etc enables 




children to take part and avoid queuing (and spilling!). Completed RA for 




use of oven, countersigned by colleague. Copy for setting’s records and in 




SPAR. Really nice example of encouraging personal hygiene and reducing 




cross infection with nose-blowing strategy – a good timely and effective 




intervention for health promotion. Good. 




Share audit of rolling snack in room meeting. Already have ideas for plan, 




but need to share with team 




Student 




Mentor 




Week 2 




Demonstrate a 
developing/ 
thorough 
knowledge and 
understanding 
of the setting’s 
policies and 
practices 
through 
planning and 
teaching 
 
with timely 
interventions 
to maintain a 
safe 
environment 
 




7.2 Establish and sustain a 
safe environment and 
employ practices that 
promote children’s safety 
 
 
Links to other Standards 
2.6 group learning 
3.1 – child devel 
4.1 & 4.2 planning 
4.5 – reflect on 
effectiveness 
8.3 cooperative working 




 Audit an area of continuous provision (e.g. provision for 
‘rolling’ self-service snack) for food hygiene and personal 
hygiene. Share findings with mentor/room leader. Make a 
plan to adjust practice to comply with policy. 




 Use petty cash and ensure tissues & wipes to hand whilst 
colds and runny noses are so prevalent; use Sizzle puppet – 
children teach Sizzle how to blow nose, where to put 
tissues etc (add to planning section of SPAR, obs to child 
profile as appropriate) 




 Confirm new sand is in place, notice on door. Share 
outdoor sand problem with children and ask how this can 
be resolved. Collate responses and any wider issues with 
outdoor space in floor book. Share with other key groups 
add to planning section of SPAR, obs to child profile as 
appropriate) 




 Maintain attention to H&S throughout planning as per last 
week – annotations paying attention to timely 
interventions over the sessions indoor/out 




 




 Take turn daily reviews with colleagues – at least two per 
week stored in SPAR 




12th Nov 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
On-going 
 
 
On-going  
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DEVELOPMENT TARGETS RUNNING RECORD (Standards 1 and 8) 




 
Targets 




 




Links to 
Standards 




 
Actions to be taken 




Target Date For 
Achievement 




 
Review Of Target & Comment On 
Progress 




Week 1 
Set goals that 
stretch and 
challenge the 
most able pupils  




S1b) Is able to set goals that 
stretch and challenge pupils 
of all backgrounds, abilities 
and dispositions.  (Link to 
standard 5) 




 For every taught activity, identify goals to stretch the more able on your planning and 
share the Learning Objectives and Success Criteria with them. 
 




 Make a list of differentiation strategies used to engage the more able in lessons you have 
observed. 
 




 Choose two strategies used in an activity you teach and evaluate them. Where they 
successful? Did they enable the more able children to make progress? 




 




Nov 5th Remembered to share the LO and SC in all but one 




activity. Put at top of children’s worksheets & on IWB. 




Amazed by number of ways to differentiate my teacher 




uses! Tried using different resources and a range of 




questions.to stretch the more able It made the session 




run more smoothly. 




 




Taught activities were much clearer to children.  Good 




variety of resourcing enabled G and T. Child A to make 




better than expected progress. 




Week 1 
Brief support 
staff effectively 
so that they can 
facilitate pupil 
learning and 
have a positive 
impact on pupil 
learning. 
 




S8c) Deploy support staff 
effectively 




 




 Observe and note the range of activities support staff carry out during lesson time. 
 




 Discuss your observations with your teacher and how they communicate their 
requirements to support staff to ensure they carry out their role effectively. 
 




 Find time to talk about the role with your support staff and make notes about what they 
need to know for reference at a later date 




Nov 5th Really useful to concentrate on TA role in a lesson.  




They are very busy people! I managed to meet our TA at 




playtime to chat about her role.  This was really helpful 




and I think we can work together well. 




 




This task will certainly help you to work with our TA 




effectively. Remember to plan her in for next week.   




 Week 2 
Set goals that 
stretch and 
challenge the 
most able pupils  




S1b) Is able to set goals that 
stretch and challenge pupils 
of all backgrounds, abilities 
and dispositions.  (Link to 
standard 5) 




 Liaise with class teacher and SENDCo to collect relevant data on the class. 
 




 Plan and teach an activity taking this data into account, annotate the lesson plan with a 
specific focus on challenges set 
 




 Complete a tracking sheet for a group and use it to evaluate differentiation strategies used 
for G and T learners. 




 




Nov 14th Met with SENDCo then shared what I learnt with my 




teacher. Annotations on my plans show activities were 




more relevant to individual needs. Went better as I 




knew more about the children’s abilities. 




 




Your tracking sheet shows the difference it has made to 




progress knowing more about children’s starting points.  




Week 2 
Brief support 
staff effectively 
so that they can 
facilitate pupil 
learning and 
have a positive 
impact on pupil 
learning. 
 




S8c) Deploy support staff 
effectively 




 




 In one of your lessons, plan for the effective use of a TA. 
 




 Share the plan with your TA in advance of the lesson, provide a copy highlighting the 
relevant tasks. 




 




 Ask the TA to record one progress statement for each child they work with on a provided 
record sheet. 




Nov 14th .Maths lesson – planned TA in. Spoke to her last night. 




Gave her a copy of the plan but had forgotten to 




highlight her tasks.  Using a record sheet was very 




helpful to note achievements. 




 




Positive feedback from TA.  Now use the statements 




made to update you tracking sheet. Discuss at our 




tutorial. 
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Targets 




 




Links to 
Standards 




 
Actions to be taken 




Target Date For 
Achievement 




 
Review Of Target & Comment 
On Progress 
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Employ some 




differentiation 




strategies to 




attempt to address 




the learning needs 




of pupils and thus  




remove some 




barriers to learning 




S5a)  Know how to 
differentiate 
appropriately using 
approaches which 
enable pupils to be 
taught   effectively 




Week 1  




Research differentiation strategies.   




This could include differentiation by:  task, outcome, time,    




resource, support, grouping, pace,  collaborative learning, small 




mixed ability groups eg HA/LA ,peer modelling. 




Discuss with mentor/CT appropriateness and effectiveness of 




strategies. Refer to and use appropriate data (from school 




tracking system for example).  Refer to and use assessment 




information.  Refer to and use other relevant information eg 




IEP’s. 




Demonstrate at the planning stage the differentiation 




strategies to be used.  




Which strategies will be used? Why these strategies have been 




selected (including barriers to learning)?   How these will have 




an impact on pupil progress – groups and individuals? How you 




will evaluate the effectiveness of the strategies used? 




 




Wednesday  




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




 




X has researched all the 




strategies suggested and 




decided to try to produce 




worksheets for the three 




different groups of students 




identified using the data. 




Good lesson plan detailing 




the use of these resources – 




particularly like the help 




sheet for the less able 




learners. I advised him that 




he should allow more time in 




his plan to give feedback on 




the worksheets to the pupils. 




X will trial his worksheets 




with class 6 and evaluate 




their impact on pupil 




progress. Will feedback at the 




next meeting. 
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Use group and 




whole class 




assessment sheets 




to secure pupil 




progress including 




those with special 




educational 




needs/and or 




disabilities. 




6b)  Make use of 
formative 
assessment to 
secure pupil 
progess 




Week 1 




Before observing class 4 




Discuss with class 4 teacher how group and whole class 




assessment sheets are used to support pupil progress 




Discuss use of the schools monitoring (tracking), assessment 




and recording policy. 




Observe class 4 lesson 




During the lesson: 




Give examples of how pupils were formatively assessed. Give 




examples of how you know progression has been secured for 




individual/ groups of children taught 




Observe the ways in which pupils were made aware of 




assessment outcomes (e.g. marking) 




Observe the way(s) in which pupils were involved in discussing 




their own progress and future targets 




Observe how assessment outcomes are shared with pupils so 




that they can reflect on their own learning and set appropriate 




targets. 




After the lesson 




 




 




Thursday 




 




 




 




Friday 
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 Discuss with the class 4 teacher how assessment data, when 




collected, will explicitly inform ‘next steps’ and planning 




 




 




Example targets for students set prior to placement for Standard 2 




S2c) Guide pupils to reflect on the progress they have made and their emerging needs.  




Able to identify and communicate the progress made by pupils.  




 Observe class teacher throughout one day for range of behaviour management techniques (make field notes) 




 Refer back to RAC Behaviour seminar notes 




 Discuss (with CT/AT) strategies observed or that might work for me now with the whole class – make a list of 8 




 Identify from list 4 approaches to use in the management of behaviour as the focus for peer observation – evaluate plan and observation 




 Identify any children who may not respond positively to strategies or need adjusted/additional support - record initials on planning 




 




Example targets for students meeting the expectations for QTS at a High level (1) in Standard 2 (Week 3 of E placement). 




 Identify the personal progress and learning needs of each pupil.  




 Complete Pupil Progress Review and analysis – discuss with class teacher and identify strategies to support individuals and groups of pupils in 




making progress (Red and Amber).   




 Observe children from ‘Green’ group – focus on how I support them in sustaining this rate of progression 




 Make sure that pupils are consistently offered high quality intervention and feedback which enables them to identify the progress they have 




made and understand what they need to do to improve.  




 Review slides from differentiation and assessment seminar – plan differentiated informational feedback linked to success criteria for children’s 




writing next week.   
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 Make a list of open questions to ask children during lessons that focus on progression (focus for peer observation) 




 Use talk partners to focus children using success criteria -  each write their own pink and green comments linked to success criteria. 




 Refer back to the LO and SC and children to identify their progress as a focus for plenary (dice 6 questions activity from maths observation) 




 Read and annotate Tracking Pupil Progress and Pupil Profile sections of SPAR 




 Select and copy samples of work that demonstrate progression in maths for two children from the group – annotate copies to identify how 




they show progression. 
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Sensory Impairments


INCC4011 








Okay welcome to this presentation about sensory impairments. The first part of this presentation looks at hearing impairment the sorts of things that you might look out for, what some of the terminology means , how this'll impact on childrens learning and some of the things that you can do to support those children. 



The second part of the presentation is about visual impairment and supports what you heard from Terry last week. 
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How do we measure hearing?











When you receive an audiology report for a child you will see that there are two measures – the hearing level (how loud the sound is) and the frequency how high or low the pitch of the sound is
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Catorgarising Hearning Loss











The Mild to Moderate labels present a real problem for children as we tend to think they are not much of a problem, However they are not “normal” and they can cause children to have to work very hard to lip read, concentrate and fill in gaps leading to tiredness





You may know from your own experience that sometimes your hearing is not as acute as it usually is however and again this might be part of your experience perhaps with an elderly relative we are not always aware of the facts that are hearing is not normal. 



If you have a child in your class who seems to never be listening doesn't follow instructions or becomes overly tired towards the end of the day and particularly if their behaviour changes from day to day or is worse when they have a snotty cold it is always a good idea to ask parents or carers to take the child for a hearing test. Particularly in early years and reception classes up to 10% of children can have an intermittent conductive hearing loss at any one time. Most local health authorities have a self referral system for all for audiology which can usually be found on the local authorities local offer.





So when you have a child who's been for audiology now likely to come back with a report from the audiologist explaining to you what level of hearing or hearing loss the child has got. Very often you will find the report says the child has a mild hearing loss and you perhaps think but this isn't too much of an issue. However the mild and moderate labels present a real problem for children precisely because we tend to think that they're not much of a problem. Mild to moderate hearing loss means that children are constantly thinking about or trying to support their hearing either by lip reading or copying the behaviour and actions of children around them; often to maintain their own feeling of self worth and confidence they try to hide the fact that they're struggling. 
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What can you hear with mild to moderate hearing loss?











Some of the issues for children with mild to moderate hearing loss is the incidental learning that they miss out on. We can manage direct teaching usually by using technology such as hearing loops and sound systems like the one we have in our classroom. Children however learn a lot more then what we teach them. They pick up language skills from hearing adults speak together, they learn about the world from environmental sounds like birdsong, wind in the trees and even passing traffic. 
Social situations such as group work, pee lessons and lunch and break times often depend on chatter and oddments of utterances shouted to each other across the classroom. 
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Experience Hearing Loss


Experience Hearing Loss with the Flintstones











Have a listen to this clip from the Flintstones. The sausage shape on Fred's chart shows where his hearing loss is and as the volume and pitch changes you can see the red line dip into Fred's hearingloss. Imagine how hard you would have to work at school and at home if your hearing loss was even in the mild category. Children with hearing loss can become very tired or may just give up expecting or trying to hear what is going on in the classroom full stop 
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Mild Hearing Loss 


Mild Hearing Loss huge impact








Types and causes 

Hearing Loss


 


Conductive- a “blockage" along the pathway of sound. This could be in the outer ear – lots of wax, a perforated ear drum OR in the middle ear e.g. glue ear





Sensori- neural – damage to the inner ear or beyond. This could be damage to the hair cells in the inner ear OR damage to the hair cells in the inner ear OR damage along the nerve fibres to the brain


Mixed - Conductive hearing loss is the most common











So there are three types of hearing loss which occur for different reasons.
A conductive hearing loss is where something disrupts sound travelling from the outer ear the bit you can see on the outside of your head through the ear drum or into the middle or inner ear. this can be for reasons such as a hole in your ear drum,glue ear really common in small children (this is because the small tube the eustachian tube is particularly small in little children), or damage or loss of the three tiny bones in the ear. 





Neural hearing loss is due to damage in the in the air it could be to do with the hair cells or the nerve fibers that run to the brain. 
The third type of hearing loss is mixed so a combination of conductive and sensorineural. 

Conductive hearing loss is most common particularly in children wait Gloria is 
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Glue Ear











Have a look at this diagram of the ear notice where them outer and middle ear becomes the inner ear and have a look for the tiniest station tubes which cause all the problems with glue ear stop 
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Glue ear


Is a build up of sticky fluid in the middle ear





May cause pain





Four out of five children will experience it to some degree at some point.





Although not usually serious in itself it can cause long term difficulties in other areas of development





Hearing loss may come and go




















Glue ear is really common particularly in early years or in reception after that children grow and the eustachian tube which clears the sticky fluid from the middle ear. Gloria tends to come and go giving rise to intermittent hearing loss. Unfortunately during periods of hearing loss children can miss crucial parts of learning for example a two week cold causing blocked ears chenming children learning two or three crucial phonemes. Children who are prone to hearing loss may also fail to develop good listening and attention skills or even begin to believe that they are not able to learn like other children. 
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These two pictures show some common ways of managing glue ear.Top left picture shows an ear drum with a grommet fitted. The grommet is a tiny tube inserted through the ear drum to allow the sticky fluid to drain. This used to be a really common operation for young children but is used less frequently now due to the need to give the child general anesthetic. They also have varied success often dropping out quite quickly and sometimes on to the classroom carpet! 

The otivent in the bottom right picture is a simple device the children can get either from their GP or from a local chemist. It involves the children blocking one nostril while blowing up a balloon with the other. You will remember doing something similar to clear your ears on take off. In some Scandinavian countries all young children have a otivent in their school bag and are encouraged to use it regularly throughout the school day 
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these three pictures show some of the technological aids available for children and young people with more serious hearing loss.Top left is a pair of digital hearing aids Which you are probably familiar with. These can be quite difficult for children to get used to and also have the effect of amplifying all sound not just the voice of the teacher so this can be really tiring. when the teacher uses a radio mic this can be attached straight to the hearing aid which helps the child concentrate on the teachers voice. Teachers have to be very careful to remember to turn the radio mic off before attending to have any of their own personal needs! 

The middle picture shows a cochlear implant this is used We're hearing losses due to damage in the inner ear. Dis involves an operation to permanently fix the fittings for the implant . 





The final picture is a Phonak Roger Pen –These are becoming much more common in school for supporting children with hearing loss they are really discreet thanks can be used in a number of different ways 
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Cochlea Implants





https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2rhRo73F324











watch this video about cochlear implants 
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Early Years Foundation Stage



















NDCS note on Department for Education figures on attainment for deaf children in 2017 (England) Updated: 25 January 2018


What the figures show  





 In 2017, 34% of deaf children were recorded as having achieved a “good level of development” in the early years, compared to 76% of children with no identified SEN. The proportion of deaf children reaching this level has increased from 32% in 2016.  It remains of concern that around two thirds of deaf children arrive at primary school having not achieved a good level of development in the early years.  Writing, reading and speaking remain the most challenging of the 17 early learning goals for deaf children – with less than half of deaf children reaching the expected standard in each of these goals. 








That means that 66% of children did not achieve a “good level of development” in their Early years check against 76% of children with no hearing loss.





Have a look at the Early Learning Goals and consider how impaired hearing may be impacting on each goal
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Key Stage 1
















NDCS note on Department for Education figures on attainment for deaf children in 2017 (England) Updated: 25 January 2018


What the figures show 


 


Deaf children’s attainment at Key Stage 1 has increased across all measures. However, around half of deaf children still failed to achieve the expected standard at Key Stage 1 for reading (49%) and maths (49%)








Remember hearing loss DOES NOT indicate any intellectual impairment
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Key Stage 2

















NDCS note on Department for Education figures on attainment for deaf children in 2017 (England) Updated: 25 January 2018





What the figures show  





61% of deaf children are leaving primary school having failed to achieve the expected standard at reading, writing and mathematics compared to 30% of children with no identified SEN.  Deaf children fall behind as they progress through primary school, compared to their peers of the same ability – their progress score on reading is minus 1.1 compared to +0.3 for children with no identified SEN. 








Mild Hearing Loss

Signs to look out for


Delayed speech.


Mishearing and mispronouncing words.


Not hearing what's going on if there's background noise.


Problems with concentrating, tiredness and frustration that affects their behaviour.


Preferring to play alone.


Difficulties with reading and learning.


Wanting the volume of the TV higher than other members of your family.











Impact of hearing loss

Expressive Language


A delay in learning to speak





Verb tenses incorrect





Unclear speech





Shouting or talking over loudly





Speaking very softly











Impact of hearing loss

Comprehension


Missing or misunderstanding little words in speech (in, on etc)





Difficulty with listening and attention





Say pardon, eh, what. 





Not “ear-wigging”!








Impact of hearing loss

Behaviour


Not responding when you call or use their name


Not following instructions


Reluctant to join in


Temper tantrums or disruptive behaviour


Becoming withdrawn


Continuing with an activity when others have stopped


Inattentive and “daydreaming”











Impact of hearing loss

Self help skills


Constantly asking for repetition, pardon, what,eh.





 Watching others before doing it themselves





 Watching face or lips intently





 Attempting to control conversation by talking





 Frequently asking for help from friends











A deaf adult says …


“Many people don’t realise how exhausting listening, concentrating, filling in gaps, guessing the subject, and deciphering body language, lip patterns and facial expressions, is.” – Deaf adult








This is something you will have to remember when you are teaching – think about ways that you can reduce the “burden”.





go to the group discussion from this slide and add some ideas you may have to support a child with mild to moderate hearing loss in your classroom. Remember you might not know which children are having difficulties with their hearing at any one time in the classroom. And the child themselves may almost certainly not realise but they are experiencing something different to their peer group 
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How to support children with hearing loss





Before you speak


Get the child’s attention before speaking


Do not give too many instructions at once








When you are speaking


Talk normally try not to exaggerate lip movements


Use lots of visual clues, demonstrate where possible


Repeat key words








Environment


Sit the child at a suitable distance away from you


Reduce background noise


Make sure the room is well lit and don’t stand with your back to a window


Get down to their level to speak











Hear to Learn


Good communication


Adapting resources








Inclusive Planning


Find a lesson plan (either one of your own or from TES or Twinkle


Where might you need to make adjustments for a child with a hearing loss


What will the teacher have to be aware of while teaching the lesson.
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Specialist support 

Teacher of the Deaf


Teacher of the Deaf





Read about this specialist teacher role and watch the videos of interviews with qualified teachers of the deaf
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Communication  methods


BSL used exclusively Right to sign


Flexible use of multiple methods –e.g. signing, lip reading, finger spelling, gesture.  Used in whatever combination works for the child


Hand gestures draw attention to and support spoken words, each sound is signed near the mouth Cued Articulation


Natural Aural – Listening and talking is emphasised in the natural environment (i.e. not taught).  This is the most commonly used approach by Teachers of the Deaf


Auditory Verbal – a specific listening and speaking approach delivered by licenced teachers not common in the UK








Deaf community, can never get left out if you live in that community otherwise you depend on others to communicate with you.  


Nothing specific, allows access, may tend towards the child’s strengths


 “Research shows that, with Cued Speech, 96% of spoken language can be lipread accurately”
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BSL








Total Communication








Cued Speech








Natural Aural








Auditory Verbal























More resources to look at


https://www.theguardian.com/science/2014/mar/16/bionic-ears-cochlear-implants-transformed-lives-children





Hear to Help Videos














Join the National Deaf Childrens’ Society – its free. Download – Communicating with Your Deaf Child.











The Silent Child


The Silent Child





This film won Oscars a couple of years ago and was highly acclaimed by the deaf community





Unfortunately it costs a small amount to download but please try to watch it if you can. It last 20 minutes

















Film 20 mins on Google Play (45)
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Visual impairment


A visual impairment is vision which can not be fully corrected by the wearing of glasses.








Identifying children with sight loss


Red or watery eyes


Eyes in constant motion


Finding tasks unusually tiring


Poor hand eye co-ordination


Unusual head posture


Sensitivity to light


Bending closely over work


Lots of  blinking, squinting, rubbing eyes











Types of sight loss


Low acuity – sharpness of image, can be near or distance or both


Central vision loss – can move around relatively easily but close tasks such as reading can be difficult


Peripheral vision loss – good central vision meaning close work can be possible but moving around is difficult


Patchy vision – means scanning to build up the whole picture, complicated visual tasks can be hard


Low contrast sensitivity – hard to pick out things that are close in shade or colour.  Can be hard in some environments


Eye movement difficulty – for example Nystagmus,  where the eye is constantly moving, makes tracking difficult


Colour Blindness – not considered a sight loss but can accompany other conditions








What do you need to know about a child’s sightloss



courtesy of the RNIB  - Access to Education





Is their sight stable or is it variable? If so, under what conditions?


What is the extent of their effective distance vision, for example, for reading from the whiteboard?


What size and style of print can they read comfortably? 


Is their field of vision normal or restricted? For example, is peripheral vision reduced or are areas within the visual field missing? How does this affect their ability to work with diagrams, maps, etc? 


Is there a limited time over which the learner is able to use their sight efficiently before their eyes become tired? 


How competent are they in moving around the classroom independently and safely?


Do they have particular preferences regarding the classroom environment, such as the nature of the lighting, seating position, or the use of the whiteboard?











What do you need to know about a child who is blind?


How much sight, if any, do they have? How useful is it and for what activities?


What level of skill do they possess in braille and other tactile skills? In particular, what is their speed of reading?


What experience of the visual world, if any, do they have?  Have they ever seen and therefore possess any visual memory?


Do they tire easily? Is there a limited period of time over which they can work efficiently?


How competent are they in moving around the classroom independently and safely?




















Teaching and leaning braille is a skilled job and will be done by a specialist teacher





Can you write your name in Braille?





Come and Braille it
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What can you do to support?


Sit child near to and facing the front


Ensure good levels of lighting whilst avoiding glare. 


Use the child’s name


Use pens which provide a good contrast when writing for the child


Allow longer for examining resources or demonstrations


Don’t ask the child “can you see that?” No one knows what they cannot see. 
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Inclusive environments





Courtesy of the RNIB


 


Signage – clear, well positioned and easily visible, perhaps using braille or symbol.


Steps, edges, pillars and other transition points highlighted with yellow paint.


Handrails to help with mobility.


‘Tactile trails’ – dado rails or other textured materials at hand height, that learners can follow to find the route to a particular location in school − eg toilets, dining hall.


Different floor coverings for different areas of the school to indicate a change of environment.


Clear panels on doors so people can be seen approaching from the other side.


A distinction between quiet and active areas in the playground, and shaded areas for learners with light sensitivity.


Sensory gardens.


Well-maintained grounds, free of obstructions.


Corridors, cloakrooms and classrooms kept free of obstructions.











Teaching Position


Avoid standing in front of windows - this can reduce you to a silhouette and make it difficult for all learners to see you properly.


Learners who have VI need to sit in the best position to see the whiteboard, etc, but not separately from the other learners.


Do learners with vision impairment need to sit close to a power source if they are using ICT devices?











Garry’s Visualiser











Can you see any issues with having this equipment in your classroom? In terms of inclusion? Practically?
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Garry’s Visualiser with book











Garry’s visualiser with book … and Garry!











ipads


Explore the accessibility features available on the ipads
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Social Inclusion


They may have difficulty in observing and imitating their peers which can impact on the development of age appropriate behaviours. A child may miss out on some of the visual clues and body language that people use to establish friendships. 


They may be more dependent on their parents in many areas, which may adversely affect the development of a sense of independence, one of the most important factors in relation to their self esteem and adjustment.


They may experience greater feelings of failure, particularly in relation to sport and exercise.


They may be less accepted by their peer group and have fewer friends which is likely to impact on their self esteem.











Teaching and learning resources



Are the print resources you use in an appropriate format for learners? (Consider print size, font and contrast. When working with vision impaired learners you should take advice from the learner, their parents/carers, the Special Educational Needs Coordinator (SENCO) or the QTVI, as appropriate.


Do learners have a good reading position? (Reading stands or raised boards are useful to help some learners get the best reading position.)


Do you use real objects and artefacts to support your teaching?


Do learners who use special equipment or large print resources have adequate space to work? 











Wikkistix Challenge


Can we make a tactile world map with wikkistix?








Blind School


https://www.bbc.co.uk/sounds/play/p06zy5h1


Radio 4 Drama
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Effective Target Setting for ITE Trainees 



Central to our trainees’ progress and success is their achievement of developmental targets. 



It is important that targets specifically address improving the quality of the trainees’ 



teaching and pupils’ learning over time. 



Targets should: 



 include a clear statement of what the trainee needs to focus on to improve and 



make progress (related and referenced to the teachers’ standards – or sub-headings 



thereof);  



 use language which aligns with the common assessment framework (primary) or the 



assessment matrix (secondary) for the grade at which the trainee is working; 



 be subject specific where appropriate; 



 state what actions the trainee needs to take to improve and make progress; 



 state what support/resources* are required to help them achieve the target; 



 state where that support/resources* can be found; 



 include clear success criteria explicitly stating what achieving the target will mean in 



terms of pupils’ learning, well-being, behaviour etc. and the quality of the trainees’ 



teaching - what will be demonstrated and how when the target is achieved; 



 set out a realistic and workable time-frame in which the target can be achieved 



 state how and when the target will be reviewed (usually next weekly review 



meeting). 



*Resources required to support the trainee may be time allocated for development 



opportunities, teacher modelling, focused observations, targeted support from lead 



practitioners, paper or web-based training materials etc 



 



Targets must be SMART 



SPECIFIC – be clear about what you want the trainee to achieve and why eg. 



Impact on pupil progress and learning over time, subject knowledge 



development etc (linked to the relevant teachers’ standards). 
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MEASUREABLE - Clear criteria for success. What is the end product, impact? i.e. How will the 



performance be judged against the target? Consider what evidence there could be that 



would indicate success – modelled so that the trainee can understand how to achieve the 



target and provide evidence of the fact.  



ACHIEVABLE -  Can the target really be achieved in the time/resources available? i.e. What 



opportunities are available? Appropriate levels of challenge set. 



REALISTIC - In number, complexity, stage of development and purpose. i.e. Does the target 



link to the phase of training and the standards that are currently being working towards? 



Have the targets been discussed with school tutors? Good targets should challenge and 



stretch.  



TIME -  How long will it take, short, medium and long term/date specific. i.e. in the next 



lesson with group …or by the end of the unit …. week? 



REVIEWED - What impact has the target had on performance, pupils, practice, policy? i.e. 



will the evidence be found in lesson plans, evaluations, pupil’s books? Discuss targets at 



weekly meetings and record on the proformas. Is there a need to have a follow up or new 



targets set? i.e. ensure that targets are reflected upon and feedback into practice. If a target 



is not met ask why that might be. Review at weekly meetings, interim or end of placement, 



target setting tutorials. 



Long, medium and short term targets 



It is recognised that some targets are more difficult to achieve and require a longer time-



scale, even over a whole placement. Longer term targets should be broken down into 



smaller steps and reviewed regularly to set the next steps. The example below sets out the 



first couple of steps in ensuring that the trainee makes progress in making accurate and 



productive use of assessment (TS6). The text in red provides a focus for discussion at the 



review meeting. 



Targets Links to 
standards 



Actions to be taken Target date 
for 
Achievement 



Review of 
Target and 
Comment 
on 
progress 



Long Term 
Make accurate and 
productive use of 
assessment 
 
Short term 
Extend range of 
assessment 



TS6  
 
 
 
 
TS6 (b) 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 



 Read Chapter X of Clarke and 
discuss implications with mentor. 



By end of 
placement 
 
 
 
By Wed 
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strategies which 
encourage children 
to evaluate and 
improve their work 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Short Term 
Review how 
written feedback 
should look to 
encourage pupils 
to respond and 
improve their work 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
TS6 (d) 



 Observe Mrs Y teaching and 
answer the following questions– 
what does she ask pupils to do to 
evaluate their work? How do the 
pupils respond? Do the pupils 
know now how to improve their 
work? Did this strategy help to 
improve pupil progress? How 
could I adapt this strategy for my 
class? 



 Include this ‘new’ assessment 
strategy in your next lesson 
(mentor carries out a focused 
observation and feedback) 



 
 



 Review a sample of pupils’ books 
from Mr Z’s class – identify good 
practice in terms of written 
feedback – what strategies does 
he use to encourage pupils to 
respond and improve their work? 
What impact did this have on 
pupils’ progress? 



 Try to model this good practice 
when marking class JY’s books – 
how did the pupils respond? What 
impact did it have on their 
progress? Bring a sample of their 
marked books to the review 
meeting and be ready to discuss 
the impact you have had on their 
progress. 



Thursday 
(next mentor 
meeting) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Monday 
 
 
 
 
 
Tuesday 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Thursday 



 



As the trainees’ targets are so central to their success it is important that 



university tutors quality assure these targets during end of placement 



tutorials and refer any issues to the relevant PPTs (primary only). 



For secondary trainees, the quality assurance of their targets is carried out by 



the university tutors. 



 



There follows some examples of different approaches to target setting which 



adhere to the guidance. 
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DEVELOPMENT TARGETS RUNNING RECORD (Standards 3 and 4) 
 



                                      



 



Targets 



 



Links to 



Standards 



 



Actions to be taken 



Target Date For 



Achievement 
 



Review Of Target & Comment On Progress 



Signature of 



Trainee, PT, 



AT or PPL 



and Date S3: 
Demonstrate good 
subject and curriculum 
knowledge 
 



TS3  By end of 
placement 
 



  



 



e) If teaching early 
mathematics, 
demonstrate a clear 
understanding of 
appropriate teaching 
strategies. 



TS3e Observe 2 calculation lessons in maths -using the observation of a 
teacher pro forma. 
How are the children developing fluency and reasoning in 
mathematics? 
What questions does the teacher ask the children? 
How does the teacher involve children to reinforce messages? 
What differentiated tasks were available? 
 



 Identify and analyse a mathematical misconception- Draw from 
your module information on Blackboard. Find 2 ways in which you 
could re teach this misconception to a group? What resources 
would you use? 
 
Show these two methods in your weekly plans. 
Focus on careful use of key vocabulary & assessment questions. 
 
Once taught think about which worked best / promoted quickest 
progress for children’s understanding- use the reflective log guide in 
TPP documentation 
 
You may also consider: 



 Talking to the mathematics coordinator about their role as a 
specialist in school. 
Ask them how they select resources to match activities. 
How do they utilise ICT to enhance a session for children? 
 
 
 



Week 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Week 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Week 3 
 
 
 
 
 



It was clear in your weekly review sheet that you had looked at the maths sessions that 
I taught this week- Your commented on Jamie’s progress and clearly drew out the three 
assessment questions that I checked with him each lesson. 
 
 
 



I looked at the example of Parallel and perpendicular lines. I 
realise that one of the best ways to get this concept across for 
children was to get out the 2D shapes so they could actually feel 
and test rather than just looking at them on the worksheet. 
 
 
 
Not done yet=- take into next week. 
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S4:Plan and Teach 
well-structured 
Lessons 



TS4  End of 
Placement 
phase 



  



 



b) Promote a love of 
learning and 
children’s 
intellectual 
curiosity. 



TS4b Have a look at http://www.ttrb3.org.uk/key-stage-2-science-
engaging-girls-with-practical-science/ 
 
And read the reviewers concerns… What does this raise for 
you? How might you alter your teaching a s a result? 
 
Talk to your 3 profile children: Ask them what helps them 
learn best… 
Use knowledge of profile children to plan a task that links to 
personal knowledge of child 
 
At the end of the week ask all children to evaluate their week 
(with a focus on your teaching) using De Bono’s thinking 
hats... 
Use Just 3 hats: Yellow (positive), Black (challenges) and 
Green (creativity). Ask them what was the best bit about your 
teaching that week. Which bits of your teaching did the 
children find hardest to concentrate on. How might the 
children teach the XXX lesson that you covered this week? 



Week 2  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
You used part of your non-contact time this week to meet your group of profile 
children. We had preplanned several questions together to ask them. What did 
they tell you? 
It was clear that you have started to adapt your planning to focus on key 
children and ask them questions or adapt questions to grab their attention based 
on their personal interest! 



 



 TS4b Plan in questions when introducing as session this week: 
What do you already know?; What would you like to find 
out?;  Where can we learn about ...? 
 
Embed the use of talk partners within lessons: Plan and 
deliver time for the use of talk partners. 
 
Encourage the use of powerful or critical questions from 
children- Stop to help children make their questions more 
powerful- use http://tpri.wikispaces.com/file/view/05-
2Bloom-16-17+Stems+for+Instruction.pdf 
As a basis for thinking about powerful questions. 
Reward children who power up their questions! 



Week 3 You clearly used a range of elicitation questions this week- I have noted this in 
your lesson observation form. How will you now feed this into planning for the 
next few lessons? 
 



I used talk partners a lot this week in literacy sessions. I 
found it most useful as part of mini plenaries- It helped 
to focus the children on the best bits of each other’s work 
and inspired them to try something new. 
 
I’m still reading the critical questions piece- I have 
arranged to meet with the other y4 teacher who is a lead 
on critical questioning in the school. I want to see how 
they encourage children to use these sorts of questions 



 





http://www.ttrb3.org.uk/key-stage-2-science-engaging-girls-with-practical-science/


http://www.ttrb3.org.uk/key-stage-2-science-engaging-girls-with-practical-science/


http://tpri.wikispaces.com/file/view/05-2Bloom-16-17+Stems+for+Instruction.pdf


http://tpri.wikispaces.com/file/view/05-2Bloom-16-17+Stems+for+Instruction.pdf
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 TS4b Provide children with a range of resources to choose from to 
support  
their learning e.g ipads, information books, factsheets or in 
maths perhaps counters, number squares, number lines. Give 
them ownership. 
pitch activities at different levels and provide the children 
with opportunities to choose their own activity and level at 
which they learn. 
Provide some flexibility in how pupils present their learning 
e.g. A poster, a poem, a diagram guided by succinct success 
criteria- encourage the children to take responsibility for 
their learning.  
 
Ask them to set themselves a mini goal for the week/topic 
and then judge whether they have achieved it. 



Week 4   
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DEVELOPMENT TARGETS RUNNING RECORD (Standards 2 and 7) 
 



 



Name of Trainee:                                                                                                                     Placement: B/D/E:   



 



 



                                      



 
Targets 



 



Links to Standards 
 



Actions to be taken 



Target 
Date For 



Achieveme
nt 



 
Review Of Target & 



Commen
t On 
Progress 



Signature of 
Trainee, PT, AT or 



PPL 
and Date 



Week 1 
Establish a 
framework for 
discipline, 
deploying 
strategies, 
including the use 
of praise, 
sanctions and 
rewards. 



 



S7b) Have high expectations of 
behaviour and establish a framework 
for discipline, consistently and fairly, 
with a range of strategies, using praise, 
sanctions and rewards consistently and 
fairly  
 



Observe class teacher throughout one day for range of 
behaviour management techniques (make field notes) 
Refer back to RAC Behaviour seminar notes 
Discuss (with CT/AT) strategies observed or that might work 
for me now with the whole class – make a list of 8 
Identify from list 4 approaches to use in the management of 
behaviour as the focus for peer observation – evaluate plan 
and observation 
Identify any children who may not respond positively to 
strategies or need adjusted/additional support - record 
initials on planning 



 



Nov 5th Surprised at the number of different 



approaches the teacher used – gave me 



lots of ideas.  Of the 4 strategies 



‘countdown’ and ‘describing desirable 



learning behaviours’ had most effect.  



I think this is because they provide 



positive reminders.  They didn’t 



respond positively to the ‘clap and 



respond’ but I think this may have 



been because they have used it a lot 



before.  Need to work on clarifying my 



expectations so they know what to do 



when I have their attention! 



Student 



Mentor 
 



Week 1 
Identify and 
communicate 
the progress 
made by pupils  



 



S2c) Guide pupils to reflect on the 
progress they have made and their 
emerging needs.  



 



Read and annotate Tracking Pupil Progress and Pupil Profile 
sections of SPAR 
Select and copy samples of work that demonstrate 
progression in maths for two children from the group – 
annotate copies to identify how they show progression 



Nov 5th Helped to clarify what we are doing for 



recording progress. A lot of 



information to take in in one go – 



need to re-read and make a to-do list 



from TPP.  Work samples were 



interesting – Child A had lots of 



evidence of progress but Child B didn’t 



have as much evidence in their written 



work although they seemed to have 



made as much progress. 



Student 



Mentor 
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Week 2 
Demonstrate 
high 
expectations of 
behaviour 



S7b) Have high expectations of 
behaviour and establish a framework 
for discipline, consistently and fairly, 
with a range of strategies, using praise, 
sanctions and rewards consistently and 
fairly  



At the outset of each lesson remind children of the positive 
behaviours that I have seen from them previously and 
behaviours that I expect. 
 
Clarify expectations by describing positive behaviours 
observed and expected as the lesson progresses (don’t wait 
for problems – pre-empt).  Use this as a focus for a 
peer/teacher observation. 
 
Write a group contract with my group that identifies 8 key 
expectations for behaviour (use positive language) 
Review contract and assess/evaluate with children in 
plenary – annotate with what they did that was positive. 



Nov 14th The children responded really well 



and it made my expectations much 



clearer.  It is really easy to slip back 



into telling children what I don’t 



want them to do.  It became easier to 



remember as the lesson progressed.  I 



think practice will continue to improve 



this! 



 



Group contract was great – used it in 



two lessons and added to the 



annotations.  Very clear way of 



sharing/establishing expectations. It 



gave a reminder that they could keep 



in front of them - a resource like a 



working wall. 



Student 



Mentor 



Week 2 
Identify and 
communicate 
the progress 
made by pupils  



 



S2c) Guide pupils to reflect on the 
progress they have made and their 
emerging needs 



Re-read TTP and make a to-do list for clarity. 
 
Complete Pupil Progress Review for children in my focus 
maths group 
 
Provide a tickled pink feedback comment (be very specific 
and try to link to learning outcome) for each child on a post 
it reflecting on their progress during one week. 



Nov 14th The pupil progress review helped me to 



consider all of the different types of 



evidence that I have for progress.   



 



The children loved the pink post-its – 



and the teacher thought the use of 



pink and green post-its could be 



developed further for feedback. 



Student 



Mentor 
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An Example from Early Years 
 
                                      



 
Targets 



 



Links to 
Standards 



 
Actions to be taken 



Target 
date for 
Achieve 
ment 



 
Review Of Target &  



Comment On Progress 



Signature 



of 



Trainee, 



PT, AT or 



PPL 



and Date Week 1 



Demonstrate a 
developing 
knowledge and 
understanding 
of the setting’s 
policies and 
practices 
through 
planning and 
teaching 
 



 



7.2 Establish and sustain a 
safe environment and 
employ practices that 
promote children’s safety 
 
Links to other Standards 
3.1 – child devel 
4.1 & 4.2 planning 
4.5 – reflect on 
effectiveness 
8.3 cooperative working 



 Complete the daily review/risk assessment for continuous 
provision, indoors and out; complete the setting’s record 
keeping of this and take a copy for your SPAR 



 All adult-led activity planning identifies relevant hazards 
and how risks will be avoided. Annotations to plans 
evaluate outcomes - plans added to SPAR. 



 All retrospective planning captures ongoing support for 
children through risk assessment and appropriate actions 
(in line with the setting’s policies) – plans added to SPAR 



 Audit an area of continuous provision (e.g. provision for 
‘rolling’ self-service snack) for food hygiene and personal 
hygiene. Share findings with mentor/room leader. Make a 
plan to adjust practice to comply with policy. 



 



Nov 5th  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Start Nov 
5th  



Copies of the proforma for daily reviews are in the SPAR. Made room 



leader aware of the missing bolt from sand tray frame – ducktape makes it 



secure for now; lid for outdoor sand tray – now have a reminder on door 



to outdoor space and new sand ordered.  



3 adult-led activities and two retrospective plans are in SPAR. This week’s 



focus plan for review covers baking activity. Need to consider how the 



addition of resources such as extra bowls, spoons, oven gloves etc enables 



children to take part and avoid queuing (and spilling!). Completed RA for 



use of oven, countersigned by colleague. Copy for setting’s records and in 



SPAR. Really nice example of encouraging personal hygiene and reducing 



cross infection with nose-blowing strategy – a good timely and effective 



intervention for health promotion. Good. 



Share audit of rolling snack in room meeting. Already have ideas for plan, 



but need to share with team 



Student 



Mentor 



Week 2 



Demonstrate a 
developing/ 
thorough 
knowledge and 
understanding 
of the setting’s 
policies and 
practices 
through 
planning and 
teaching 
 
with timely 
interventions 
to maintain a 
safe 
environment 
 



7.2 Establish and sustain a 
safe environment and 
employ practices that 
promote children’s safety 
 
 
Links to other Standards 
2.6 group learning 
3.1 – child devel 
4.1 & 4.2 planning 
4.5 – reflect on 
effectiveness 
8.3 cooperative working 



 Audit an area of continuous provision (e.g. provision for 
‘rolling’ self-service snack) for food hygiene and personal 
hygiene. Share findings with mentor/room leader. Make a 
plan to adjust practice to comply with policy. 



 Use petty cash and ensure tissues & wipes to hand whilst 
colds and runny noses are so prevalent; use Sizzle puppet – 
children teach Sizzle how to blow nose, where to put 
tissues etc (add to planning section of SPAR, obs to child 
profile as appropriate) 



 Confirm new sand is in place, notice on door. Share 
outdoor sand problem with children and ask how this can 
be resolved. Collate responses and any wider issues with 
outdoor space in floor book. Share with other key groups 
add to planning section of SPAR, obs to child profile as 
appropriate) 



 Maintain attention to H&S throughout planning as per last 
week – annotations paying attention to timely 
interventions over the sessions indoor/out 



 



 Take turn daily reviews with colleagues – at least two per 
week stored in SPAR 



12th Nov 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
On-going 
 
 
On-going  
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DEVELOPMENT TARGETS RUNNING RECORD (Standards 1 and 8) 



 
Targets 



 



Links to 
Standards 



 
Actions to be taken 



Target Date For 
Achievement 



 
Review Of Target & Comment On 
Progress 



Week 1 
Set goals that 
stretch and 
challenge the 
most able pupils  



S1b) Is able to set goals that 
stretch and challenge pupils 
of all backgrounds, abilities 
and dispositions.  (Link to 
standard 5) 



 For every taught activity, identify goals to stretch the more able on your planning and 
share the Learning Objectives and Success Criteria with them. 
 



 Make a list of differentiation strategies used to engage the more able in lessons you have 
observed. 
 



 Choose two strategies used in an activity you teach and evaluate them. Where they 
successful? Did they enable the more able children to make progress? 



 



Nov 5th Remembered to share the LO and SC in all but one 



activity. Put at top of children’s worksheets & on IWB. 



Amazed by number of ways to differentiate my teacher 



uses! Tried using different resources and a range of 



questions.to stretch the more able It made the session 



run more smoothly. 



 



Taught activities were much clearer to children.  Good 



variety of resourcing enabled G and T. Child A to make 



better than expected progress. 



Week 1 
Brief support 
staff effectively 
so that they can 
facilitate pupil 
learning and 
have a positive 
impact on pupil 
learning. 
 



S8c) Deploy support staff 
effectively 



 



 Observe and note the range of activities support staff carry out during lesson time. 
 



 Discuss your observations with your teacher and how they communicate their 
requirements to support staff to ensure they carry out their role effectively. 
 



 Find time to talk about the role with your support staff and make notes about what they 
need to know for reference at a later date 



Nov 5th Really useful to concentrate on TA role in a lesson.  



They are very busy people! I managed to meet our TA at 



playtime to chat about her role.  This was really helpful 



and I think we can work together well. 



 



This task will certainly help you to work with our TA 



effectively. Remember to plan her in for next week.   



 Week 2 
Set goals that 
stretch and 
challenge the 
most able pupils  



S1b) Is able to set goals that 
stretch and challenge pupils 
of all backgrounds, abilities 
and dispositions.  (Link to 
standard 5) 



 Liaise with class teacher and SENDCo to collect relevant data on the class. 
 



 Plan and teach an activity taking this data into account, annotate the lesson plan with a 
specific focus on challenges set 
 



 Complete a tracking sheet for a group and use it to evaluate differentiation strategies used 
for G and T learners. 



 



Nov 14th Met with SENDCo then shared what I learnt with my 



teacher. Annotations on my plans show activities were 



more relevant to individual needs. Went better as I 



knew more about the children’s abilities. 



 



Your tracking sheet shows the difference it has made to 



progress knowing more about children’s starting points.  



Week 2 
Brief support 
staff effectively 
so that they can 
facilitate pupil 
learning and 
have a positive 
impact on pupil 
learning. 
 



S8c) Deploy support staff 
effectively 



 



 In one of your lessons, plan for the effective use of a TA. 
 



 Share the plan with your TA in advance of the lesson, provide a copy highlighting the 
relevant tasks. 



 



 Ask the TA to record one progress statement for each child they work with on a provided 
record sheet. 



Nov 14th .Maths lesson – planned TA in. Spoke to her last night. 



Gave her a copy of the plan but had forgotten to 



highlight her tasks.  Using a record sheet was very 



helpful to note achievements. 



 



Positive feedback from TA.  Now use the statements 



made to update you tracking sheet. Discuss at our 



tutorial. 
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Targets 



 



Links to 
Standards 



 
Actions to be taken 



Target Date For 
Achievement 



 
Review Of Target & Comment 
On Progress 
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Employ some 



differentiation 



strategies to 



attempt to address 



the learning needs 



of pupils and thus  



remove some 



barriers to learning 



S5a)  Know how to 
differentiate 
appropriately using 
approaches which 
enable pupils to be 
taught   effectively 



Week 1  



Research differentiation strategies.   



This could include differentiation by:  task, outcome, time,    



resource, support, grouping, pace,  collaborative learning, small 



mixed ability groups eg HA/LA ,peer modelling. 



Discuss with mentor/CT appropriateness and effectiveness of 



strategies. Refer to and use appropriate data (from school 



tracking system for example).  Refer to and use assessment 



information.  Refer to and use other relevant information eg 



IEP’s. 



Demonstrate at the planning stage the differentiation 



strategies to be used.  



Which strategies will be used? Why these strategies have been 



selected (including barriers to learning)?   How these will have 



an impact on pupil progress – groups and individuals? How you 



will evaluate the effectiveness of the strategies used? 



 



Wednesday  



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



X has researched all the 



strategies suggested and 



decided to try to produce 



worksheets for the three 



different groups of students 



identified using the data. 



Good lesson plan detailing 



the use of these resources – 



particularly like the help 



sheet for the less able 



learners. I advised him that 



he should allow more time in 



his plan to give feedback on 



the worksheets to the pupils. 



X will trial his worksheets 



with class 6 and evaluate 



their impact on pupil 



progress. Will feedback at the 



next meeting. 
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Use group and 



whole class 



assessment sheets 



to secure pupil 



progress including 



those with special 



educational 



needs/and or 



disabilities. 



6b)  Make use of 
formative 
assessment to 
secure pupil 
progess 



Week 1 



Before observing class 4 



Discuss with class 4 teacher how group and whole class 



assessment sheets are used to support pupil progress 



Discuss use of the schools monitoring (tracking), assessment 



and recording policy. 



Observe class 4 lesson 



During the lesson: 



Give examples of how pupils were formatively assessed. Give 



examples of how you know progression has been secured for 



individual/ groups of children taught 



Observe the ways in which pupils were made aware of 



assessment outcomes (e.g. marking) 



Observe the way(s) in which pupils were involved in discussing 



their own progress and future targets 



Observe how assessment outcomes are shared with pupils so 



that they can reflect on their own learning and set appropriate 



targets. 



After the lesson 



 



 



Thursday 



 



 



 



Friday 
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 Discuss with the class 4 teacher how assessment data, when 



collected, will explicitly inform ‘next steps’ and planning 



 



 



Example targets for students set prior to placement for Standard 2 



S2c) Guide pupils to reflect on the progress they have made and their emerging needs.  



Able to identify and communicate the progress made by pupils.  



 Observe class teacher throughout one day for range of behaviour management techniques (make field notes) 



 Refer back to RAC Behaviour seminar notes 



 Discuss (with CT/AT) strategies observed or that might work for me now with the whole class – make a list of 8 



 Identify from list 4 approaches to use in the management of behaviour as the focus for peer observation – evaluate plan and observation 



 Identify any children who may not respond positively to strategies or need adjusted/additional support - record initials on planning 



 



Example targets for students meeting the expectations for QTS at a High level (1) in Standard 2 (Week 3 of E placement). 



 Identify the personal progress and learning needs of each pupil.  



 Complete Pupil Progress Review and analysis – discuss with class teacher and identify strategies to support individuals and groups of pupils in 



making progress (Red and Amber).   



 Observe children from ‘Green’ group – focus on how I support them in sustaining this rate of progression 



 Make sure that pupils are consistently offered high quality intervention and feedback which enables them to identify the progress they have 



made and understand what they need to do to improve.  



 Review slides from differentiation and assessment seminar – plan differentiated informational feedback linked to success criteria for children’s 



writing next week.   
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 Make a list of open questions to ask children during lessons that focus on progression (focus for peer observation) 



 Use talk partners to focus children using success criteria -  each write their own pink and green comments linked to success criteria. 



 Refer back to the LO and SC and children to identify their progress as a focus for plenary (dice 6 questions activity from maths observation) 



 Read and annotate Tracking Pupil Progress and Pupil Profile sections of SPAR 



 Select and copy samples of work that demonstrate progression in maths for two children from the group – annotate copies to identify how 



they show progression. 



 














